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Young Wild West at a Redskin Pow-wow
-OR--

DOOMED TO DIE AT THE ST AKE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAP'rER I.
FOLL OWIN G 'l'IIE '!' RAIL OF 'l'HE

REDSKI NS .

"Redskins have been at work, eh, Charlie?"
"As s ur e's you're born, they have, Wild!"
"That means t ha t we have got something to do."
"I r eckon it does. We ai n't been long in strikin' somethln'
In the way of excitement , aft er g!tti n' over the line into old
Mexico. I'm mighty sorry for wha t 's been done here, but I
feel gla d th a t ther e's a gang of bad InJuns close by. Not hin'
suits me bett er than to git after the treacherous varmints. "
'rhe speakers were Young Wild West, the well-known Boy
H ero a nd Champion Deadshot of the West, and Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout , one of his partners.
The two wer e sitting on their horses at tho top of a hill
that wa3 dotted with small t rees and vegetation of the semitropi cal order, and th ey were looking at the ruins of an
adobe house.
To those not nccuston:ed to the wa ys of Indians it might
have bMn t ak en for granted that tho devastation had bee,n
wrought by white men. But one qul clc look had satisfied both
tho young deadshot a nd his partner tha t Indians were reflp onsib!e fo r It.
On th e gro und near the ruins of t he little house lay the
body of a man, tho a ttire indicating that he had beeu a
Mexican.
Indians hacl r a ided the adobe house and they had slain at
least one person.
,
Tha t was the qui ck conclusion that had been r eached by the
discover ers of t he crime.
It wu.s by mer e accident that Wild and Charlie came upon
the scene.
E arly that ::i~ornlng they h ::i d crossed th e line dividing Arizona f rom old Mexico a t a point sout h east of Tombstone wit h
th e companiom1 who trave led with them, and after riding
along In the hot aun fo r ba r ely two hour s they had come upon
the scene jus t dtset·!bed,
.
'!'he t rail they wm·e:, ro!lowlug at the timo led on through
11 r egular rav ine, an d it was a t t hi s spot that the party came
to a hall,
Young W llu Wost au1rn:ested to th e, scout that they ride up
the 11111 to the r ight and take a loolf around, while the r est
r emai ned in th e rshade ()f som e tr ees,
'rhey soo::i 1·e::.ch ed tho to p of the h ill, and th en the ru ins
of th e adebe heuse with t he dead man !yin!J neai' H showed
below them at a. 11i::sl!mee of no~ mor e than a hundred feet,
Wish ing to make a closer examlnatien, Young Wild West
,:iodded to h is con!pr.nions an d saicl;
"Tc-,11 the r est to conrn on up, 'f!ley w;ll be Burprlsed te
kn ow tlrn.t rctish:'., s ?..l'o on t he warpath, Charlie, "
.. ,Right yer 11re:i, Wild, " wari th*) J>eply, and thei. wj),!lEJ th§

boy urged his sorrel stallion Spitfire do wn the ra.ther steep
descent he turned back and called to those waiting a short
distan ce below under the trees.
Young Wild West, though but a boy in years, had put in a
varied and exciting experience.
It seemed that he had been born with a love. for adventure,
and as he had developed into one of the most daring and levelheaded boys the West ever produced, his love for adventure
had led him to do many wonderful things, while his accomplishments in assisting to pave the way to civilization and
his many risks, as well as his startling and thrillir.g escapes,
had made him well known throughout the entire region
known as the Wild West at the time of which we write.
Added to all this, the boy had won the title of Champion
Deadshot of the West, and being cool at all stages of the gum e
and hardly knowing what the word fear meant, it was not
strange that he should have made a name for himself that
many a man old enough to be h!s grandfather would have
been proud to own.
So many times had the youhg deadshot looked upon such
scenes that it was not an awesome one to him now.
The Mexican was dead. That settled him for sure.
His $Calp-Jock missing told the boy as well as if he had
seen the deed perpetrated that 1t was the work of a r edskin.
The adobe house had been burned down as far as it could
be, and what there had been there to burn was destroyed by
fire.
Vaulting lightly to the ground, he left the sorrel stallion
to browse at the vegetation that grew near at hand, while he
began to look ·about the scene.
He discovered the prints of moet:asined feet, and in a very
few seconds he was able to estimate that there must have
bee n as many as a score of redskins upon the spot.
He looked In among the ruins, expecting to find further
eviden ces of murder.
But jus t as he had satisfied hlmseU that only one man had
been killed, Cheyenne Charlie came upon the scene, follow ed
by Jim Dart, the other partner ·of our hero, two young girls,
a young woman and a Chinaman.
Right here we may as well state that the two young girls
were ,Arletta Murdock and Ellolse Gardner.
,Arletta was Young Wild West's sweetheart, while it was
understood pretty well that Eloise would some. day become
the brid0 of Jim Dart,
•rho younf! woman w1u: Anna, tho wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
and the Chinaman was Hop Wah, who was generally known
itB Young Wild West's clever Chlnee because of his ability
te perform mystifying tricks !n the way · of sleight-of-hand,
and for other r easons which, if not already known to the ·
reader, w 1ll be disclosed later on.
The other Chinaman, who acted as cook for the party, was
~ t>reithe1' t<l Hep,
·
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His name was Wing Wah, and he had rcmain<'d with the two p:;.ck-horses that were loaded with the camping outfit
pack-horsrs, fer it was seldom he showed any particular in- and supnliC'S th') party carried with them.
terest ln things, and claimed, if spoken to about it, that it ; The necessary implements were quickly produced, aI!d it
was h!s business to look after the belongings of the party was not long before a shallow grave had been dug and the
while they were away.
, body placed In it.
··what has happened, Wild?" the golden-haired sweethrnrt
Then Cheyenne Charlie, while the rest stood with ba::-cd
of Young Wild West asked, as she looked at the stiffcmid body heads, mumbled O\"Pr something in the way of a burial serof the Mexican and shook her head in a sympathetic way.
1 vice, and tllc two Chinamen quickly filled the grave.
''Rcdzkins, Et,·· replied the boy, in his cool and easy way. ! Th ere was nothing in the way of a clew any further than
"I had no idea there were any in these par~.s who were on the the trail the r edskins had made in leaving ihe scene, so a
warpath. I haven·t yet m;.ide up my mind to what tribe they few minutes later our friends were riding along in the
be!on~. But I reckon it won't take very Ion:; before we'll directio n the Tedsl:lns had taken.
find out."
i It was a rather wild part of the c0untry, Interspersed here
"It will make no difference wl:at tribe they belong to, Wild," ' and there with bare spots where rocks r eared themselves in
the girl answered, earnestly. ··They should be caught as soon fantastic shapes, while lying betwc-en v:ere patches of weodas possible and punished for having committed this crime. land where the wild birds sang in their freedom and the ani·why, they have destroyed a house here and killed a man who mals common to that section roved at Y. ill.
ls, no doubt, the owner.''
i The trail soon struck a sandy stretch that was almost level.
"That's rii;llt, little girl. Probably they have carried away i The air being very clear, our friends could nee a long
his wife or daughter. That is gener;1lly tho way with red- distance ahead.
skins when they get on the rampage. They have cleaned
But there were no signs of the Indians.
out the shack, that's certain, and when that was done they ; .Already the young.. deadshot and his partners had figured
tried to burn it. But shanties built of sun-dried briclrs are it out that the depredation had been committed the ni 6 l1t
not apt to burn very well."
i before.
Anna and Eloise, who had net been born and reared in the
'fhis meant that the Indians had a good start, though it
West as Arietta had been, were more shocked than she was. was hardly likely that they had traveled very far during
While they had been traveling about with Young Wild West the night.
on his horseback trips in search of excltPment and adven- 1 • But even if that was the case they must have started early
ture for th r ee or four years, they still were lacking in some ' and they were easily three or four hours ahead.
resp ects relative to the wild and bloody scenes so often to
In the distance a wooded ridge shewed up.
be found in the West.
II ·· There's where they·ve headed for, Et," the young deadBut not,vithstanding this, they could handle firearms very shot said to his sweetheart, who was riding beside him on
well, and very often they were compell ed to assist in repulsing her cream-white broncho she called Snowflake. '' The chances
an attack when they were camped in some wild place with a are thcre'o a redskin village ofi: there, and it's j1,st a case of
band of savage Intlians or o,1tiaws bent upon destroying them. an outbreak among them. They have no doubt decided to
Jim :Cart quickly jeiined Wild in his inspection of the scene, clean out the Mexicans and all other white people they find.
and as soen as Cheyenne Charlie had succeeded in calming Such things happen very often; you know."
his wife, he joined them.
I "Yes, Vvild, it seems that the savage instinct will never be
'fhe result was that after locl~ing about for ten minutes or wiped from the Indians," the girl replied, with a shake of
less they were unable to understand just what tribe the red- the head.
skins belonged to.
j "Oh, yes, it will. But there won't be a great many of them
But thF.y were redskins, and that settled It, especially in ; left when It happens."
the case of Ct:eyenne Cilarlie, fer he had always been bitter i '"There wouldn't be any left if I had my way about it,"
against the copper-skinned race.
J Cheyenne Charlie, who was riding close behind them and was
This was becacse he claimed that his parents had baen able to overhear the remark, called out.
cruelly put to deat h by indians, and, as a boy in Cheyenne,
"That's all right, Charlie. Don't ever bother a redskin
where he had been born and reared, he had vowed to rid the ·, unless he is bothering you or some one else, and it is necesearth of every redskin he came :i.cross.
sary to do it."
Of course, he had not kept the vow, for it was out of the ·! "That's the way I've been doin' ever slnce I've been travelin'
question.
I with you, Wild. I've always done exactly as you have said,
But he ~ad always been ready and willing to join in a fray but sometimes it has gone ag'in the grain to do it."
I
where Indians were concerned.
I '' Never mind , Charlie. We have made It our business for
Charlie had served as a scout in the army, and the years , quite a long time to help things along the best we could. It
he had put in as a hunter and trapper and some little work he 1 comes as a sort of second nature to us now to assist any one
had done upon a ranch made him a typical Westerner indeed. 1 who may be ln need, and to fight outlaws and bad redskins
With all his knowledge of woodcraft, however, he felt that whenever it becomes necessa ry. That's the way we have been
he was net hcarly the equal of Young Wild West, who was j doing it, and that's the way I expect to do It as long as I live."
but a boy and easily ten years his junior.
"Hold on, Wild. You said not long ago that some day you
But this was probably due to the fact that our hero had I would tire of this sort of life and would settle clown and
virtually been born to be a leader, while Charlie was only a take it easy the remainder of your days."
follower.
·
It '\7as Arietta who s~.icl this, and the scout promptly gave
A good follower he was when he had the ri ght sort of leader, vent to a laugh.
'µd he lcnow in his own heart that Young Wild West was the
··Been taikin' about gittin' married, I s'pose," he said,
lht sort.
I winking at his wife, ·who was riding at his side. "Funny,
}Im Dart was something lijce him in this respect.
ain't it. gal? Goin' to git marrietl an' settle down an 'live .
He was very quiet and seldom lo.st his head, and whatever in comfort for the rest of their lives. Sounds p;itty good,
Wild said or suggested he was bound to act upon in a way don't it?"
1
that told of the confidence he placed in the young deadshot he
• You may think it soundo pretty good, Charlie," Anna rewas proud to call his chum.
torted, ''but you refused to settle down when we were mar·· well, boys," the young deadshot said, as he looked at his ried. You know what I told you at the time. If you want
watch, .. it is not yet ten o'clock. The April sun is pretty to keep on riding all over in the worst and wildest parts of
hot, too, but that trail leads off to the west, and. we mµst fol- the country 1 was going with you."
low it. I regard it as our solE'mn tluty to overtake the r ed''Yes, I know it. You have been gain' with us ever since,
skins, for, as I said before, they may have a prisoner wHh, too, ain't yer?"
them, or probably more than one. Come on. Hop, go back I ·· I have, sure enough, Charlie."
and tell Wing to come along with the pack-horses."
"An' you ain't sorry for it, either, are you?"
·· Alice light, Misler Wild,·· the Chinaman addressed
··No, I'm not exactly sorry. But I don't propose to keep it
promptly retorted, while he nodded and smiled blandly. "But up all my iife, tl:ough."
maybe you wan tee puttee um gleaser in um hole"firi,t."
'· Of course not, gal. Some day you'll be so blamed old that
"By jove! Right you are, Hop. Get the pack-horses over you won't be able to git on a horse. Then you'll have to
here so we can have a shovel. This body must be buried."
, bang around a house, cook a little, mend stockin's, an' do a
Hop left his horse standing where he had dismounted, and I few other things. But say, you jest ask Arietta or Eloise if
·quickly ran up the hill.
I they ain't glad that you insisted on gain' with us en these
He called to his brother, and then it was not iong befo1·e j here trips."
Wing was seen coming riding his own broneho and leading• ··011, I know they're perfectly satisfied. Tltey couldn't have

I
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possibly done if it had not been that I insisted on being
one of the party."
"Well, ' if everybody's satisfied, what's the use of talkin'
about it·?"
The scout gave a nod of triumph, for he felt that he had
scored the winning point in an argument.
When n:oon came our friends were still twenty miles from
the wooded ridge they had noticed at the start.
ReallY:, it had not seemed to draw much ·nearer.
But this was due to the rarefied air, making it possible to
see a very long distance.
However, Young ·wild West and his partners were good
judges of distance, since they were accustomed to that region of the country.
· "We'll push on for half an hour more, and I think maybe
we'll find a stream of water," the young deadsoht said, as he
turned in tbe saddle and r,odded to his companions. "Things
look a little greener a couple of miles ahead in one particular
spot more than anywhere else, it seems, and that means there
must be water tnere."
"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, while
Jim Dart gave a nod of approval.
The Indians had taken no precautions to cover their trail,
it seemed.
Most of the steeds they were riding were ponies, and all
were half-shod.
Following the trail along over patches of sand and then
across wooded ridges into flowery dells, the party continued and finally reached the particular spot Young Wild West
had mentioned as being a place where water might be fou nd .
He was perfectly right in what he had said, for they had
barely ridden through a maze of bushes when they came to a
sort of natural clearing in the center of which was a spring.
Plain evidences that the Indians had camped there during
the night showed and, with a nod of satisfaction, Young Wild
West rode close to the spring and dismounted.
As he did so a groan came to his ears, and turning quickly
he looked toward a clump of bushes a- short distance away.
Then a hand was thrown up, and he knew some one was
there.
Drawing his ever-ready revolver, he sprang to the spot and
saw a wounded Indian lying upon the ground.

CHAPTER II.
THE MEXIOAN RANCH.

'·Hello!" the young deadshot exclaimed, as Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart ran to his side, '· I reckon here is one of the
redskins we've been following."
"Great _gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "It's one of 'em,
sure as you're born. But I reckon there ain't much harm
in him now. He's about brea.thin' his last, if I know anything about it."
The Indian ce!'tainly was in a very bad way.
Blood was oozing from a wound in his side, and he was so
weak that the effort he made to get up proved fruitless, and
back to the ground he fell, his form relaxing.
"A little water!" Young Wild West called out, as he quickly
bent over the Indian and lifted his head gently from the
ground.
A grateful look shone upon the wounded fellow's face, and
when Arietta appeared with a tin cup filled with water a
minute later, he eagerly swallowed some of the contents.
Our hero and his partners realized that it would be useless to even bind the wound, for they now could understand
quite well that it was a fatal one, and that the Indian would
soon be out of all pain.
"Maybe he wan tee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, Misler Wild,"
Hep Wah, the clever Chinee, suggested, as he came forward, a
flaslr in his hancl.
"Try him and see, Hop," was the reply.
"Ugh!" the redskin grunted, whil-e a look of satisfaction
shone in his eyes. ''Firewater! Injun die pretty soon. He
want some firewater."
Hop gave him a couple of swallows from the flask, and the
redman instantly showed signs of returning strength.
· While Wild held him up he looked at those standing about
and then shaking his head, pointed to the west and said:
"Black Wolf kill Gray Coyote. when . he try to save paleface
squaw. He kill with the knife when Gray Coyote no look."
Then his head fell back, for it had exhausted him to say as
much as he had.
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Wild endeavored to force him to brace up, but it was useless, and after giving a long-drawn gasp, the Indian was dead.
"What he said didn't amount to a whole lot, after all,"
remarked the scout, with a shrug of the shoulders.
.. Oh, yes, it did, Charlie," Wild retorted, as he arose to his
feet. "We now know for certain that the redsl,ins have a
prisoner, and that she is either a white woman or a girl.
That means that we are not wasting our time by following
the trail."
.. Yes, I reckon that's right, Wild. I never thought of that.
But we might have knowed jest as well that they took a
prisoner or two with 'em, 'cause tnere was only one body
to be found at the adob e ho'.lse."
They all turned and looked at the silent form before them.
The face and upper portion of the body was decorated with
yellow, red and black paint, which was enough to let them
und erstand that he had belonged to a band that was on the
warpath.
"A Moqui, isn't he, Wild?" Arietta asked, looking at her
young lover and nodding her head.
·'Yes, Et, that's right. He's a Moqui, sure enough. I wondcr what that gang is doing in this section? As a rule they
are a peaceable lot, too. It's too bad we didn't get here a
little sooner, for we might have heard more from him
before he died. As it now stands, we don't know how many
there are of them, or whether the white squaw they have with
them is a Mexican or an American, like ourselves. Just because we found a slain Mexican does not mean that the female
captive is of the same na.tionality."
"It won't take us sich an awful while to find out all about
it, Wild," th e scout said, reassuringly. "We're hot on the
trail, an' if we don't come in sight of this · gang of redskins
by dark I'll sorter miss my guess."
The young deadshot bent over the dead Indian and looked
about him fol' anything that might prove of value in the way
of information.
·
The lower extremities were adorned with a pair of ordinary
· cotton cloth trousers, such-as are worn by a great many whites
in: that part of the country.
·
The boy felt in the pockets and succeeded in finding a tin
tobacoo box, two or three small Mexican coins and· a small
gold ring that was set with a bright r ed scone.
·
It was a lady's ring, which could be seen at a glance, so
the boy felt that his search ha.d been r ewarded.
·'Et," he said, nodding to his sweetheart and holding up
the ring, "I have an idea that this belongs to the captive the
Moquis have."
"It wou Id seem that way, Wild," the girl answered, looking
at the ring, gravely. "But how is it that this Indian had it
in his possession?"
"That we must find out. But, anyhow, if we find the owner
of the ring it shall be restored to her."
"Of course, Wild."
"I will let you keep it until we find her, a,nd in case we
never find · the owner it shall be yours."
"I really have no use for the ring," and Arietta looked at
her fingers, where rings were already displayed. "But I'll
keep it should the owner never be discovered."
"We'll stop here for an hour, anyhow, because it won't pay
us to keep going, even though the Indians are not very far
aheatl of us, " the young deadshot remarked, as he turned and
looked about the scene. "They must be at least six hours
ahead of us, for everything indi~ates that they stopped here
some time i'll the night and left again the first thing in the
moq1.ing. But it's a long trail that has no ending. Boys,"
and he nodded to his partners, "while Hop is helping Wing
to get something ready for the noonday meal we'll do the
last thing that can be done for the redskin."
Jim Dart gave · a nod, and it was not long before he had
secured the necessary shovel to dig a shallow grave.,
In twenty minute~ the burial was complete, and by this
time the two Chinamen had kindled a fire and Wing was busy
broiling some prairie fowls which had been shot the day
before.
.
The coffee-kettle was hanging over the blaze, too, so in a
few minutes tJ;i.ey might expect to have a fairly decent repast.
The water in the spring was cold and sweet, and this added
to the general comfort of the party.
Meanwhile, the girl had seen to it that the horses were led
where they could find all the fodder that was necessary for
them just then.
'
In due time the meal was ready and all hands partook of it
just as if there was nothing in the way of excitement ahead '
of them,
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A short rest was taken then, and finally they mounted their we were to ride directly up to it. They could shoot us down
horses and started over the trail again.
from behind the stockade."
"We'll find 'em when we git to them hills, see if we don't,"
"Yes, I reckon that's right."
tho scout dcclarecl, as they ascended a rise and came in full
"The thing to do, then," and the boy nodded off to the left,
view of the wooded range ahead. "It don't look to be very "is to turn from the trail and work <,Ur way around below
far orr, but it is, for all that. But we kin stand the hot sun, that hill over there until we get to the grove of palms. Then
l rcC;kon, 'cause there seems to be enough trees to rest under we can ride up to the house without being seen."
uctween hcr.:i an' there to sorter relieve us on the way."
., Jest the thing," and Cheyenne Charlie looked around with
This was indeed the truth, as all knew, so, hopefully, they an air oI triumph, just as if it was he who had made the
rode along, the Chinamen kinging up the r ear with t he two suggestion.
pac.k-horsts.
But that was his way, and not one of them thought that
Hern and there the trai l could not be seen, fo r they were he was trying to make it appear that he was responsible for
bound to strike bits of ground where it was so stony that the suggestion.
l;ocf])rints could not be very well made.
It was not necessary to say anything more, so Young Wild
Still they had no difficulty in following the Indians, and a West promptly set out to the left, the rest following.
li ttle over an hour after leaving the spot where they lialted
They rode on for nearly a mile, and then descended the
during the noon hour they came to the hills.
hill the boy had mentioned and turning slightly to the right
It happened to be in a part of Mexico where there was a proceeded to make a circle around it.
luxuriant growth of vegetation.
Of course, they were compellecl to ride over two miles furYet it was wilcl in the oxtr·emc.
ther than they would have done had they proceccled direct
'small game kept showing continually, but thinking that for tho ranch.
they migt.t be closer to the n,dskins than they expected, ,. But they kept around to the other side, and were soon ridYoung Wilcl West advised not to shoot anyth ing just then. rng beneath the shade of the palms.
As tht;y l!:icl a pretty good supply of eatables on hand, it
On they kept until the young deadshot judged that they
was not really necessary, so no 0:10 was disappointed.
were well at the other side of the ranch-house and buildings.
'l'ho trail of the Indians wound its way through the woods,
Then he turned his horse sharply and rode through the
all the time going upward.
underbrush, which happened to grow in abundance right
Whe:11 they r eaC;hed the top of the first ridge the young tLere, •
.
dc:adsl.Jot was somewhat surprised when he came upon a reguThey crossed a rather deep gully, and r ode up on the other
lar beaten trail
side, and then in less than tw minutes they came to a spot
'l'be wheel-ruts as -.vell as the prints of horses' hoofs showed where the trees were more scattered, and were able to see the
plainly that the trail was used not a little.
stockade and buildings not more than two hundred yards
"Et,'' said he, nodding to his sweotheart, "it looks as away,
thow1h we arc getting somewhere close to civilization. "This
"Here we are!" Wild exclaimed, as he reined in his horse
trail certainly must lead to a village or perhaps a ranch."
and quickly dismounted . .. Now, than, I reckon we have go t
"It surely must, Wild,'' the girl answered, as she brought to make an investigation. I am well satisfied that the redher hor.ie to a halt long enough to take a good look. "But I skins must have seen this ranch. If they did it is hardly
the redskins have followed it, so it seems."
j likely they would pass it without making an attack upon it.
"Yes, and I can't quite understand why, unless it is their f ~~t by the looks of things no such t~ing has, happ~ned. But
intention to malrn a raid upon another adobe house. The 1t s always best to be on the safe side, so I m gomg to get
ruins of the one we struck seemed to me to be pretty well out over there without being seen and find out just what the
of the way, but in Mexico we sometimes see strange things. situation is. The rest of you wi)l_ wait here until I come
Probably it was occupi€.d by some recluse, and that makes back, and be on the watch to see u anythmg happens to me
mo of the opidon that it might not be a Mexican girl the before I return."
Indians have made a captive."
All hands dismounted and nodded approvingly to what the
T he wagon trail wound its way upward through a growth boy said.
of trees that wa3 so thick overhead in some places that the
The confidence they had in him was quite sufficient to make
sun failed to penetrate.
them feel that he was not taking a great risk.
For as much as half an hour the party continued on, and
Leaving his horse with his companions, Wild began workthen they suddenly came to quite a level stretch, though here ing his way cautiously to the stockaoc.
and there hills were g1:ouped.
He had almost reached it when a rifle shot rang out and
Beyond, probably a mile away, a wide stretch of ground he dropped quickly to the ground.
that looked fit for cattle raising showed.
Before they came to it they saw that it was a cattle range,
for ofl'. to the right a nur,:iber of cattle could be seen grazing.
"Now, then, be on the watch for a ranch. But I suppose
CHAPTER III.
when we get there it will be too late," Young Wild West said,
as he nodded to his companions. "Come -on. We'll quicken
OUR FRIENDS U1'1DE!!S'l'AND THE EXACT SlTUA'llOX.
our pace a little."
· He started the sorrel stallion off at a galJop, and Arietta
Young Wild West was keep ing a sharp watch as he cauquioldy eaught up and r ode at his side as she had b~en doing tiously
approached the stockade.
nearly all day.
He could see through the cracks, but there were no signs
When they struck the place wher e there were no longer of any one moving on the other side.
any trees to speak of they suddenly came in view of smoke
Suddenly a rifle barrel was pushed through an opening,
almost straight ahead.
.
and then he knew that he was discovered.
A rise lay between, and this was enough to shut off a view
Crang!
of the place the smoke came from .
the report r ang out he heard the hum of the bullet as
But they were not long in reaching the top of the rise, and it As
passed close to his loft ear.
then nestling in a grove of palms they saw a good-sized
Down
he dropped as quick as a flash, and it really apadobe house and some other build ings surrounded by a high
peared as if he had been stricken by the buliet.
stockade.
The boy did not lose his presence of mind, for he never
Sm9ke was rising from the chimney at one end of the house, did, and he lay as if dead to give the one who had fired the
so its appearance was accounted for.
shot the impression that the bullet had found its mark.
Young Wild West brought Spitfire to a halt, and instantly
There was a silence that was almost deathly fo r a few
h is partners and the gi rls stopped also.
seconds.
"What are you goin' to do now, Wild ?" the scout asked,
Those waiting In the woods hardly believed that Wild had
showing how eager he was to continue on.
been shot, but when he fail~d to make a move they partly
.. I reckon I'll have to think a minute, Cha r lie," was the became convinced. that such was the case.
r eply. "We alJ know that beyond a doubt the Indians have
Both Charlie and Jim stood with their rifles at their shoulgone to that ranch. Their tra,iJ leads directly towar d It, and ders, ready to shoot down the first man who appeared.
that mean3 that probably they have captured the place and I It was not long that they had to wait, for presently tho
a r e still there."
, tufted head of an Indian appeared above the top of the
"That·s about tho size of it, I reckon."
I ..itockade fence.
"Very well, then. We wouldn't stand much of a chance if
Then his shoulders appeared, and the next instant he hacl
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thrown a leg over the top and was astride the fence preparato;·y to dropping to the ground outside.
In his hand wa3 a rifle, aPd Cheyenne Charlie knew it was
time for b.im to act.
·· I'll fix hii,n, Jim,•· he whispered. "I'll make him tumble on
this side, too."
The next moment his finger pressed the trigger of the rifle
he was aiming at the lnc.lian.
Crang 1
'rhe sharp r eport rang out, and flinging up his hand and
sending th e rifle flying several feet from him, the redskin
pitched fonnrd and fell in a heap to the ground.
Th en it was that Young Wild West leaped to his feet with
the quickness of a cat, and ran to the left toward a small
group of palrns.
Two shots sounded, but he kept on running, and soon was
Lch ind one of the trees.
"l reckon he's all right!·· the scout exclaimed, as he nodd ed
to his coI!1panions. .. Wild ain't been hit, an' I got one of
the redskins. The gang muot all be at the ranch. Maybe
th r•y' ve sneaked up quiet like an' took. possession, an' they
don't mean to set fire to it jest yet. If they .have their own
way about it they'll burn the whole business afore they
leave, though, you kin bet en that."
·· 1c ep on the watch, Charlie, ·· advised Arietta. "Wild has
a good chance of creeping away and getting back to us. If
the Indians should happen to scale the stockade and make
a rush for him we must stop them."
'l'he brave girl was holding her rifle in r eadiness to shoot.
Anna and 1,;loise had also unsluug their rifles, but they
would not shoot unless it was r eally necessary.
They did not possess the nerve that Young Wild West's
sweethea rt did. for, unlil:e her, they had not been born and
reared in the Wild West.
However, they could give a good account of themselves
when it came to tho point, as they had don13 many times
before.
The two Chinamen stood behind the trees in silence.
They seldom took part in the fighting that was very often
done, though Hop was always ready to lend a hand by asserting his clever ness in the art of magic.
But there was no chance for him to awe the redskins inside
the stockade, for how could he get close enough to do it?
With a supply of crackers and other fireworks he always
carried with him he might create so much excitement that it
would cause the redskins to become con[used.
But it was impossi1le to get near enough to do this. ·
However, he did not despair of the chance, and he stood
there waiting to see what the result of the beginning of the
hostilities would be.
Moving forms cot:ld now be seen between the cracks in the
stockade, but no one attempted to ::;cale it.
Undoubtedly they were aware that the redskin who had
tried this was lying dead at the other side, and they did not
want to suffer the same fate.
Five minutes passed, and then Arietta, who was watching
her young lover, gave vent to an exclamation of satisfaction
and clapped her hands delightedly .
"Wild is getting away from them," she added, without
looking at those near her. .. He's creeping away in -the tall
grass near the trees. I hope they don't see him."
"They can't see him from where they are,·· Jim Dart declared, with a shake of the head. .. He'll make out all right."
They all kc pt a watch on the boy rrow, though they did not
neglect to lreep an eye in the direction of the stockade at
the same time.
Slowly th e young deadshot moved along through the grass,
and at length he r eached the grow th of woods, which was a
part of that in which his companions were waiting.
Once there he arose to his feet and quickly made his way
to them.
"A narrow escape, Et," he said, as he nodded smilingly
to his sweetheart. "'I'hat r edskin didn't take very good aim,
though he came close enough to me to make me feel uncomfortable for the fra ction of a second."
·· We were not sure that you had not bee n hit, Wild," the
girl answered, as she ran to him, her face beaming with delight.
"T reckon I've told you many times that I ·wasn't born to
be shot by a r edskin , little girl."
"But it may h~ pp-,n non,e time, Wild," and Arietta nodded
her h ead and looked really serious.
"It may, uut I don't feel as if it will. But pshaw! What's
the use of talking ~bout what may happen? It's the present
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we are taking care of, and that's all we want to think about,
especially in a time like this.•·
The rest warmly congratulated him upon his safe return,
and then Cheyenne Charlie shrugged his shoulders and said:
"What's goin' to be done now, Wild?"
"I haven't made up my mind yet, Charlie. But I am satisfied of one thing."
"What's that?"
"The redskins who burned the adobe house and killed the
Mexican have taken possession of this ranch. "We all know
that they couldn't possibly own it. No doubt they have had
an easy time in capturing it, and they mean to stay there
until they have thoroughly ransacked the house and eaten
up all the food there is there. No doubt there is a supply
of wine in the house, for nearly every ranc1\ero keeps the
stuff on band. Redskins like any kind of strong liquor, though
they prefer whisky, I suppose." '
"But wine will do when they can't git no tangle foot," the
scout answered, with a grim smile. "Jest let 'em git full of
wine an' then they'll be mighty reckless. That's the way I
want to see 'em. I'd jest like to sec the whole bunch start
right for these woods right now. If he couldn't drop every
one of 'em afore they got herP, I'd never undertake to shoot
another redskin as long as I lived."
"They arc too foxy for anything like that, Charlie. Don't
you think for an instant that they'll attempt to come here in
the daylight. If we remain here until after it gets dark it
mio-ht be easy. An Indian prides \1imself upon his slealth
anH trickery. But we are not going to stay here until after
dark."
"Where are we going to, Wild?" his sweetheart asked.
"Oh, we'll find a better place than this. Of course I don't
mean to leave the vicinity. There's a white girl captive in
that houiie. I am firmly convinced of this."
"Yes, there must be, if what the dying Moqui said was
true."
"One thing about an Injun is that he won't tell a lie when
he knows he's jest about breathin' his last," the scout spoke
up. ·'That's about the only time U1ey'll tell the truth, though ."
It happened just then that Hop, who was looking a little
off to the right, saw a horseman riding at a lope toward the
ranch.
He quickly called the attention of the, others, and the
moment the eyes of Young Wild West turned that way he saw
that it was an American cowboy.
·'We must stop that fellow!" he exclaimed, as he started
running along close to the edge of the woods. ''The redskins
will certainly shoot him down If he keeps on riding that way."
Rifle in hand, the boy plunged through the undergrowth,
and then taking the ,risk of letting those behind the stockade
see him, he ran out into the open and shouted at the top of
his voice:
"Helle! hello! Come here."
But the cowboy did not hear him, for he was quite· a distance away.
Then Wild quickly fired a shot with his rifle.
The report was heard, for instantly the horseman turned
and looked that way.
The young deadshot beckoned to him to come to the woods,
and just as he understood what it meant and was turning his
horse in that direction, half a dozen shots rang out.
But the cowboy was more than two hundred yards from
the stockade, and it must have been that the Indians were
not very good marksmen, for neither he nor his horse were

h~

.
If he had not fully understood before, he now knew perfectly well that he must turn in a different direction.
Putting his mustang to its best, he came galloping for the
grove of palms.
Wild had stepped back, for he did not want to draw the fire
of the Indians that way, knowing full well that a chance
shot might hit him.
The cowboy entered the woods a hundred feet below hlm,
and once he felt that he was out of the view of those who had
fir ed at him he brought the animal down to a walk.
"You came near getting it that time, my friend," the young
deadshot said, in his cool and easy way, as he stood waiting
for him to come up. ''You didn't know that a gang of redskins is in charge of that ranch, did you?"
·'What! Redskins, eh?" came the startled reply.
"Yes, that's just who they are. They burned an adobe
shanty some time last night away off to the east. We came
upon it this morning and we followed the trail. They killed
a Mexican and left him lying near the ruins of the shanty.
This noon we found where they had halted for the night, and
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"You did, ch? Probably you gave it to some one."
we found a wounded redskin there, who told us just before
"I did, an' only three weeks ago, too."
he died that the gang had a white girl as a prisoner with
.. A young lady, no doubt."
them. I don't know how they managed to get possession of
"Yes, as fine a gal as ever breathed the pure air of this
the ranch here, but it seems that they must have done it
! part of the country."
quite easily, and they are now in full charge of it.•·
.. And she ls your sweethPart, I taJ.:e it?"
"Great horn toads!" exclaimed the cowboy, the picture of
"Yes, goin' to marry iler next June."
amazement. "That'll the ranch I belong to. I'm the fore"Well, Spud \Villiams, there's no doubt but that your
man here for the owner, who's a Mexican named Diez. He
must have been home when they come, an' most likely they've sweetheart is in the house over there, and that she is being
k!lled him. His wife was wiLh him, too, an' a couple of ser- held a prisoner by the i.Jand of J\foqnis we followed. Now,
vants. I don't believe there was any one else around, so it then, you have more interest than ever in helping us to corral
sartinly must have been putty easy for the redskins to take the bunch."
"I'll save Lillie or die tryin'," was the reply, and the man
possession."
clenched his fists in such a determined way that these look·
"That explains it, then. What is your name, my friend?"
"My name?, Oh, it's Spud Williams. I took this job 'cause ing at him knew that he was terribly in earnest.
.. Go and get the cowboys as soon as you can. If you can
there was a big lot of money in it. Senor Diez seemed to
want an American to run things for him, an' he offered me a get as many as six, I reckon we'll have enough to go ahead
hundred a month an' give me this horse as a bonus. The and clean out the- redskins," Young Wild West said, as he
horse is mine, whether I stay with him or not. That was the coolly motioned the m:in toward his waiting horse.
.. Are you goin' to stay here till I git back?" Spud asked.
·
understandin'."
"Yes, right here, or somewhere close by. Ee careful when
"Any more Americans working on the range?"
"No, I'm the only one. Keeps me putty busy makin' the you c6me back that you keep the woods i.Jetween you and the
greasers stay in line. There's some good men among 'em, an' ranch."
.. All 1·ight, I'm off. I feel as if I'd oughter try an' git to
most all of 'em knows their business putty well. I've managed to git along all right with 'em so far, though now an' the house, 'cause that gal of mine might be in some awful
danger."
then a little troui.Jle crops up."
"Don't think of getting there just now. You couldn't do it.
"How soon could vou get the cowboys here?"
'·Well, I reckon I ·could git half a dozen of 'em here inside You would be shot down before you got half-way to the stockade, You go on and get the cowboys and come back with them
d two hours.·•
"All right, as soon as you have let your horse rest a little as quickly as you can. That's the only way, Spud,"
"All right. But say, who will I tell 'em is here waitin' for
you had better go and get them. There are as many as twenty
Moquis who have started on the warpath at the house. No us?"
"That's so. I forgot to tell you my name. I am Yeung
doubt they are pretty well armed, and having a big advantage over us, they will be. able to put up a stiff fight. But \Vild West."
'fhe astonishment the cowboy showed when the name was
we have got to clean them up and save the white girl, as
mentioned showed plainly that it was not the first time he
well as the ranchman and his wife."
·· It ain't likely they've let Seno1· Diez live," and the cow- had heard it.
But he quickly recovered himself and then insisted on shakboy foreman shook his head in a sorrowful way,
" Oh, it's quite , probable that he's alive, all right. If he ing hands again.
"You're all right, Young Wild \.Vest," he declared. "I know
waa taken by surprise they ha Ye boen content to make him
a prisoner. What they may intend to do with him later on now that we're goin' to clean up them redskins in a jiffy.
is another thing. If they have started on the warpath for I'm oif, an' I'll be back jest as soon as I kin."
Away he rode, and then our friends held a consultation as
the purpose of killing and scalping all the whites they come
in contact with they probably will put him to torture. It was to where they should locate until the cowboys came.
a surprise to me when I learned that the redskins belong
to the J\foqui tribe."
"Migl}ty big surprise, I reckon. Who would have thought
CHAPTER IV.
that any sich gang as that would come around hoce makin'
trouble like this?"
'!.' HE I:XDL\.NS .A.~D TIIEIU CAPTIVES,
Wild now led _the cowboy to where the rest were waiting.
None of them had left the spot, for they had nbt been
called, and ,they took it for granted that the young deadshot
It will be necessary to know something about the band or
·
did not want them to come.
redskins that Young Wild West and his friends had unexThe boy quickly introduced Spud Williams to them, and pectedly found the trail of; also as to how ahd where they
then related what he had said.
had captured the white girl they had with them.
It happened that a very bad Indian named Black Wolf had
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he nodded
to the foreman of the Mexican ranch. ··You was ridin' right taken the notion to fight the palefaces after living several
straight to your death, pard. I jest shot one of the red years in peace with them.
varmints, an' it's a mighty sure thing they would have
Some few years before Black Wolf had been known as one
dropped you if they could, 'cause they was b'ilin' over with of the best fighting chiefs among the Moquis.
rage, I s'pose. You kin thank your stars that Wild was able
But after his tribe had been subdued he had settled down
to make you understand that you had better come this way." like the rest to live the remainder of his days upon the
"I understood what was meant," the cowboy retorted, "but reservation.
jest about the time I did bullets was singin' all around me.
But at length he had listened to the call of the wild ways,
The Injuns meant to drop me if they could, but they must and it had not taken him long to make up his mind to gather
have shot a little wild, 'cause I didn't git touched, an' my as many together as he could and start on a raiding trip
horse didn't, either. But say," he added, and he turned and along che border of Mexico.
looked searchingly at our hero, "you said the Injuns had a
Being looked upon as one who was far superior to them,
white girl with 'em. You ain't got no idea who she was, it was easy for him to gather about thirty of the braves tohave yer?"
gether.
"Not the least idea. The redskin who gave us the informa'fhey listened to him as he spoke i:J. an eloquent way, and
tion died before he could say anything further. We searched the result was that they enlisted witb him, and they had set
him after he was d,ead, and among a few other things found out to commit all the depredations and take as many paleface
a lady's ring."
scalps as they could .
"A l.a.dy's ring, eh?" and the face of the cowboy paled.
This had happened about ti.J.rec months previous to the open"Here it is," and Arietta promptly stepped forward and ing of our story, and since that time three villainous Mexicans
showed it.
,
•
J
had joined them .
Then it was that Spud Williams turned still paler and
Biack Wolf had met with considerable success, though he
/ had losL eight of his men while skirmishing with Mexicans
stepped back in amazement and alarm.
All eyes were fixed upon him, and they knew right away and others who came upon them rather unexpectedly.
that they might expect some information as to who the owner
'l'he girl they had captured was the daughter of a mining
·
of the ring was.
engineer who had married a Mexican woman as his second
"You have seen the ring before, haven't you?" Wild asked, wife.
as he laid a hand upon the man's shoulder.
They lived in a small village not more than thirty miles
"Seen it afore? Why, I bought that ring."
~rom the ranch that was owned by Senor Diez.
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The girl's name was Lillie l\faybeck, and though she was
Lillie answered in the· affirma,tive, and in .spite of her fearforced to live in Mexico, she still longed fo r her ear ly home in ful surroundings blushed as she did so.
t he United States.
Then she informed them that the engagement ring Spud had
She had bee n surprised by three of the Indians on the given her had been taken frcm he·r by the I nd ians shortly
outskirts of the village in which she resided, and had been after her capture.
taken to th,i place where the rest had halted while the three
It happened that she knew nothing of the killing of Gray
were scouting around, bent upon stealing what they could get Coyote, for the party had set out upon its way just before
hold o~.
that happened.
Black Wolf, the chieJ , was delighted when the girl captive
But she wanted the ring badly, and sh e said so, for she
was brought to him, and he at once decided to keep her and prize(1 it more than anything she had ever r eceived in the
make h sr consent to be his squaw.
way of a gift.
The band did not remain long in the vicinity of the village
She, of course, believed that the chief must have it in his
after that, but strucl, out toward the border, where they hap- possession.
·
peued to come upon a lone adobe shanty, which was occupied
But unless her cowboy lover should arrive at t h e ranch with
by a Mexican who lived there in solitude, getting what he help, what chance had she of recovering the ri ng, or wh a t was
wanted to eat from the hunting he did and tilling a small her chance of life?
piece of ground.
With two of the braves guarding the prisoners, Black Wolf
The Mexican was really a recluse, and was as inoffensive began ransacking the ?euse.
.
.
as a man could possibly be.
He had enough of his follower s stationed outside to be on
But the Moquis ruthlessly shot him down, and then, after the watch for the approach of any one wh o m ight put up a
t aking everything that was of any value to them from the fight.
building, destroyed it, as has bPen stated.
But no one c~me, and whe n he became satis~ecl t?,a t the
For some reason that is not known Black Wolf t ook the ranch was well isolated from any other pla:ce of its kmd, the
notion of starting in a different directi~n after having set fl.re villainous chief decided to remain there unt il the following
t o the adobe house and killed the owner .
day.
,
It was really a new part of the country to h im and he did
It was not until the afternoon that one of th e Moquis disnot know whether he was heading towar d a Me~ican village ! covered th~t there was a small cellar under the ~ouse.
or not.
. Senor Diez groaned ~he~. ~e le3:rned of the discovery, for
But when he at length struck the beaten trail he knew tha+ it was where he kep_t his cnowe· wmes.
.
there must be a village or a ranch somewhere at hand.
" . He knew enough aoout the savagenes:3 of an Indian t o m~ke
The .wily old chief, having a thirnt for revenge upon the himtfeei_ l th~t even, though they we:e _,m a very_ b3:d predicapalefaces, decided to go on and look for further glory. and the men'. t coald _eas. 1Y be worse once. ~he red villams got to
r esult was ihat he came in "sight of the ranch, which looked dr~kmg th e wme.
f ."
• •
peaceful enough and this incited him the more for what he
l he :5eno_r was a badly _n,,htened man, so it is easy t o guess
how his wife must have felt.
_
t e rmed hi s reve{i ge.
'fhe two servants cowered in a corner, their a rms bound to
He knew quite well that there 'were no hostile Indians in their sides no doubt fee lin"" that every minute would be their
that section, nor had there been in a long time.
last.
'
"'
1:his made _it possible '.or him to ri d~ to the s~ockade gate,
Lillie Maybeck was the bravest of the lot, a nd each time one _
w~:ch ~aa w:de open, with th~-ee of lus compamons and the .of the redskins c2.me over to taunt the prisoners she talked
wmte girl,_who was forced to nde her horse and act as though back defiantly, not forgetting to make all sorts of threa t s as
s he was simply one of t~e party.
.
.
to what would happen to them when they wer e caught.
When they appeared ms1de the stockade · m this manner,
Once they got hold of the wine the Maquis proceeded to
~enor Di_ez and his w_ife came to _the door and looked at them l make merry.
·
m su rprise.
The chief took charge of the stuff they had fo und, and he
B"'.t they recogniz_ed t~e fact that the white ~ir l must be was wise enough to s uper intend the dealing out .
seekmg the compamonship of one of her sex, smce she was
'"We will want more t o-mor r ow and the next. day " he told
a.lone with the dirty redskins.
them. "Don't drink it all to-day."
'
The senor noticed that the I_ndians had on their war-paint,
The thr ee Mexicans stuck to him in t his, for they saw t he
but even then he could not believe that they wer e hostile.
wisdom of what he said.
It was not until they had dismounted that he realized his
The fact was that they were fu lly as bad as any of the
mistake.
Indians, and were ready to assist in slaying the capt ives if the
, Black Wolf gave a quick command, and the result was t hat chief so ordered it.
t he senor and his wife were quick ly seized and bound.
But they all drank enough to make .t hem r eady fo r anyT wo servants, a Mexican and his wife, .ran out on hearing thing, and some· wanted to burn the r a nch-house with the
the disturbance, and they were quickly overpowered.
captives in it.
Then Black Wo lf quickly dispatched one of his br aves to
However, Black Wolt was not r eady t o leave yet, a nd after
br ing in the r est of the crowd, they all together numbering he had impressed it upon them all that they wer e to do as he
twenty-two.
said, he took another drink of the wine and then turned his
The neatly kept ranch-house was quickly r ansacked, and attention to the prisoners.
everything in the way of furniture was tossed about and
He had no interest in any of t hem but t he girl, and when
lJroken, while the helpless owner and his wife sat and watched he told her that she was to be his squaw, Lillie nearly faint ed.
t he cr uel proceedings.
The repulsive face of the redsk in was thrust close to h ers,
Lillie Maybeck, the girl, had been placed near them after and the glitter in his eyes told her plainly of the a wful fate
having her hands tied, and tearfully she related how she had that was in store for her.
been captured.
She did not faint, but by sheer desperation k ept on hoping
But she finally brightened up when she heard the name of that her lover would soon come.
the r anchero .
It was while the chief . was t alk ing. to her in ·this way that
"You have a foreman here who is an American, haven't a sh ot was h eard outside.
you?" she asked.
Instantly Black Wolf ran out to find the cause.
" Yus, senorita. My foreman is an American, " was the
Then it was reported t o him that palefaces were close by,
r eply, while the old senor's eyes opened wider and he seemed and that one of them had been shot as he was coming toward
t o feel. as though something in the way of help was coming. the stockade.
"His name? " the girl asked.
Black Wolf at once passed the wor d for silence, and then
"Williams, Spud Williams they call him."
he crept to the stockade, r ifle in hand, and looked through.
·'Oh ! oh!" the girl exclaimed. "If he were only h ere n,ow !
Sure enough, a human form lay upon the ground a short
Where is he?"
distance away.
" Miles out upon the range, senorita," and the Mexican shcok
No others could be seen, nor was ther e a horse which could
h is head sadly. ·'But you know Spud Williams, do you?"
have been ridden by the one who/ now lay so silent.
··Ye-es,•· she answered, falteringly. "He's--"
The Indian who had fire d the shot surely thought h e had
"The senorita Spud is going to marry," the wife said in killed Young Wild West, fo r it was h e who lay upon the
Spanish to her husband . .. He has told me about her."
ground as the chief looked thro ugh a crack in the fence .
.. Oh! " and the senor again brightened up.
He was eager to go and take a fresh scalp, but the chief
T hen he asked the girl if what hi.s wife said was true, for detained him, advis ing h im to _wait.
he could speak English almost a-s well e,s she could her self.
But so determined was t he brave that he was given pl3rmis-
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sion to do so, and he promptly started to climb over the I jest thinkin' that it could be done, maybe, if we was to go
stockade.
around to the east side of tho stockade. It locks to me from
What har,p6ned then has been told.
hero as if the woods comes up putty close over there ..,
But when. the India, s on the inside of the stockade realized
.. It does, Charlie. I noticed that when I was coming away
that th e brave had met instant death, and that the shot was a little while ::tgo. There's a i;ully there, too, which I couldn't
fired from the grove a short distance away, they knew 'they help seeing. We might find ::t pretty good place to wait there,
had a foe to contend with.
and we'll be a little nearer, too."
. This, of course, made them very cautious, and kept them
Once he said this the others were r eady and wllling to
on the watch continually.
change their position.
Black Wolf refused to let them have any more of the wine,
They did not bother to mount their horses, but led them
too, for he had not forgotten his old warlike tactics, and he along through the woods, and In a very few minutes came to
was resolved to hold the house against an attack.
the gully, which ran almost to the stockade.
Finally the co7;boy was observed riding toward the house,
'"There you are!" the young dcadshot exch>.imcd, as he
and those who were best at it stationed themselves behind pointed toward the house and other buildings. "There's
the stockade and made ready to shoot him down a.s he rode only an open spot of about a hundred feet. If I could manup.
age to cross that all right I would r each the stockade, and
It was the chief's orders that they do this.
then pro~ab ly I might find a chance to get to the other side
Only they supposed the ridet was the one who had fired and reach the house. I suppose, though, that the redskins
the shot that dropped the Indian.
1 will be keeping a pretty sharp watch. But they'll be looking
Probably Black Wolf thought him to be a very reckless toward the place we left, for it will only be natural that they
rid rr now.
should. There lies the redskin Charlie shot. They haven't
But that made no difference.
dared to try and r ecover his body."
He had given orders that he should be shot down, and that
They could all sec the dead Indian lying on the ground
was enough .
close to the high fence, and when they looked at it there was
But before the horseman got as near as they wished h im to no sign of sympathy shown t-y any of them.
be he stopped his horse and turned to go in another direction.
It happened about this time that Chief Black Wolf became
Then the shots were fired, with no satisfactory res ults to so drow sy that he fe ll asleep up on his blanket, thus ending
the redskins.
.
the pow-wow temporarily.
Biaek Wolf was very angry, and he berated those who had
This left it for the r est to do ab0ut l'.S they pleased, so long
don e the shooting, much to their d iscomfiture.
as they did not disturb him, and when one of the greasers
Ile worked himself into a frenzy over it, and finally after suggested that they ought to recover the body of the dead Inkiclring a few of them and making all sorts of threats ho made dian, they were un animous about doing It.
hi3 way to the " ·inc cellar.
'While Youn g Wild West and his friends were watching the
H o had the key, and he alone was in charge of what there scene from the gully a post was sawed off by the Mexican
was there to drink.
who had made the suggention, and an opening large enough
Once he got to it the villainous old chief began drinking the for a man to squeeze through was tho result.
wine ra.pidl y.
.. They'r e after the dead redskin, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
H e sampled all the different jugs and kegs to be found observed, as he r aised his head and pointed to the stockade.
there, and in less than fifteen minutes he was what might be
.. So I see, Char lie," was the reply. "I kn ow there was
called "boiling drunk."
somr,thing go ing on, for I rould hear the sounds of a saw."
Ile th en decided that all the prisoners but the paleface
.. We all hrard it, I r eckon," and the scout shrugged his
maiden should be put to death, and in the old-fashioned way shoulders. "But I didn't know what was up till I seen that
of thdr forefathers .
piece of the fence moved away. What are you goin' to do
But he still had his wits about him, and he soon discovered about it, Wild?"
that the re was a feeling of discontent among his followers.
'"Nothing, Charlie,·· was the reply. "We don't want to l(:t
This was no doubt due to the fact that they had been de- them know that we a r e so close to them. Let them go a!,,,ad
priv?d of having as much of the wine as they wanted.
and take the body inside, if they like."
Black Wolf then showed his influence after dealing to each
.. All right, jcsl as you say . You know what to do better
one of them a portion of the wine, announcing, a.s they de- than I do."
parted from the cellar, that a pow-wow should be held outIt occurred to the youn~ dcadshot that quite likely th e atside the house in a few minutes.
•
tention of the Indians was drawn to that particular spot, and
What the pow-wow was t~ be about he did not t~ll them, he conceived the idea of creeping out and trying to r each the
but they, of course, thought 1t; must refer to the captives.
house from the left sicle of th e stockade.
Many of th em had never parti~ipatcd in such a thing as
Once he made up his m ind to do it he was not long in
that, but they were all eager f_or 1t now..
carrying out his plan .
.All those but the two guardmg the pnsoners in the house
"Wait right here and I'll see if I can't have better lu ck
were gatherea where they . could wa~c)l for t17e approach of this time,•· he said, as he started to climb up the side of the
any ?ne, when the old chief came out, walkmg rather un- gully.,
steadily.
.. Be very careful, Wild," Arietta cr.utioned, looking at him
At his command a fire was built a few yards from the &nd shaking her head. ·· Don't run too much of a risk. I
house, and then he called for one of them to get his war- tbink you are going a little too far in this."
blanket, as he termed it.
'"Never mind, Et," was the smiling r erily. "I have take:i.
When it was brought to him he spread it upon the ground, greater risks than this and I have always come out alive, too."
and taking a seat upon it, motioned for his followers to gather
Th e girl said no morti, for she saw that he ·was determin::d
in a circle about him.
in his purpose.
This was the beginning of the pow-wow, which might last
The boy soon left the gully IY~hi'ld hi;n, and then finding
all clay, if the chief took a notion.
some grass that was rather tall near at hand he began creeping along toward t he goal he sought.
Now and then h e paused and looked to see wh;1t the redskins were doing.
CHAPTER V.
As yet nouc L'f them had vrnturecl through the opening that
had been made, and when he was within twenty feet cf the
TH£ YOUJ\"G DEADSliOT rs CAf'TU&ED.
stockade, close to a corner of it, he saw a man stealthily
c!ide through the opening.
Young Wild West was so cager to get the best of the Moquis
The boy gave a start, for be saw that it was not an Indian,
wbo were in possession of the ranch that he grew uneasy the but. a lViexican.
·
moment the cowboy had started on his mission to obtain
'fhc distance was only a couple of hundred feet, so there
help.
could be no mistake about it.
He decided that there must be some place nearer to the
•· A greaser with them, eh? It can't be that he belongs at
sto('kade where they might wait until the help arrived.
the ranch; for from what the C"Wboy said there was only one
'"Boys,•· he said, nodding to his two partners, '"I feel as if man here beside the crwncr. It isn't that man, I'm sure so
I would like to make another try to get to the house. I don't , that means that he belo,1gs to the redskin gang. Well, there
lilrn to lie here in idleness while there is a girl in the hands may be more of the same sort with them. But that will make
of such a savage gang."
no difference . A bad white man s~ould get the same dos e as
"That's right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie r etorted. "I was a bad r edskin."
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The boy could htr.r the Indians 1>.nd their allies talking excitedly when the body was drawn through the ho1e in the
stockade.
'l'his satisfied him that he had a pretty good chance, and he
·
looked for a way to get to the other side.
Fortunately for him, or unfortunately, as it proved a little
later, he found a place where a thick paling of the fence had
rotted away at the bottom.
He found that he could easily pull this aside, and there was
just about room enough to squeeze through.
It happened that the house was stationed not more than
ten yards from the fence at this point, and with not a soul
in sight, the young det>.dshot smiled grimly and went through.
Then it took him but a couple of seconds before he was
at the side of the ranch hous e and under a small square window.
After listening for a minute or two and h earing nothing but
the voices of the gang at the other side of the house, he
raised himself cautiously and took the risk of peering into
the window.
It happened to be the kitchen of the house he was looking
into.
'l'here was no one there, but what little furniture the room
contained was scattered all about, some of it broken.
Wild knew it would not be difficult to force his way through
th e window, and be at once proceeded to business.
Tearing asid e the thin cotton net that was stretched across
the opening for the purpose of keeping out fli es and other
insects, be drew himself upward and quickly worked his
way into the witchen of the house.
He could hear confused sounds and guttural voices outside,
and he knew that some of the redskins must be enjoying
themselves.
But the young deadshot wanted nothing outside the house
just then.
He was looking for the white girl who was a captive there.
Stepping over the broken furniture he crossed the room and
finding a door open looked in.
He had struck it just right, for this was where the prisoners were confined.
Two ugly looking Indians were sitting on chairs, and op·
posite them were the rnnchero and his wife and the white girl.
Wild drew bacl, noiselessly, and then tried to get a better
look to see if there were any more Indians there.
Then he succeeded in spying the two servants, who were
lying upon the floor in a corner.
The boy gave a satisfied nod.
He knew it would be a big risk to run if he were to at·
tempt to capture the two Indians.
Surely one of them at least would be able to sound the
alarm.
But Young Wild West was nothing if not daring.
He meant to make the attempt, regardless of what happened.
"If I only had Hop here with me I reckon we could manage
it in fine shape,•· he thought. ·· But he isn't here, so I have
got to do it alone."
While he was pondering as to just how he should go at it,
footsteps ware heard on the porch at the front of the house.
The two Indians promptly got up and turned their attention that way.
The next moment a rascally looking Mexican appeared with
a jug and a tin cup.
In some way he had got hold of s ome of the wine, an'a he
wanted to treat the two who were doing guard duty.
The Moquis were quite willing to partake of the ;:-efreshing
liquid, and they eagerly drank it as he poured it out for them.
·· Da chief verra much sleep," ·wild heard the Mexican tell
them. "Me take da k ey from him and he no know. We have
plenty fun pretty soon. Cowboys will come and we have a
big fight. Then we burn da house and da prisoners."
Our hero's eyes flashed as he heard this, for he knew he
was listening to the talk of a veritable fiend.
Ilut there was nothing to do but for him to wait a little
while, for he considered be would have a better chance with
two of them than with three.
The Mexican soou took the jug anrl cup and started from
the house, and as he did so one of the Indians went after him,
as though he · w~,nted some more of the wine.
This was Wild's opportunity.
Stepping rautiously into the room, and motioning for the
prisoners to r emain perfectly silent, he slipped toward the
remaining Indian and before he was aware of it the villain
found a Hand over bis mouth and a revolver pressed against
his forehead.
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Wild pushed him back against the wall and had him dead
to rights. 1
The other guard was arguing with the !\1exican on the
porch, but might return at any second.
Quickly the boy made the Moqui understand that if he made
the least sound he would die, and then pulling the hand away
from his mouth, he relieved him of the revolver he carried
in his belt.
'l-Ie then quickly handed the redskin his own knife and, in
a low whisper, said:
"Cut the captives loose. Do it right away or I'll shoot you."
The redskin hesitated, but the muzzle of Wild's n ,volver
was pressed against his head again, and he stepped across
the room.
Wild pointed to the girl, and the Indian attended to her
first.
"Don't µiake any noise, miss," the boy whispered, as he
kept an eye on the door. "Go right on out through the
kitchen. Climb out of the window and make for the fence
where you see an opening. Get through that a:id creep away
through the grass for the woods as fast as you can. It is
your only chance."
The girl looked about her in a helpless way, but seemed to
realize that what the boy said was the truth, so she stepped
lightly into the kitchen.
Wild forced the Indian to cut the bonds of the ranchero and
bis wife, and just as that happened the other Moqui was heard
coming back to the room.
He stepped in with a drunken stagger, and did not see
Young Wild West until the boy leaped toward him with a
leveled revolver.
A shout of warning came from the surprised redEt:in, and
then Wild knew the crisis had arrived.
Meanwhile, the ranchero had soon recovered from his fear
and surprise, and almost the instant he was freed he ran
toward our hero, exclaiming:
"A pistol, senor!"
Wild handed him the one he had taken from the Indian,
and just as he did this the Mexican was attacked from be·
hind by the one who had severed his bonds.
The Moqui evidently meant to make short work of him,
but by a lucky move the ranchero escal)ed the knife thrust.
Crack!
H e turned his pistol upon him and fired at close range,
sending him to the floor.
Then he turned to the brave Wild was covering and delib·
erately shot him, too.
Having done this he ran to shut the door, as if he felt that
they might be safe by doing so.
"Come on, senor!" Wild exclaimed. "You must not stay
here. They are coming."
Fierce yells and hasty footsteps outside could be heard.
Young Wild West knew it wa$ no place for him just then.
He urged the senor and his wife to go out by way of the
kitchen, and then, leaping over to the corner of the room,
quickly cut the bonds of the two servants.
"Come on!•· he exclaimed, and then he bounded from the
room.
But before he could reach the window the other room was
swarming with excited Indians.
Savage yells rang out and a fierce scuffle followed in which
the prisoners were recaptured.
Wild backed up to the door of the kitchen, which happened
to be closed.
Crack!
A greaser fired a shot at him, and the bullet just missed
the side of his head.
The boy endeavored to open the door and shoot at the
same time.
He knew his life was in jeopardy now, and he must either
fight or surrender.
'fhe door refused to open readily, and before the boy could
fire another shot a chair was hurled at him.
He saw it coming, and ducked just in time to save him·
self, but this gave the fiends an opportunity to seize and
overpower him.
It was a rough handling they gave him for the next minute
or two, but though half-drunk from the wine, they did not
seem inclined to kill him outright.
Two or three minutes later Young Vlild West was bound
hand and foot and lying upon the floor of the kitchen.
But he took it all very coolly, for so ma.i1y times had he
been placed in similar plights that this did not cause him
anything more than ordinary alarm.
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Meanwhile, the old chief had finally awakened after hearing
the shooting and yelling.
He came staggering into the house t oo 18.te to see what was
going on there.
The c~.ptives had been bcund again and ·were huddled in a
heap on the floor, and he failed to notice that the white girl
was not there.
'\Vhen h e saw the boy on the flo or ho gave a grunt of astonishment, and th~n demanded of the excited braves to know
wha~ had happened.
Several of them attempted to tell him all at once, and he
could not get h ead or tai l of it.
But finally he grew angry, and after making several
threats, there was a silence.
Then he selected one of his men and asked him to explain.
The r edski n did so, not forgetting to tell that the paleface
maiden bad escaped.
Biack Wolf flew into a paRsioa then, and began kicking
the h elpless boy on the floor, for he knew it was he who had
caused the girl to escape.
Wild had to take i.t, and he did so without saying a word.
But presently the chief went sprawling upon the floor, and
when he was lifted up he was pow,rlc::is. to do anything further just then.
Ho',vever, after he had got his wind he order ed the prisoner
to be taken outside.
''The paleface boy must be' at the pow.wow," he said. "He
will die at the sta.ke when the pow-wow is ended."
Willing h ands grabbed Wild, and he was hustled outside in
a jiffy.
CHAPTER VI.
AR1E1'TA HAS A PLAN.

If it h r.d not Leen that the second Indian came in and discover ed what was going on in· the room it is a sure thing that
Lillie Maybeck would never have escaped.
But the moment the alarm was sounded the attention of the
other redskins and Mexicans ;was attracted th'1t way.
Trembling and a lmost fainting, the girl dropped to the
ground after getting through the window. .
She lay there for a second er two, for the tumult inside the
house adde d to h er fright.
But, fortunately, Ghe r emembered just what the daring boy
had told her, and getting upon her hands and knees, she
looked ahead and saw the opening in the stockade fence.
It was so close by that she became encouraged greatly, and
r ising to her feet started for it , doing her best to keep her
head.
She succeeded much better than many wou ld have clone if
they had been in a similar situation, and once she go t to the
fen ce she lost no time in getting through to the other side.
'l'hen she felt r elieved, and looked back, expecting to see
the boy who had saved her coming.
But all she could hear was fierce yelling ~.nd shooting, a n d
then she decided that her rescuer must have been killed.
She looked toward the woods that were so close at hand,
and then a.galn turned h er gaze back to the house.
No one was pur suing her, and as she thought of her cowboy lover she turned resolutely and ran for the woods.
Once she r each ed the cover of the trees she sank upon tne
ground, partly from exh austion and partly from fear .
It was while she lay in this state that a foctstep sounded
near her.
The girl gave a startled cry, expecting to see an Indian
ready to pounce u pon her.
But instead it was a white man, and h e seemed to be very
kindly disposed toward h er.
It was Cheyenne Charlie.
From the gully he and the rest of tile party had been
watching.
They had been unable to see Wild after he got inside the
stockade.
But when t hey h eard the yelling and the shots that were
fl.red they knew that something had happened to him.
Then when the girl appeared outside the sLckade they
were not a little surprised.
Arietta was very pale, and she called out for them to watch
for Wild to come next and to b e ready to shoot down the redskins who would be sure to pursue him.
But Wild did not come, and after they saw that the. girl
had r eached the woods, Cheyenne Charlie promptly started
to look for her.

He had found h er , and, assisting her to her feet, h e said:
''Come on, gal. You're in the bands of friends."
"Oh, thank you! thank you!., she exclaimed. ''But I fear
U1cy have killed the braYe young man who saved me."
"They ain't killed him, miss. Young Wild West ain't the
kind what di es in a hurry. Where ,.as he when you seen
him last? "
"He was trying to get the other prisoners from tb.e house."
''Thv.t's jest like him. He wouldn't leave as long as he
could do anything to help scmcbody else. But it's a mighty
bad piece of business, gai. They've got him there, that's
sartin."
•· I-I am very sorry," she faltered, as though she fe lt that
she was responsible for the peril the boy was in.
.
Charlie was not long in getting her down into the gully.
The girls immediately ran forward and took charge of the
poor girl, who seemed br.dly frightened.
"They've got him, Jim," the scout said, in a low tone, as lie
got close to Dart. "'l'here was other prisoners there, an'
Wild tried to git 'em all away. But he didn't have time."
''That means that we have, got to save him, Charlie," was
the reply, for Jim was not the least bit excited.
''You kin bet your life we have . There ain't no rubbin'
that out. I jest wish that cowboy would hurry up an' come
with his gang of greasers."
'· It will be a long time before they get h erP, Charlie. We
must do something before that. I think I'll climb a tall tree
and try and get a look at ,,hat is going on there. Maybe
they won't keep Wild in the house . .,
They could hear the Indians yelling in a somewhat gleeful
way now, and, of course, understood why they were doing it.
Jim's iciea of climbing a tree was a good one, and the scout
promptly told him so.
"Go ahead, Jim," h e said. "But look out you a in't spotted,
for if you are they'll be throwin' chunks of lead at yer in a
jiffy."
.. I'll be car eful about that, Cha,·lie," was the r eply, and
then the boy promptly moved away and climbe.d from the
gully.
He was not lang in finding a tree that would just s uit his
purpose, and while Charlie was watching him, and the girls
were doing their' best to soothe the escaped prisoner, he made
his way toward the top.
It was quite a tall tree, and when h e was near the top he
had the satisfaction of being able to look down inside the
stockade that lay but a short distance a way.
It happened that he was just in time, for at that very minutc some of the redskins and :1 Mexican came out, dragging a
human form who was undoubted ly helpless.
At first Jim could not see who it was, but once they got
around the corner of the house and scattered a little he recognified the prisoner as Wild.
''Th ey've got him, sure enough," he muttered . "I might
be able to shoot a few of th em down from h ere if I had my
rifle. But what good would that do? It would only incens-3
them to more savagery, and the chances are they would kill
Wild instantly. No! We must wait."
He did wait, remaining up the tree for fully ten minutes.
During that time a ho le was dug and a po3t planted in the
ground about a hundred feet from the ranch -house.
Dart knew what this was for as well as if some one had
told him.
They were going to tie Wild to the post or :::take, as it
might be called.
Then, after a wild dance, they would heap fago ts about
him and set fire to the pile to burn him at the stake.
But Young Wild West had been doomed to die at the stake
before, and he wa3 very much alive yet, even though he was
a prisoner in the handr; of a band of drunken sava.ges.
Jim had seen all he wanted to now, so he descended the
tree and quickly made his way back to the gully.
"Did you sec him, Jim?" Arietta askP-d, her face still very
pale, but a determined flash showi ng in he!' eyes.
"Yes, Arietta, I saw him. They have got him tied to n
stake a short dista1 ce from the other end of the house. I
suppose you know what that means.,.
"Yes, they will .try to burn him, if they are permitted to
do it."
"Bu they won't be permitted . "
" No, I should think not. "
The girl spoke in a deter1nincd way and, r eaching over,
picked up h er rifle and turned in the direction of the
stockado.
" I'm glad it ain't no worse than what you jest said, Jim,"
Cheye11~1e Charlie declared, with a shrug of the shouldei·s.
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"We all know now that vvild's alive, an' jest 'cause he's tied
"But there are two or three whi.te men there, too. I have
to a stake don't say that he's goin' to die there. We all know seen them plainly."
putty well what Injuns is. They'll have a big time afore they
"Yes, they are Mexicans, and are fully.as bad as any of E:.3
git ready to burn him. While they're hav!n' that big time Indians.·•
we'll be doin' someth!n' else. You kin bet all you're worth
;. All right. We're on Mexican soil, but that won't prevent
that Wild ain't go!n' to die at no stake, not to-day, anyhow." us from shooting Mexicans. 'That bunch ought to be wiped
Lillie Maybeck listened to the conversation with wonder out, and if w.e come through without doing it, my name is
showing on her face .
not Jim Dart."
While she was somewhat acquainted with the way things I "Good!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, running to the boy
were done in that wild part of the country, she could not I and grabbing him by. the hand. "I ain't in the habit of hear!n'
quite understand how they all took it so coolly when they you talk that way, Jim. You feel jest the same as I do." ·
knew that their companion was in such peril.
·· I can't help it, Charlie. I do feel that way, and I genAs yet she had not been told that her lover had been there orally spE'ak the way I feel. But come on. Let us get over
and bad received the ring that ba'd been taken from her by to the encl of the woods and do as Arietta suggested. She
the Indians.
is taking a big risk, of course, but it really seems to me to be
When she began to show nervousness in regard to Young about th'l only chance we have got. If Hop can manage to
Wild West and the prisoners who had been recaptured, Ari- frighten the r edskins long enough, Arletta will cut Wild loose .
etta thought it advisable to change the subject.
Then we'll have to do some shooting when the redskins and
''You lest a ring, didn't you?" she asked, suddenly.
greasers start in pursuit."
"Yes, " came the quick -r-eply, while the girl's face lighted
''I'll help a little myself," Young Wild West's sweetheart
up as if by magic.
spoke up.
,
"It was yo11r engagement ring, too, was lt not?"'
She was quite calm now, and stood with a rifle in her hand,
"Yes," and a deep flush showed upon her face as she made ready to set out with the Chinaman as soon as the firing
th e admission.
began at the other end of the woods.
"Well, your lover has the ring, and he has gone to get help
Charlie and Jim lost no time in starting off.
to come and save you."
They knew that Anna and Eloise would be quite safe there
"Oh! ch!•· Lillie exclaimed, delightedly. "Spud bas been with Wing, the cook, for it was not at all likely that any of
here, then?"
the Indians would come out of the stockade, since they did
"Yes, he was here and he came very close to getting shot, not know how many were lurking in the woods ready to shoot
too. The boy who saved you from the house stopped him them down.
just in the nick of time."
Arietta waited patiently, and five or six minutes later two
Then Arietta, told hf.'r all about it, and Lillie's courage shots rang out.
arose a hundred per cent.
"Now, then," she said, nodding to the rest, "I am going to
try and save Wild. Come on, Hop."
Nearly an hour had elapsed since th e cowboy had set out
Two more shots were heard, and then they knew that the
to find the men to assist in rescuing his swee th eart.
attention of all inside the stockade must surely be attracted
But be had stated that he thought he might be back within the other way.
two hours, so there was still a long time to wait.
Cheyenne Charlie was growing more restless all the tima.
The supreme moment had arrived, and the brave girl went
He knew there was hardly a chance foi: them to get to the up the steep bank, followed by the clever Cbinee, who carstockade without being shot down.
ried with him the necessary explosives to assist in bringing
consternation among the redskins and their allies.
th
But still he felt that some ing ought to be done.
It is a hazardous undertaking, but neither seem to regard
It was the same way with Jim Dart, though be was far
more cool.
it so, for they are both bent upon saving Young Wild West.
Presently Arietta startled them both by running to them
1i.nd exclaiming:
"I tblp.k I have thought out a plan that might work, boys.'·
CHAPTER VII.
"What is it?" the scout asked, eagerly, for be always
placed great reliance upon Young Wild West's sweetheart
ARfE',!'TA PREPARES A .·RESCUE.
when the young deadshot was not with them.
"You two go over to the place where Wild met the cow·with Arietta in the lead, the two kept on and were scon
boy and open fire on the Indians. Of course, you may not be at the edge of the woods close to the stockade where· Young
able to shoot any of them, but stay there for a while and fire Wild Wesi bad forced an opening to get through.
an occasional shot, so their attention will be attracted that
Shots were fired at intervals by Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
way. I am going to take Hop with me and go to the house. Dart, and they were returned by the Indians, even though it ls
It is our only t:hance, as I can see, for there's no telling doubtful if they could see what they were shooting at.
just when they may put Wild to death."
But this gave the brave glri the opportunity she wanted,
-:, I -think that is a pretty good plan, Arletta," Jim answered. and stealthily she made her way across the open spot and
"But before we go I'll climb the tree again and take ·a look." soon reached the opening in the fence.
"Very well. Hurry up, for I can't get over there quick
Hop got right there behind her, and after bidding him not
enough. Hop, come here," and she turned to the clever Chi- to make any unnecessary noise, Arletta crept through and
nee, who had been listening to everything that was said.
went directly to the house.
"Allee light, Missee Alietta, me Jeddy when you wan tee me
She peered through the window of the kitchen and dropped
go," was the reply. "Mc makee plenty fireworks. Blowee um quickly, for inside she saw a half-drunken Indian in the act
ledskins velly muchee high, so be. Me helpee savee Misler of pouring wine from a jug into a china cup.
Wild."
He happened to be one of the two guards who ~ere still in
"There are others there to be saved, too, Hop. Remember the house in charge of the prisoners.
that. They are in the house yet, unless they have been taken
But bis back was toward the girl, fortunately, and he . did
out since Jim came down from the tree."
not see her.
"Allee light, me helpee savee evelybody. Me velly smartee
She waited until she beard him leave the room, and then
Chinee."
took another look.
Jim was not long in climbing the tree, and in about five
Hop looked also. ,
minutes be returned with the information that Wild was still
"Wbattee mattee, Mlssee Alietta?" he asked, in a whisper.
bound to the stake and that the Indians and two or three
"There was a redskin there when I looked in," was the
Mexicans were gathered about him !n a circle, apparently reply. "He was pouring wine from that jug you see on the
holding a pow-wow or council.
j table."
'"The old chief is very drunk, it seems," be added, with ·a
.. Lat allee light, Missee Alietta. Me fixee velly mucbee
shake of his bead. "He can hardly stand upon his feet. Two quickee, so be."
or three times he hao attempted to get up, but he falls down
"What are you going to do, Hop?"
each time. The others are in the same condition, some of
"Me puttee sometbling ,in um jug whattee makee um ledthem being beastly drunk. There must have been plenty of skins go to sleep velly muchee quickee."
,
1
liquor in the house."
"Ob, try it, Hop. But be very careful. If the Indian comes
"'There was wine in the cellar. I heard the ranchero talk- , back while you are there I'll shoot him rather than see him
ing about it," Lillie Ma.ybec'k explained. "Ob, this is awful!; make you a prisoner."
What scoundrels those Indians are!"
"Me no 'fiaid, Missee Al!etta. Me velly smartee Chinee."

•
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Then, without waiting a second, Hop crawled through the
window, the girl, revolver in hand, waiting for him to do so.
Young Wild West's clever Chinee knew his business pretty
well.
It was not the first time he had performed a similar trick.
The door of the adjoining room was ajar, while the one
_
that opened outside was closed.
Finding that he could r each the jug without being seen by
those who might be in the next room, the Chinaman quickly
produced a small vial from one of his pockets and emptied
about half the contents into it.
He held his hand over the top and gave the contents a shake
so it might mix thoroughly.
It happened that the jug was nearly full.
It was one that had been found by the Mexican who had
stolen the key from the chief, and he had left it there a short
time before after giving the two guards a drink.
Arietta watched every move the heathen made, and she
felt that something had been accomplished, even though the
rescu e was still to be made.
She heard firing just then, and she knew that it was not
likely the redskins would come In to drink any <if the drugged
wine for a while.
Having done that part of It, Hop stepped 11ghtly to the window and whispered:
"Whattee you wantee me do now, Missee Alietta ?"
"Find more wine if you can, and fix it in the same way,"
was the reply.
"Allee light. Me fiindee," and then Hop proceeded to look
around the kitchen.
There was a small closet at one side, and he soon opened
the door.
But there was nothing in the way of wine or liquor to be
found there.
He was just about to turn away from the closet wµen footsteps were heard outside the building.
He caught a glimpse of a man, and knowing that the door
would be open before be could get to the window and make
his escape, he wisely stepped into the closet and pulled the
door to.
He was not a moment too soon in doing this, for in came
the Mexican who had the k ey to the cellar where the wine
was kept.
Arietta dropped out of sight, of course, but she took an occasional peep to see what was gbing on.
The greaser took the jug, and after taking a look into the
adjoining room he went out by the same way he had entered,
not closing the door this time.
Arietta crept to the edge of the house, and then took the
risk of peering around.
She saw half a dozen Indians waiting, all armed with carbil~es.
One of them bad a tin cup, and as the Mexican poured it
out for them each took a drink of the wine.
He took one himself, and then something began to happen.
It must have been a powerful drug Hop Wah had introduced to the jug of wine, for the first Indian who had taken
a drink staggered in a helpless sort of way and dropped to
tile ground.
As he straightened out and lay still, another did the same
·
thing.
The Mexican looked on in a dazed sort of way as, one by
one, those he had given the wine dropped to the ground and
went to sleep.
He turned to the jug, which he had placed upon the ground
as though he meant to take it back to the kitchen, and then
he, too, succumbed.
There must have been the best part of a gallon In the jug,
and Arietta knew that there was enough to stupify nearly
the entire band if they could only drink some of the wine.
Luck was going her way, it seemed, for just then three
more Indians came sneaking around the house as though
they were looking for the others.
When they saw them lying upon the ground sound asleep
and the jug near them, they laughed gutturally and seemed
to regard it as a great joke.
Then one of them ran forward and seized the jug.
He did not bother with the cup at all, but took several
swallows right from the jug.
Then he willingly let the next one try it, and by the time
the last had taken his dose he was ready to drop.
But he found a soft spot close to the house and lay down,
apparently satisfied.
Arietta watched until the others went down, and then she
hoped that more would come,
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But non e came, and after making sure of it, she stepped
softly around to the door of the kitchen.
She was met there by Hop, who had watched through the
keyhole of the closet door and seen the Mexican take the jug.
Arietta quickly told him, in a whisper, of what had happened, and then she hastened to get the jug and handed It
to him.
The Chinaman placed it upon the table and then peered
cautiously into the adjoining room.
Sitting upon the floor were the four captives just ;-bout as
they had been left after they had been seized at the time
Wild was taken a prisoner.
Hop leaned around a little further and saw one of the
Indians hanging over a chair dead to the world, wllile the
other was standing at a window on the alert:
In about a minute the latter turned, and then for the first
time saw that his companion was asleep.
He went to him and shook him, but it was no use, and Hop
grinned, for he knew perfectly well that it would be at least
an hour before the redskin would return to consciousness.
A grunt of anger came from the Mogul when he failed to
arouse his companion.
But after taking a look at the captives who were secur~
enough, he went to the kitchen, no doubt for the purpose of
leaving the house to get some one else to join him in the
watch.
Hop had barely time to get back into the closet, and when
he saw the redskin pause· before the table he knew he was
to be the next victim.
It was too much of a temptation, so the guard went to the
jug and poured a cup over half full of the wine .
This he drank with a relish, and then turned to go outside.
But he did not reach the door.
His hands went to his head, and he staggered in a dizzy
way for a second and then down he went in a heap.
"Lat allee light!" exclaimed Hop, as he stepped from the
closet. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me findee some more
wine. Len evelythling be allee light."
He went boldly outside now and found Arietta crouching
close to the house.
"Um plisoners inside," he said. "You go to !em, Missee
Ali et ta."
"Yes, I'll do that right away," the girl retorted, and without the least hesitation she entered the house.
Hop now took a look around to see the r esult of his clever
work.
He knew what the drug he had used was capable of, so
had not the least fear of arousing the sleepers.
He walked over and, paying little or no attent!on to the redskins, paused before the outstretched form of the Mexican.
Thinking it a good plan to do it, he took the r evolver from
his belt.
As he did this a key was pulled from the holster with the
weapon.
It was the key to the door of the cellar where the ranchero
had kept his wine, though, of course, Hop had no idea what it
was for.
But he took charge of it, just the same.
Then he r elieved the· rest of the sleepe1·s of their weapons,
and promptly carried them over to the stockade and put them
through the opening on the other side.
He had just about done this when Arietta came out of the
•
house, followed by the four prisoners.
The firing had ceased now, and the redskins at the other
end of the house were engaged in a sort of dance, while one
,
of their number beat upon some sort of drum.
Arietta had no trouble at all in conducting the prisoners
to the opening, and then, after giving them instructions as
to which way they should go, she returned to the house where
Hop was waiting.
"So far so good, Hop," the brave girl said. "We have fixed
quite a few of them. Now for the rest, for Wild must be
saved."
"Me wantee findee some more wine, Missee Alietta. Len
roe velly soonee fixee, so be. Me vel1y smartee Chinee."
"Never mind how smart you are. Hop. Go ahead and find It.
Look through the house. I am satisfied that none of them are
here now. "
The Chinaman needed no further orders.
He at once began to go through the house from room to
room.
There were not many apartments to it, but in none of them
could he find anything like wine or liquor.
At length he paused in the little hall from which the front
door of the building opened.
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Then he suddenly saw a padlock close to the end of the they started off to get the necessary brush to start the fire.
Hop came up just th en, and r eported, in 2" whisper, that
hall.
It struck him that it would be a good idea to try the key five of the villains were around on the porch drinking from
.
one of the two jugs.
upon the lock, a nd h e promptly did so.
The girl counted those outside and saw that th ere were
It fitted to a ni cety, and h e qui ckly unlocked it.
There was a trap-door th er e, as he discovered instantly, and seven of them th ere now, including the chief and the two
after looki ng a nd seeing that· Ari etta was on the watch, re- Mexicans.
"Hop," she said, in a whisper, "you must creep a r ound in
volver in hand, he lifted th e door and hook ed it to the side
som e way and stand ready to cut Wild loose. But firs t you
of th e wall, for th ere was a hook there for the purpose.
A short fli ght of steps was disclosed, and down this he had better set off som e of your fir eworks. Then I'll open fire
on the Indians, a nd I think it will be easy. I'll leap through
went.
The Chinaman ga ve vent to an excla mation of delight, loud the window th e moment you have cut his bonds, and I'll hjmd
him a revolver. "
enough fo r th e girl t o h ea r it .
·• Allee light, Mi ssee Alietta. Me waitee, and when you say
SI1e kn ew tha t he had fo und what h e was looking for.
Sur e enough, this was the l!ttle wine cellar, and there was allee light, me velly muchee qui ckee makee bigee bang!"
"Very well, Hop. Vil'ai t until I give you th e word."
still quite a few gallons of wine left ther e.
The Chinaman nodded and got himself in r eadineas.
H op quickly a ppeared with a jug in each hand.
H e felt s ur e that they would succeed.
Then he went down again and got anoth er .
H e had enough of the dru g with him to fix all three of
them, and in a very short ti me he had done so.
But h ow was he to get the Indians outside to drink from
CHAPTER VIII.
th e jugs ?
That was the next thing.
TITE REAL EXCITEMEXT DEOJNS .
But Hop generally knew just about how to solve puzzling
qu estions, as the r eader knows.
Cheyenne Cha rli e a)1d Jim Dart kept the attention of tho,.,v
H e closed the trap-door, but did not lock it, and then going
inside the stockade directed t hat way until they felt sure
to the kitchen, got half a dozen cups.
Two of the jugs he placed upon the porch at the front of that Arietta must have r ea ched th e ranch-h ouse.
They were too low down to be able to sec over tho hi gh
the house, and near th em three or four cups.
The third jug he took outsid e where the sleepers lay and fence, so they had no way of seeing wh ether she had or not.
After a while Jim nodded to the scout and said:
put it on the g:round near them, putting dpwn two cups at the
"I think I'll climb a tree and take a look at wha t is going
same tim e.
on over th er e. It's a pretty sure thing that Arietta and Hop
Ariet ta saw him do all th is with no little satisfaction.
"Now Jen, Missee Aliett a, " the Chinaman said, smiling in a haven't been cau ght, for if they had been we surely would
satisfi ed way, "we gottee wa itee till um ledskins wa ntee lillee have heard some yelling."
"They've been yellin' enough now as it ls, Jim, .. Charlie
dlink. Ley comee pletty soonee, so be. Ley no comee in um
answered, with a f;hake of the head. "But, of course, I know
house wh en ley flndee plenty w-lne to dlink. "
" That's ri ght, Hop," th e girl answered, with an approv- they was yellln' at us. They've wasted quite a few shots on
ing nod of her head. " Come with me now. We'll go to this us, too, but I'll bet they never once got sight of us."
"They \!OUldn't very well, " and Jim smiled.. "We were
end of the house and see what is going on outside, for it is
looking out for that part of it, Charlie ..,
ther e wh ere W ild is ti ed to the stake. "
"Yes, I know. Well, go ahead an' git up a tree. I'll wait
They enter ed a good-sized room which Hop had already
here till you come down."
gone thro ugh in making his search for the wine.
Jim was not long in finding a tree that suited his purTher e were two windows at the front and one at the end,
and Ariett a kn ew the latter must surely open upon the scene pose, and up he went with the agility of a squirrel.
H e did not have to go more than half-way up before he was
that was ~e ing enacted outside.
But It happened that it was cover ed by a heavy curtain, able to see the entire house from t hat side and e nd of it.
Much to his satisfaction he saw Arietta come out of the
n o doubt to k eep out the sun, which shone fiercely during the
kitchen door, and when he noticed that she was looki ~ on
day.
The girl was not long in pulling the curtain aside a few the ground close by he turned his attention that way and saw
inches, and t hen she looked out and sa w the remainder of the forms of the men that were stretched out there in a
the r edskins gronped about the chief, while near them Wild drunken stupor.
"That looks pretty good," the boy muttered, with a nod of
stood ere ct and bound to the stake.
The chief was talking impressively to his listeners, for he his head. "It seems as though Arietta has things pretty well
her own way, or she would never show herself like that.·•
seemed to be partly sober now.
When he saw the girl go back into the house he turned his
The g irl would have liked to call out to her dashing young
loveor, but she, of com;se, lmew better than to do so just gaze in another direction.
then.
There was Wild bound to a stake, and around him were
She noti ced that there was an a nxious look upon his face, gathered several of the Indians and two Mexicans.
and this meant that the critical moment would soon be at
"They're getting ready to burn him, that's certain," Jim
hand.
thought. "It seems to me that pretty soon we ought to have
When he had finished speaking, old Black Wolf nodded to a chance to creep up close to the stockade a·Jd clean them
one of his braves, who promptly ha d som ething to say.
up. It's about the only way of doing it as far as I can see.
Arietta could hear t;he voice, but could not understand the Wild never believes in kllling a whole lot if it can be avoided.
words.
But in this case it can't be avoided. We must do it."
She noticed tha t all th e India ns as well as the two MexSatisfying himself that the young deadshot was safe for
icans with t hem kept looking in the direction the shots had a while, he descended the tree and r eported to Charlie what
bee n fir ed from a short time before.
he had seen.
"We may as well go back now, then," the scout said.
She could see the woods from the window, but there were
"Yes, I think we had better go back and try and get over
no signs of any one being ther e.
More of the braves had something to say, and then each of close to the stockade."
"All right, I'm with yer on that. Some of the redskins is
the Mexi ci::r.s was called upon by th e chief to join in the powwow, wh ich had bee n r enewed when Dlack Wolf partly re- stretched out, you say. Drunk, most likely."
"Yes, for I hardly think they are dead. If Arletta had shot
cover ed from th e effects of the wine he had im bibed.
When the last had spoken, the chief slowly got upon his any of them she wouldn't be free now to go in and out of the
house as s.he pleased."
fe et a nd 1hen mot ion ed for th em to leave.
The two hurried along through the woods, and as they
The next thing Arietta saw was one of the Indians return
with an armful of fagots, which he promptly placed at the came in sight of those they had left in the gully they were
agreeably surprised to see four strangers there.
fe et of Wild.
The strangers were no other than the ranchman, his wife,
Another a ppear ed, and st ill a nother, and the pile about the
and the two servants, whom Arietta had freed and told to
h elpless boy began to grow.
Soon the fago ts wer e hi ~her than his knees, and then Ari- make their way to the woods.
Anna happened to be pn the watch at the time they came
etta made up her mi nd t hat unless something was done at
in sight, and she ran to meet them, learning immediately
once Wild would surely be burned at th e stake.
But she noticed that not all the Indians had returned when from Senor Diez, who could speak the best of English, that
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the brave girl who had saved them and the Chinaman were
In the house making preparations to rescue Young Wild West.
'£he senor's wife was much agitated, while the two servants
had not yet recovered from their f ight.
But once they reached the gully and found that Anna and
Eloise gave them such a welcome they r apidly recover ed.
Of course, Anna and Eloise were not a little worried over
the capture of Wild and the danger Arietta was running in
trying to save him.
Yet they had confidence in Arletta, and they made themselves believe that everything would come out all right.
Lillie Maybcck was the most hopeful one of them all, for
she had learned ihat her Jover would soon arrive with help
to wipe out tho villainous redskins.
They were all talking reassuringly to the late captives when
Chariie and Jim r eached the scene.
It did net take long for them to understand how Arietta
had succeeded in liberating the captives, for the brave girl
had told that a drug had been put in the wine.
"I reckon that sorter explains it, Jim,•· the scout said, as
he nodded to Dart. '"Them sneakin' coyotes you seen layin'
on the ground was drugged by Hop. That heathen sartinly
knows jest what to do, no matter where he is or what's happenin'. Maybe he might be able to put the whole crowd of 'em
to sleep. If he does that I reckon it will be mighty easy."
"He'll try pretty hard to do it, that's sure, Charlie," was
the reply.
,
Both Charlie and Jim were now eager to reach the stockade
s::, they might get a chance to fire through the cracks and
clean d'Ut the redskins who were bent upon burning Young
Wild West at the stake.
They talked it over, and socm decid ed to approach from
the woods that were so close to the end that had been used
by the others to go and come from the house.
Just as they were about to start off the sounds made by
horses' hoofs came to their ears.
They were rather faint at first, but kept increasing, and
then it struck them all right away that Spud Williams, the
cowboy foreman, must have found th e Mexican cowboys
sooner than he expected and was returning . .
But they were not sure that it might ::ot be more Indians
coming there to join the others, so Chariie advised them all
to remain in the gully, and he quickly ran up the side and
started in the direction the sounds came from.
He did not have to go very far before horsemen came in
view.
The man in the lead was Spud "\Villiams, sure enough, and
th e scout felt like giving vent to a cheer.
But he knew that ihis would not be wise, since it would
surely be heard by the Indians inside the stockade, so he
refrained from doing so.
Up came the young foreman with five Mexicans riding
behind him.
"Hello, Willia.ms!" the scout called out, stepping from behind a tree and showing himself. "I'm mighty glad you got
back so soon."
·
"So am I," was the reply, as the young man reined in his
broncho. "Is everything all right so far? "
"Everything ain't exactly all right. Things has turned
around a little. Your gal is here with us, an' Young Wild
West an' his gal an' one of our heathens is inside the stockade."

Spud Wllliams showed both delight and surprise.
"My gal is here, you say?" he cried.
"Yes, an' she's all right, too. The ranchman an' his wife
an' two servants is here, too. All the prisoners what was
in the house was rescued. But the redskins bas got Young
Wild West an' they're goin' to burn him at the stake i,retty
soon. Arietta an' Hop went over there, an' a little while ago
they was doin' about as they pleased, 'cause the redskins
didn't know they was there. A lot of the Injuns has been
drugged by the Chinaman, an' it sorter looks as though we're
goin' to win out all right. But one thing is sart!n', they ain't
goin' to burn Young Wild West at no stake. Me an' Jim
was jest goin' to try an' sneak over there an' finish up things."
Spud turned to the cowboys in delight.
'
'"You fellers want to stick an' fight as you never fought
afore!" he exclaimed. "Young Wild West saved my sweetheart, an' I've got to help save him so as to git even."
The Mexicans declared that they would follow him anywhere, and when Charlie saw that they were a likely looking
lot he decided that they would be all right and do their part.
The scout led them to the gully, and then after Spud had
got through talking to his promised bride a consultation was
held

"So you mean to creep up to the stockade an' shoot the
Indians through the cracks, eh?" Spud said to the scout, after
he h,ad li stened to what both Cbarlle and Jim had to say.
"I don't know of any better plan than that, do you?"
'"No. I don't know as I do. But s'pose I was to go with
you two an' my men was to ride around to the other side of
the house· an' start to shootin' . That might make the Injuns
look that way long enough for us to creep up close to where
Young Wild West is tied to the stalrn."
•· That's a good plan, Charlie," Jim Dart spoke up, with a
nod of his head.
"I r eckon it is, Jim."
"Shall we do that, then?" the foreman asked.
"Yes," came the reply from both.
"All right."
Then Spud turned to the five cowboys and gave them instructions as to what they should do.
They all understood perfectly well, and the next minute
they were riding away through the woods, s:i they might get
around to the opposite side of the stockade.
Charlie and Jim did not wait long after they took the ir
departure, but nodding to Spud to follow them, they started
from th e gully and worked their way along over the samo
ground Arietta and Hop had covered when they left the
gully.
When they got to the edge of the woods they thought it
wise to wait until they h eard the Mexica n cowboys shooting.
It was nearly ten minutes before this happened, and then
a r egular volley rang out.
Of course, Lile Mexicans did not venture up close enough to
run much risk of b0ing hit by the r eturn fire.
But satisfied that it would answer their purpose, Charlie
and Jirn ealled upon Spud to follow them, and then all three
hurried up to the stockade.
They r eached the place where the opening had been made
and which was stlll there, but did not deem it advisable to
go through .
Instead of doing this they went on around to the corner
of the high fence, and then crept along so they might get
close to the place where Wild was ti ed to the stak e.
They kept looking through the cracks in the fence, and
when Charlie saw the' silent forms of ihe drugged r edskins
and greast' r he grinned. and nodded to Jim, but said nothlng.
A little further on and they came in sight of Young Wild
West.
The stake was not mere than forty feet from the high
fence, and the boy was standing there apparently not at all
worr ied, even though he was helpless.
Charlie and Jim saw five Indians and two gr easers, and
the y were a.Ii on the watch in the direction the shooting was
coming from.
The pile of fagots heaped about Wild's feet did not look
at all pleasant to them.
But it was all right so long as a match was not applied
to it.
"I reckon we had better climb over an' clean 'cm up." Spud
Williams suigested, after he had taken in the ss:ene tnoroughly.
··Better shoot 'em from where we are, hadn't we?" Charlie
asked.
Before anything further could be said a horse was heard
approaching swiftly.
They all turned and saw one of the Mexican cowboys approaching.
Just why be had left his companions and taken the risk
of riding up there none of them n ew.
But it happened that those on the inside did not see him,
so he dismounted a short distance from the stockade, and then
hurri ed to the waiting three.
"What are you doin'· here?'' Spud demanded.
"Me want to help fight," was the r eply.
"The r est are uack there at the other side yet, then, eh?"
"Yes, Senor Spud."
"All right, then. Now you kin git ready to fight."
Charlie was just about to push his rifle through a crack
between the uprights that formed the stockade fence when
Arietta appeared at the window of the house that almost
faced the h elpless boy.
He drew back the rifle and waited, for he was somewhat
surprised to see her there.
The next instant Hop was seen looking out.
In his hand we.s an oblong package, and C-ilarlie recognized it as a bomb or firecracker which the heathen was in
the ha.bit of manufactm-ing himself.
.. Eve1·ything is all right now, boys!" he exclaimed, nodding
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to his companions. "Jest look at the window. There's Arietta an' there's Hop with a big firecracker. The heathen will
set that off. in a minute, an' then all we've got to do is to
jump over an' we'll have 'em dead to rights in a jiffy."
··we won't shoot until after the cracker explodes, then,
Charlie,·• Jim advised.
"Right yer are."
Then Charlie, wishing to draw the attention of those at
the window pushed his rifle through and began moving it
about.
It had the desired effect, and alm ost immediately at that,
for the girl :.:nd Chinaman quickly turned their eyes that
way.
The cracks were wide enough for them to see the forms
the, other side of the fence, too, and they must have realized
instantly that help was at hand.
As the firing had ceased by this time, Black Wolf, the chief,
must have decided to go ahead and burn Young Wild West
at the stake, and thus end the pow-wow, which had been interrupted so many times.
He gave orders to one of his braves, who promptly picked
up a torch that had been provided for the purpose and
lighted it with a match.
Tl19se outalde the fence waited for the Chinaman to start
the ball rolling.
But Hop did not appear at the wino.ow, nor did Ar ietta.
Tho torch blazed up fiercely, the Moqui waving it back and
for::h to get it going good.
'
Thon tho old chief commanded him to start the fire at the
feet of the helpless boy.
This was more than the scout could stand.
·· Raise me up a little, Jim. I'm goin' to git over the fence,"
he whispered.
Dart nodded and did as he was told, and up went the scout,
t hrowing a leg over the top of th e sto.ckade.
The r edskin was just about to apply the flaming torch to
the pile of fagots at Wild's feet when down leaped Cheyenne
Charlie.
Bdore any of t hem could realize it he had seized the torch.
Whack!
He brought it down with terrific force upon the head of
the brave, felling him to the ground .
··whoopee! whoopee ! Wow, wow, wow! Yio, yip, yip!" the
scout shouted.
Bang!
A loud report sounded, and -l.he air was fill,, · with a dense
smoke, while the frightened redskins and grer.sers ran about
yelling in dismay.
CHAPTER IX.
THE FINISH o~- TIIE POW-wo·,

It grated on the n er ves of Young Wild West to remain so
long in one position without being able to scarcely move his
head.
Ropes had been passed around his lower e ·~mitles as well
as around the upper portion of his body, ZJ. ti it was impossible for him to even stoop an inch.
But he never once doubted that his partners would find a
way to rescue him from the perilous position.
One thing about it was that the redski ns did not get into
the notion of taunting, as was generally the case when a prisoner was bound to the stake preparatory to being burned
alive.
The minutes flitted by, and when he perceived that the
Indians were becoming intoxicated the boy's hopes arose
considerably.
He knew without being told chat they must have discovered
liquor in the house, and if they drank enough of it his
partners wou ld have all the better chance of defeating them.
If they put off the time to burn him until Spud Williams
arrived upon the scene with the Mexican cowboys he had
gone in search of, Black Wolf and bis band would surely
be whipped.
But tho question was whether Black Wolf would wait that
length of time or not.
However, when half an hour had passed and the situation
r emained just about the same, with the exception that some
of the redskins had become so drunk that they were no
longer moving about, it became still brighter .
The chief had taken a nap and returned to the pow-wow.
But this was interrupted by the shots that were fired by
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
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Wild knew exactly what this meant, though he did not
show the least elation when one of the Mexicans came up
close to him and looked sharply at him.
The fighting continued at irregular inte rvals, and the shots
were r eturned by some of the r edskins.
Not until the last shot had been fired and the r sdskins had
given up the idea of trying to shoot anyone whom they could
not see, did the you:ig deadshot kno w for a fact that someone bad managed to reach the house.
It happened that he could see juat around the corner of .
the building, and when he caught sight of a female figure
which he instantly recognized as being his ·sweetheart, a
thri!I shot through him, and he knew she must have got
there while the attention of the Indians was attracted the
other way.
,
All he could do now was to wait and be as patient as
possible.
But Young Wild West had been placed in such positions
before, as the reader well knows, and he was not the one
to grow nervous, even though he might have to wait for
hours yet.
He looked in vain to catch a glimpse of Arietta1 after that,
and the preparations for his being burned at the stake then
went ahead.
As the Indians .finished piling the fagots about his body
one of them looked at him jeeringly and said:
"Ugh! Paleface boy soon burn. Black Wolf will wear his
scalp in his belt. Paleface boy heap much bad."
"That's all right, red3ktn, ,. was the cool r etort. I haven't
burned yet, nor has Black Wolf taken my scalp. Just wait
a while. Maybe things will ch ange.·•
"Paleface boy no afraid?" the Indian asked, showing no
little surprise.
·· I never was afraid of a redskin yet, znd I r eckon I am
not going to be now. Go ah ead with your game."
But just then the half-drunken chief called his braves and
allies to continue the pow-wow.
They all gathered in a circle about the boy at the stake,
and the opinions of a ll wer e heard by the chief.
Wild knew this was. all right, for it was simply prolonging
the time.
Time just then meant a lot, for he hardly believed that
the cowboy foreman could have r eturned yet.
One by one the old chief's followers left the spot after that,
and it soon settled down so there were but seven all told
remaining.
The young deadshot knew they could not have been slain
by his friends. for if such had been the case sounds must
have been heard that would attract the attention of the others.
He wondered what had become of them.
But the riddle was too puzzling for him to solve, so he
gave it up.
When Black Wolf called h is followers to their feet for the
last time, preparatory to burning the boy at the stake, Wild
r ealized that the supreme moment had nearly arrived.
He looked around in vain for a sight of anyone who could
help him.
•
Yet it was a sure thing that Arietta was somewhere on
the premises, for he had seen her.
Presently he gaYe a start, for he saw her face at the
window of the house
But neither by word or look did he let on that she wa.s
there.
The encouraging nod he r eceived was all right, but some
of the villainous band were looking at him, and he paid no
attention to it.
He saw Hop a moment later, and then h e felt so sure of
being rescued that it seemed all over but the shouting.
But just then shooting was h eard from the other side of
the ranch, and the chief delayed bis murderous work again
and turned his attention that way.
'l'he shooting was kept up a few minutes, the Indians returning the fire without effect, and then it ceased and once
more they gathered alJout their intended victim.
Wild was watching _the window, for that was the point he
expected assistance to come from.
He did not see Cheyenne Charlie when he was climbing
over the stockade, but when the Indian lighted the torch
and started to ignite the pile of fagots at his feet he knew
that something would quickly happen that would send dismay and terror to the Indians and their allies.
What did happen was an agreeable surprise to the boy.
He saw the scout as he leaped from the top of the fencl!,
and when he seized the torch from the redskin's hands and
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felled him to the ground he made ready to leap from the ! 'I'hen the scout raised h!s voice and called out for Jim
and the others to come there as quickly as possible.
stake the moment his bonds were sever ed.
But it happened that they were all at the other side of
The explosion came just then, and ·wild knew who had
caused it, for no one else but Hop Wah could have done it. t,he stockade just then, and though Charlie was heard it v;ould
With the smoke blinding him the boy waited for a second take some littl e time before they could get around.
Meanwhile, Wild looked hurried ly around for a horse.
or two.
Then he felt a hand catch his arm, and the next moment j Presently he saw several that were grazing at the short
grass l in what might be called the garden near the ranchboth his bands were free.
·Tm right here, Wild," the voice of Cheyenne Charlie whis- ' house.
He sized them up . quickly, and selecting one which he
p~ed. "I reckon we've got to run for it, 'cause we can't
thought might show a good burst of speed, he found a bridle,
see the redskins so we kin shoot 'em."
and quickly put it on the animal's head.
·· All right, Charlie," was the quick reply.
Then, without waiting for a saddle, he vaulted upon the
Then a revolver was thrust in his hand, and the boy was
horse's back and dashed out of th e stockade.
rcaady to fight.
"Go and get Spitfire and come along as fast as you can,"
The .scout kept hold of his arm and the two hurried straight
were his parting words to the scout.
for the house.
"You bet I will, Wild!" was the r eply, and then knowing
Roachin g it, they went around to the r ear and nearly fell
to the ground from stumbling over the drugged villains that that he could reach the gully quicker by riding a horse than
he could by going on foot, Charlie took one of the remaining
lay in the way.
It was but natural that the young deadshot should think horses and, mounting, started on his mission.
He was just coming out of the gate when four of the Mexthat his sweeth eart had helped plan the r escue, and that she
would get outside the stockade as quickly as possible, so he lean cowboys came galloping up .
"Two of 'em has got away, an' they've got Young Wild
now hurried straight for the opening in the fence, which
West's gal with 'em," he shouted, pointing off to the left.
could be seen a short distance ahead.
The smoke must have cleared just then, for shots began ''Wild is after 'em; go an' he lp him. "
The men understood enough of what he said, so they at
·
sounding.
·· Jim an' the cowboy is sartinly popperin' the redskins now, once turned and joined in the pursuit.
Charlie rod e on around h e stockade, and met Jim Dart,
Wild!" the scout exclaimed, exultantly. "Come on. Most
likely Arietta an' Hop has got out ah ead of us. Everything's Spud Williams, and the other cowboy.
He quickly told them what had happened, and then went
fine. All the prisoners is over in the gully, an' there's five
grrnsers to hefp finish the job of cleanin' up the redskins. at a gallop in the direction of the gu lly.
Spud r emained Jong enough to tell the cowboy to go on
There ain't no use in lettin' any of 'em escape, Wild. They've
an.d help catch the two fugitiv e::; :-nd save Young Wild West's
sartinly done enough to be wiped out."
"All right, Charlie. But if any are taken alive they must sweetheart, and then he followed Jim as he ran swiftly to get
be turned over to the proper authorities. Remember that." his horse.
As Cha.rlie rode up In such a hurry his wife ran to meet
"I reckon we don't know who the proper authorities is -here
in Mexico. But we'll do the best we kin about that. I hope him, and in a startled way called out:
"What is the matter?"
none of 'em is took alive, that's all."
.. Git Wild's horse a n' mine, too, an' be quick about it, gal,"
Wild squeezed through the hole fn the stockade, Charlie
following.
But when they got outside nothing was to be seen of Ari- was the r eply. "Arietta has been carried off by the Injun
chief, an' Wild is ridin' after her on another horse."
etta, though Hop suddenly arose from the tall grass.
But Anna became so nervous tha t she really was of no
"'Hello, Misler Wild!" the heathen called out, joyfully.
h elp to him.
"Where Missee .A.lietta?" She no comee."
But since Spitfire and Charl;e's horse were both saddled
"Is that so?" and the boy stopped still in his tracks.
and r eady for use, it did not take him very long.
He mounted his own steed, and then, with the bridle.. She no comee outtee, SI} be. She tellee me to Jun, and me
lun allee samee velly muchee quickee. Me make bigee fire- rein of the sorrel gripped with his left hand, he took a straight
course in the direction he had seen the Indian chief and the
clacker go bang! "
Three more shots were fired just then, and then a shout greaser riding.
of triumph was heard.
This took him around the east side of the stockade.
Fearlessly Young Wild West turned and squeezed his way
Jim Dart was nearly out of wind when he r eached the
throu g-h th o hole in the fence again.
No one was there to oppose his way, so he made a dash into gully, but he paused long enough to let . them all know jnst
what had happened, and then he mounted and rode away.
the house.
Spud Williams followed him a few seconds later, so there
Charlie was right after him, but Hop paused at the fence
were really more than enough to take care of Black Wolf and
and peerE!d through the opening.
Into the kitchen Young Wild West ran, finding an Indian the greaser, provided they could get near enough to act.
Meanwhile, Cheyenne Charlie was riding hard, and the
lying stretched upon the floor.
He da!ted into the adjoining room and found anot~er lying sorrel galloped along willingly enough, not keeping him
back in the least.
there.
When he got around to the other side of the stock:i.de the
But Arietta was ·not to be seen.
scout could see those ahead.
He did not stop until he had looked into every room.
The fugitives with their captive were leading Wild by a
But the girl was gone.
Out upon the porch he soon made his way, and then he good quarter of a mile, as near as Charlie could ju<l.ge, and
the cowboys we1·e nearly that far behind him.
saw that the gate of the stockade was wide open.
·'If Wild only had a rifle it wouldn't be long afore h e would
Indians were lying about here and there, but whether they
drop one of 'em. He would finish that greaser in jig-time,"
were dead or only drugged the boy did not know.
He did not have time to find out, either, for something had was the thought that flashed through Charlie's mind just
then .
told him that his sweetheart was in peril.
But Wild only had the r evolver h e had placed in his hand
.. Come on, Charlie," he cried, :::.nd then to the stockade
after cutting him loose from the stake, and he kn ew it.
gate he ran with all speed.
However, this might come in use before the chase ended.
Once he reached it he saw that his fears were verified, for
Charlie had his rifle, and h e meant to us e it.
riding away at a distance of about a hundred yards were two
He had unslung it before this, and was holding it with the
horsemen, one an Indian and the other a Mexican.
The Indian had a female figure on the horse with him, hand that grasped the bridle-rein of Spitfire.
Really, it was not necessary for him to lead the nobl e sorand one quick glance told Young Wild West that it was
rel, for the horse seemed to understanu just what was reArietta.
"Look at that, Charlie!'' he cried, just the least bit excited. quired of him.
He gave a snort now and then as t he chase continurd, :1nd
"I recl:on I've got to have a horse right away. It will take
when Charlie saw that he was rapidly gaining upon the cowtoo long to get Spitfire."
"There's plenty of 'cm here, Wild. But, great gimlets! boys h e figured that he must also be gaining upon Wild.
Whether Wild was lessening the distance between him and
Who would have thought that sich a thing could happen?
That r edskin is the chief, an' he's got one of the greasers with the fugitives or not be could not t ell, f'or the country was rollhim. I reckon the rest of 'em what was ready to burn yer at ing just there, and occasionally th e Indian and Mexican
riders would be out of sight entirely.
the stake must have been shot down."
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\VhE-n he h?.d covered something over a mile, Charlie overtook the cowboys.
"Come on!" he shouted, as he rode past them. "We've got
to git them two galoots."
·
They answered with a cheer, and rode along after him with
renewed speed.
Half a minute later the scout r eached a sort of knoll, and
then he gave a nod of satisfaction, for he saw that Wild had
gained considerably upon the villainous pair.
He looked back and saw Jim Dart comil:~g far in the lead of
Spud Williams.
Both were riding hard, however, and he knew 1f the chase
continued long enough they would be pretty close to the finish.
When another mile had been covered, Charlie was so near
Wild, whose horse was giving out, that he called out to him.
The young deadshot hea rd him, and turning in the saddle,
beckoned for him to come on.
Then the scout suddenly dropped the bridle-rein of Spitfire, and giving the animal a slap upon the flank, called out
sharply:
. "Go it! Your master wants yer."
A wh inny came from the intelligent beast, and, like an arrow from the boy, he shot forward, leaving the scout behind.
Just then the horse our hero was riding stumbled, and the
boy had all h e could do to land upon his feet when he left the
·saddle.
He had scarcely recover ed from the shock when Spitfire
galloped up and came to a halt.
Charlie gave a shout of joy when he saw Wild leap upon
the sorr el's back and renew the pursuit.
"It von't be many minutes now afore he'll git 'em. I only
wish he h:td a rifle," h e muttered.

'CHAPTER X.
BLACK WOLF TAKES IIIS MEDIOlNE,

Arietta had plenty of time to get out of the house, b'ut the
smoke caused by the explosion obscured everything from her
view, and she was not sure that Wild had been set free.
After t elling Hop to go on and get outside the stockade,
she went back to the window to have a look.
Shots were being fired from the top of the fence to the left,
and she saw a Mexican drop as a bullet struck him.
Then she got a view of the stake, and saw that Wild was
not there.
This satisfied her, and she turned to go back and leave the
house by the rear.
But as she r eached th e hallway she came face to face with
Black Wolf, the chief, and one of the Mexlcan3.
She endeavored to shoot at them with · her revolver, but
was so close that the weapon was knocked from her hand
before she could pull the trigger.
"Ugh!•· exclaimed th e villainous chief. "Paleface maiden
go with Black Woll. Plenty palefaces come and shoot all the
Indians. Black Wolf will go and make the paleface maiden
· his squaw."
The girl was quickly rendered powerless, and then in remarkaLly quick time she was carried outside, and while the
chief he ld a hand over her mouth, so she could not make an
outcry, the greaser got a couple of horses r eady.
The girl could hear the shouting of those who had been
victo rs in the fight as she was lifted upon the back of the
' horse with the chief and borne outside the stockade.
But it was impossll>le for her to shout to let them know what
had happened, a nd a.way she was carried, the horse under h er
at a mad gallop.
She struggled to free herself, but the chief's arm was like
iron, and he held her as if she had been In a vise.
The Mexican, lying low to his horse's neck, came on after
th em, no w and then looki ng furtively baclt.
When he finally saw Young Wild West coming In pursuit
he quickly told the chief about It.
Black Wolf looked back and saw him.
"Shoot the paleface boy I " he exclaimed.
But his companion had no rifl e, and the boy was not near
encugll to shoot with a revolver.
"Caramba!" th e Mexican hissed. "Me get killed, too.
Pretty soon plenty more come. Then me die."
.. Heap much fool," snorted the chief, angrily. "We ride
till we find place to hide. Come on."
Arietta was held in such a position tha.t she could not look
behind.
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But from the words of hei· two captives. she knew quite
well that the pnrsuit had started.
It must be Wild ·who was so hot after t:hem, too, and she
hoped that the chase would soon end.
But it continued for what seemed to be a long time.
Not until the horse that was carrying a double burden
showed signs of giving out did she r ealize that the pursuers
were gaining.
'l'he Mexican had forged ahead now, and he paid no attention to the cries of the chief, who wanted him to change
horses with him.
Probably the villain could not have been blamed for this,
since he would be but spoiling his chance to escape by making
such a trade just then.
On they rode, up hill and down, crossing gullies and
through patches of bushes, until Arietta r ealized that they
must have covered a distance of fully five miles.
She listened to hear the sounds of hoofs behind her, and
presently she was rewarded.
Just then the horse ridden by the Mexican stumbled and
the rider was thrown to the ground.
Black Wolf uttered a cry of exultation, and urged his tired
horse to the !'<pot.
,
The Mexican had been rendered senseless by the shock, and
he lay quite still.
But the Indian chief paid no attention to him.
Bent upon saving his own life now, he left Arietta upon his
own horse and quickly mounted the other.
The girl gave vent to a. shout of joy, turning to look behind as she did so.
Then she saw Wild less than two hundred feet away, riding
like the wind toward her,
He waved his hand to her, but did not utter a word.
She knew what this meant.
He was after the redskin, and he meant to get him, too.
On bounded Spitfire w!th the tireless lope he was famous
ror.
Arietta had dropped to the ground now and stood by the
horse that was breathing h eavily.
·• I 'm going to get him, Et," the young dead shot t!alled out,
as he passed her. .. I want to take him alive if I can, for he
is r esponsible for all that has happened. He is the leader
of the gang, you know."
But the girl did not hear the last of what he said.
She waved her hands encouragingly to him, and Wild sped
on after the fugitives.
It was just then that the Mexican recovered sufficiently to
sit ul) and look around.
When he saw the girl standing so close to him by the horse
he quickly got upon his feet.
Arietta's attention was attracted by the noise he made, and
a sudden fear came over her, for she was without a weapon
to defend h erself.
Seeing that his only chance was to get the horse and ride
away in another direction, the greaser ran toward her, making a threatening motion with the revolver he carried.
Arietta looked back again.
Cheyenne Charlie was coming something like two hundred
yards away.
She quickly stepped behind the horse, for she saw that the
scout was in the act of putting a rifl e to his shoulder.
The Mexican ran forward, his gun leveled at the girl.
Just as he was about to gr asp the bridle-rein he threw up.
his hands and fell to the ground, this time quite dead.
A report sounded almost instantly, and Arietta knew that
it was Cheyenne Charlie who had fired the shot.
A few seco nds later Charlie reached her, his horse pretty
well tired from the long chase.
"It's all right, Arietta," he said, as he halted to give the
animal a short breathing spell. "We ain't got nothin' to
worry about now. Wild ~ill soon git th e redskin, even if he
ain't got nothin' but a revolv er. I'm mighty glad that we
got yer, though I kin t ell yer it's been what I call a blamed
long chase."
.. I think I am about as glad as any one could be, Charlie,"
the brave girl answered. "Just to think that it could have
turned out the way it did. After Wild wos freed I had to be
foolish enough to let them get me. They took me completely
by surprise, Charlie, or th ey could never have done it. I came
very near shooting the Indian. H I had only been a foot further away from him I would have done it, and then I could
easily have shot the Mexican, too. But the revolver was
knocked from my hand, and that settled it. I couldn't do a
thing after that."
·
"Never mind, Arietta. You're sartlnly the brp.vest gal this
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side of the Mississippi River, an' I'd like to hear any one
say that you ain't."
J.im Dart was rapidly nearing the spot.
He had outdistanced Spud Williams considerably, but the
foreman could be seen riding hard, as if the pursuit had 'not
all but ended., ·
When Jim came up he quickly learned just what had happened, and he gave a nod of satisfaction as he looked at the
prostrate form of the greaser, who had perished -:.inder the
u nerring aim of the scout.
When Williams came up he was foilowed by the Mexican
cowboys, who had been easily overtaken by him, since none of
them seemed to think there was anything particular to hurry
for after they had seen the chief ride away with the girl.
.. What are we goin' to do now?" Spud aslfed, looking at the
scout. ·
.. As soon as your horse has got baclr some of his wind we'll
rid e on an' see how Wild makes out,•· was the reply. "'Maybe
it might be necessary for me to fire another shot. I'd bring
down that redskin in a second if I didn't believe that Wild
wanted it the other way. He's after him an' he wants to git
him alive. That's generally his way of doin' it, you know."
He waited there fully five minutes, and then they all started
to follow the trail of Wild and Black Wolf.
It happened that there was a thin patch of timber a short
distance ahead, and the t'wo had been lost to view ever since
they passed through it.
Meanwhile, Spitfire gained rapidly upon the jaded horse
the Moqui chief was riding.
But there wa1:1 more than two hundred yards between them
yet, for after passing through the narrow strip of timber, .the
chief had found a shorter cut.
But nothing daunted or the least bit discouraged, the young
deadshot rode on, and when he at length saw that scarcely
a hundred yards lay between them he began malring his
lariat ready.
"I suppose the red sneak will put up a fight," he mused,
as he did this. "Maybe I'll have to wing him before I'll be
able to rope him. But I'll get him, just the same, dead or
alive."
·
One minute later and scarcely a hundred feet lay between
them.
The Indian's horse was now nearly ready to drop, and
Wild could see it plainly.
It would soon be all over, one way or the other, and with
his lariat ready in his right hand, he dropped the bridlerein and let the sorrel go his own way and seized his gun
with the other.
At that moment Black Wolf, realizing that he could go no
further with the horse, made a flying leap from the saddle
and ran for a clump of trees a few yards distant.
Wild . was not close eno ugh to use the rope, but he did
not fire.
·
Once behind a tree the treacherous Indian began shooting
rapidly.
Two of the bullets came very close to Wild, and he was
for ced to grab the bridle and pull Spitfire around to the left.
Then with his left hand he fired a shot, and the bullet
entered the right arm of the chief just as he was about to
send another bullet that way.
Black Wolf uttered a yell of rage and pain, and danced
about, forgetting for the moment that he was giving the boy
.a good chance to finish the job.
·
But Wild did not take the opportunity.
Instead, he bore straight down upon him with the intention
of driving him away from the trees, so he might use his rope.
This plan succeeded, for without stopping to pick up the
r evolver he had dropped when the bullet hit his arm, the chief
turned and fled for the open.
.. Once he got him there the young deadshot gave vent to a
laugh.
"I have got you now, you red scoundrel!" he called out.
"Get ready for the Happy Hunting Grounds. The Great Spirit
wants you."
In desperation Black Wolf drew the only weapon he had
left with his left hand.
It was a keen-edged hunting-knife, and he meant, Indianlike, to' die fighting.
He raised the knife as the horse came dashing toward him.
But Wild suddenly pulled Spitfire to the left, and then let
go his lariat.
Whiz!
The r ope circled in the air for a second, and the chief
tried to dodge it.

But he had a master hand to deal with now, and down
came the ,loop, squarely over his n eck and shoulders.
A quick jerk and he was rolling -:.ipon the ground in a half
senseless cond ition.
.. Well, I've got you, Black Wolf," the boy said, in his cool
and easy way as he dismounted and ran to his helpless foe.
·· I wanted to ge t you alive, and I have managed to do it."
But the boy's words were not heard by the villainous chief,
for in fall ing the point of . the knife had become turned
towa·rd his breast, and it had forced its way almost entirely
through his body, piercing the heart.
When Wild realized this he shook his head and muttered:
·· I didn't want it exactly that way, for nothing would have
given me more pleasure than to have taken the old villain
back to the reservation. But I suppose it is just lls well, for
we won't be bothered now at all. However," and he gave a
nod, "perhaps the sleepers might have awaken ed by this
time. I wonder if any of them thought about them? "
Leaving Black Wolf where he had fallen, for he did not
mean to bother any further with him, Wild mounted the
sorrel stallion and turned to rid e back.
He did not have to go a great distance before he met the
party coming, and when he told them what had happened,
Cheyenn,~ Charlie waved his hat and proposed three cheers,
which were given roundly.
.. Now then, boys, I reckon we had better get baclt to the
ranch and find out something about those we left there sleeping."
.. They couldn't have come to yet, ,vnd, " the scout answered,
with a shrug of his shoulders. .. I forgot all about 'em, I will
say. But 1 know putty well that when Hop fixes up that
dru g stuff cf his a man ain't goin' to come to inside of three
or four hours."
'"That may be true, Charlie. But we'll have to hurry along
a little, j-:.ist the same."
It took them nearly half an hour to get back to the ranch,
but when they got there they were gratified to learn that
none of the drugged sleepers had awakened.
They were all bound hand and foot and relieved of their
weapons witho ut knowing it, and then Young Wild West considered that the redskin pow-wow had reall y ended, though, of
course, it virtually stopped when Cheyenne Charlie appeared
over the fence and grabbed the flaming torch.
One of the cowboys was dispatched to the gully, and he
soon returned, followed by all those who had been waitinz._ ~
there so anxiously.
Senor Diez proved to be a fine man, and he would have it no
other way than that our friends should remain at the ranch
a day or two.
This they did, and had the satisfaction of seeing the prisoners duly turned over to the Mexican authorities.
True to his way of doing things, the young deadshot suggested that there should be a wedding before they left, and
Lillie Maybeck, being of age, consented to become the wife or
Spud Williams as soon as the proper sort of clergyman could
be found.
This delayed them leaving a couple of days. But not one
of them regretted It, for it was a rousing good time they had.
The ranch being rather lsloated, there were not a great
many guests at the wedding. But Senor Diez was so earnest
in his desire to have the couple married there that they had
consented, neither seeming to care if only a few sa,1 them put
in double harness by the clergyman .
Hop Wah, Young Wild West's clever Chinee, certainly had
a good time of it.
•
There was not much in the way of wines and liquors at the
ranch, for the r edskins had cleaned it up pretty well. But
Diez managed to get enough to treat the guests right, and
Hop surely fell in for his shar e.
His mystifying sleight-of-hand tricks were enjoyed by all,
and not once during the celebration did anything happen to
cause a jar.
,
When our friends finally took their departure from the
ranch to ride back to American soil again, th ey were cheered
to the echo by the friends they had made -while in Mexico.
That wound up the adventure of the redskin pow-wow.
Young Wild West had been doomed to die at the stake, but so
many forces were at work to prevent it that it could not
happen.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WES'r AND
THE DOOMED MINE; OR, ARIETTA'S LIFE AT STAKE."
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CURRENT NEWS
Bloomingdale Brothers, New York, are planning to add
aeroplanes to their delivery service, and are carefully
checking the experiments now being conducted by the government for aerial transportation of mails. The service
will first be introduced in suburban Long Island, a section
in which this firm's business has widely expanded since the
opening of the Queensboro Bridge.
Any one who has an unused thirteen cent United States
postage stamp printed on blue paper would do well to hold
to it rather than to use it on a letter or package. A stamp
dealer who has heretofore sold these stamps to collectors
for $62.50 each announces that the price will be $75. Four
thousand of these stamps were originally printed, but
f ewer than a hundred are known to exist at present.
Claimants for the diamonds found recently in a bundle
of old rags by girls i'n the sorting room of a paper mill at
Cornwall, Ont., are beginning to be heard from . One
claimant was )Irs. W. B. Lawson of Central Park West,
1 Tew York City, who wrote that last summer she lost a
pink bag containing jewelry from her summer cottage at
Sea Oliff, Long Island. Another is Lieu. J. T. Abbott, of
the New York City Fire Department, who says that his
sister-in-law lost jewels to the value of $2,500 while housecleaning last June. In tbe meantime, the girls who found
the jewels refuse to hand them over to the police, holding
tlmt as finders they are entitled to possession.
Navigation on the Hudson River closed February 6 when
the steamer Rensselaer of the Hudson Navigation Company left Albany for New York on i_ts 317th trip for the
1912 season. On the up trip to-day the vessel encountered
three-inch ice. The previous record for navigation goes
back to January 19, 1810, one year after the first steam
vessel came up the Hudson. The Kyack and Tarrytown
ferryboat Rockland, which has broken all records for continuance of her trips because of ti1c freedom from ice in the
Hudson, was obliged to stop to-day. Last year the Rockland made her final trips on J cw Year's clay. A year ago
numbers of people ancl automobiles crossed the ice.
~ ever was trade between the United States and the
Orient as great as it was during 1912. Imports from Asia
and Oceania combined amounted to $280,000,000 in
1912 as against $160,000,000 in 1902 and the exports
to Asia and Oceania for the last year aggregated $190,000,000 against $96,00,000 ten years ago. One feature was the
sending of raw cotton to India and China. Despite the
fact that both the latter colmtries are producers of cotton,
the United States sent to India during 1912 35,000,000
pounds of raw cotton and to China 14,000,000 pounds.
The exports of cotton to those countries prior to 1911
amounted practically to nothing. Japan received from the
United States during the last year 209,000,000 pounds of
raw cotton.

Tomato growing and canning under the supervision of
the United States Department of Agriculture as a stimulus
to intensive cultivation of the soil is to be tried next spring
by the school girls of the Sugar Creek district of Adair
County, Mo. Each girl in the school is to plant one-tenth
of an acre with se(ld furnished by the Government. The,
Department of Agriculture also is to furnish directions and
advice from time to time. The pupils will be required to
hep accurate record of the development of their crops,
and after the harvest send a description to Washington.
'l'he proceeds from the sale of the tomatoes will go to the
girls who grow and can them, the Government getting its
return in information for use in further experiments.
Rebels in the northern part ·of Mexico are reported tci
be almost destitute of food and ammunition, and are becoming more desperate in their depredations and menacing
to American prope;rty. Dispatches reaching the Department of State are to the effect that Provisional President
Huerta, who has been advised that the revolutionists are
hard pressed for food, has given orders for the federal
troops to pursue relentlessly the half starved bands, in the
hope that the rebellion in that section of the republic may
be crushed. Since the arrival of additional troops at
Juarez the rebels have retreated from that place, and their
plans are a mystery. Brigadier General Steever has taken
precautions to prevent the rebels from smuggling supplies
across the American border, and it is believed that these
measures have contributed largely to the predicament in
which the revolutionists now find themselves. The reported overtures for peace are believed to have resulted
from the destitute condition of the rebels.
The adYentures of a will found in an old coal hole in
Dublin, made quite an exciting story when they were recounted the other day to three judges in the Irish Court
of Appeals. The strange facts came to light on an application that the Court of King's Bench, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
might formally examine John Clawson, who lives in Winnipeg. Clawson is the son of a man who is supposed to
have witnessed the disputed will when it was executed by
William Smith, a flax buyer of Belfast, who died, in his
86th year, in February, 1906. The document in question
was discovered in most peculiar circumstances. In the
third week of April, 1911, it was suddenly discovered,
inclosed with a pencil note, in the letter box of a firm
of solicitors at their branch office in Belfast. In the note
it was stated that the will had been found in a tin canister
in the coal hole under the stairs of the house in which
William Smith had lived. This document purported to ,
have been witnessed by Archibald Burnett and John Olau·son, but both of these men died in 1908, and hence the
application to obtain the evidence of the son at Winnipeg.
The three judges, in refusing th.e application, commented
adversely on the curious fact tha.t, for two years after the
document had been discovered, nothing had been done to
ascertain whether any of the signatures were genuine.
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DICK DONNELLY'S FORTUNE
,

-OR--

THE BOY RANCHMAN OF T EXAS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VI (continued)
The cowboys were stationed at intervals to bunch them
and hold them if possible.
"Say, Dick, do all these cattle belo::::.g to you?" asked
Benny.
"They say they do."
"Well, you must be rich ."
" This is only a small portion of the great herd which
they say is mine."
"Who says?"
"Well, the people who live here-Mr. Simeon Snelling
and the lawyer, Mr. Roberts."
"Oh, has he got anything to do with it?"
" Yes."
" Well, he's a scamp who you can't believe on earth . He
is the one who caused my siste\· to go South, and sent me
out West."
"I thought you said it was your uncle?"
"Well, he told me it was my uncle, but I don't know
whether it was or not."
"Did you ever see your uncle?"

"Some one's got ter ride ahead o' 'cm, an' keep hittin'
the leaders with a whip an'· turn 'em. It's mighty dangerous business, lemme tell ye. ]££ ycr pony falls ye'll be
tramped ter death in five scconch-ground ter powder jist
az ef ye had been run through a sassage mill."
Dick watched the un easiness among the animals, which
seemed to become infectious . H was a sort of panic common to large numbers of animals together.
The sun set amid dark bloorl-rerl cfouds, and a feeling
of awe seemed to pervade t c atmosphere. Dick felt his
nerves tingle to the tips of hi. fingers . Anon as the heavy
thunder began to roll the awiul bellowing began to increase.
The cowboys were now doubly active, galloping here and
there and everywhere. cutting thi s rcfactory bull with their
whips, or roping another, but i,be uneasiness continued to
increase.
"It's got ter come," declarecl .Tack Rhodes. "Look out,
now. ·w atch which course they start an' mill 'em soon as
ye kin."
Jack had spent his life among cattle, ancl knew their
nature. He wa s not wrong, for before it was fully dark
the entire herd of thousands weni. thundering across the
plains in mad flight, frightened by the stamp of their own
hoofs.
"Stampede, stampedr, stampc(le !" was the cry, and the
cowboys sta rted at full speed i.o stop them. Dick rode with
the others, utterly forgetting Benny, and only intent on
saving his herd. The roar of hoofs ,:hook the earth, and
the thunder rolled oYcrhend. The bellowing, the tails and
the ho:·ns, which gleamed when the lightning flashed,
made an awful moYing pidnre. Dick's horse outsped all
the olhers, and he found himself in front of the stampeded
cattle. Ile began by the nse of his whip to try to turn
the leaders, but to his horror macle no impression upon
them.
On, on, and on they thundered in the darkness. His
horse stumbled. He knew that to fall was death. His
horse was breathing hard and might go clo,rn at any moment, and Dick be maFhcrl to powder. He lookecl about
him, but none of the cowboys were in sight. ITad they
deserted him to his awful fate?

"No."
"Benny, your life is as full of mystery as mrne has
been," said Dick.
"I reckin' it is. I'm not very old, but I've lived a long
t ime, it seems to me. Say, watch that big black bull.
What's he going to do?"
"He is pawing the earth."
" And oh, how he bellows! Ile shakes the earth."
"It is affecting the others. Sec how restless and uneasy
they are growing."
On of the cowboys came galloping up to where the boys
sat on their horses, saying:
"It's goin' to come. All creation can't prevent 'em.
It's in ther air."
" Prevent what?" asked Dick.
" A stampede. I£ ye never saw one -ye'll see ther scariest
sight ye ever looked on when ten thousand runnin', bellerin' devils go scamperin' over th' plains.
"What do you do to stop them?" asked Dick.
" Thar h.a in't but one way, an' that is to mill 'em."
"Mill them; what do you mean by milling them?" asked
the unsophisticated youth.
CHAPTER VII.
"Oh, boss, I forgot that ye war a tenderfoot. Waal, to
DICK'S CAVE
mill 'cm is ter git 'em ter runnin' in a circle, and then
Rushing, plunging, thun(lering on into plutonian clarkthey'll run round an' round till they run themselves
ness the vast herd ran, now chiving Dick Donnelly instead
down."
him driving them. He felt his blood run cold, and he
of
"And how do :vou do that ?"
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thought his last moment bac1 come. The cattle were all
All were not yet dead, and the plaintive bellowing and
around him.
orne were before and ,ome behind.
groan of the sufferers were terrible to hear.
Suddenly h,e heard a tremendous sound. That sound
"And to think this might have been my fate also, but
onco heard would neYcr be forgotten.
for my faithful horse!"
"\Ye arc up against the real thing now," thought Dick., Dick suddenly stopped and gazed in amazement.
Thump, thunder, bump and bellow.
Before him was a tall, gaunt-looking man, with a long,
What i · it? lt secmcc1 as if i.licy had reached the end keen knife in his hands, who was deliberating cutting tbe
of the world, anrl were rolling off it into the wonderful throats of all the cattle not dead, removing their hides,
abyss of space.
and cutting up the meat.
~lucldenly Dick's horse stoppccl. Fortunately there were
"Why, I did not suppose that a human being lived
no cattle immediately behind him, or they would have run within miles of this place," he thought.
him down .
He led his horse after him and advanced toward the
It slopped RO suddenly that Dick ,~as nearly unBeated, long-whiskered, gaunt-looking stranger.
but by bracing himsel.f in the stirrups he managed to re"Hc11o ! Good-morning!" he said.
tain his scat.
At his salutation the stranger started upright, anc1 his
"Hello, what's got into you, old fellow?"
fingers clutched the knife with almost murderous intent.
Ile raised his heels to drive the spurs into the animal's
"Who are you?" he asked.
flanks, when there came a flash of lightning which showed
"I am a cowboy who was lost last night in the storm
him an awful scene.
while trying to mill a stampede," said Dick.
He was on the brink of a precipice fully three hundrecl
"Waal, what yer cloin' here?"
feet high. His horse's fore feet were not a foot from it,
"I came \~own the precipice to learn how many cattle
and one more leap forward would have plunged horse and had gone over."
rider into eternity.
"Waal, what yer goin' ter do about it?" the man asked
The singl~ gleam of li ghtning revealccl to him the cattle fiercely.
going over the precipice by the score. Their melancholy
"I can't do anything, only report the number lost."
bellows, their shrieks of horror as they plunged to certain
"Waal, ye'll be making some racket, I reckon, erbout
death, had something appalling in them.
ther hides an' ther meat."
An animal can shriek when suddenly assailed by some
"I suppose, sir, that the vultures will get most of both,"
overpowering terror.
said Dick, coolly.
Ile saw scores of wilc1-eyec1, angry cattle, with looks of
This remark seemed to place the stranger in a more
horror frozen in their glaring eye-balls, plunge to an awful amiable mood. After taking a fresh chew of tobacco from
de'.lth.
his pig-tail plug, he said :
For a moment his horse stood as if turned to stone, and
"Waal, I reckon ef th' vultures air goin' ter git most
he was powerless to move. The animal was first to recover, on 'em, thar won't be no objection ter me hevin' my sheer."
and leaping away from the dangerous cliff, ran to where
"I think not. Do you live near here?"
a few stunted trees grew, and stopped.
"H 1mph .! Wa.al, yes."
"How far?"
The thunder was now rolling in fearful fury, and the
"Waal, some distance."
skies were lighted by almost continuous flashes of fire from
"I did not suppose any one lived in this part of the
the clouds. The rain commenced falling, and in torrents. In a few moments Dick was drenched to the skin. world," said Dick.
"Waal, et ain't a particularly healthy place fur people
Ile saw nothing of any of the other members of his party,
ter live who air too inquisitive."
and began to wonder if he had really been deserted.
"I don't understand what you mean," Dick responded.
As the ground on which he stood seemed treacherous,
"Many a fool hez lost his life jist because he could not
there was nothing to do but wait until morning. He dared
not move during the darkness, for he knew not how many understand things. I tell yer, nine-tenths o' ther fools
who turn up their toes do et from curiosity, a-tryin' ter
more precipices there might be to tumble over.
It wa. a long night. How many of his herd went over pry inter other people's business."
"I am not trying to pry into other people's business,"
the precipice to certain destruction he never exactly lmew,
but he thought there must have been two or three hundred said Dick; "I am simply a cowboy lost, and would like
to know my location."
at least.
"Waal, I opine that ef yer lost here, ye'd 'bout as well
Moming dawned at last, and hr found himself in a
go
· one way as another. People who git lost in these
wild, broken region. There were hills and breaks, precipices and deep gorges on every side. It was the wildest regions don't ginerally find ther way out. "
"I have money to pay ony one who will guide me out ."
portion of Texas he had ever seen, and it seemed as if the
"Ye must be a tenderfoot."
foot of man had never trod it before. He dismounted and
"I have not been long in the West."
led his horFe along a narrow ridge, and by making a wind"Thar, I knowed et. I knowed ye war a tenderfoot. No
ing detour cleRcendcd into what seemed a canyon into which
un but a tenderfoot would hev made his way down inter
his caitle had plunged the night before. .
Herc he was Rhocked at the sight of the many mangled this canyon. D'yer know what this place is called?"
"No."
forms of nninrn.ls lying among lhe rocks. Some had their
heads shattered and some their spines broken.
('l'? be Continued)
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ITEMS OF .INTEREST
SUDDEN HEIR TO $15,000,000.
Word was received in Paterson recently that John
Jewell, a carpenter, had fallen heir to a $15,000,000 estate,
left by an uncle, Richard Jewell, of England. At present,
John Jewell is in Duluth, Minn.
Jewell will start East next month, ~nd stop in Paterson
before embarking for England to claim the fortune.
OIL FOR BATTLESHIP S.
The last American battleship that will burn coal has
been built. The big ones now building have no coal
bunkers and no arrangement for burning coal. They are
oil burners.
"What is the advantage?" I asked a United States naval
officer recently.
'"l'here are many advantages in oil," he replied. "First,
we can steam fmther with a given number of tons of oil
t han with the same number of tons of coal. We can also
store the oil more advantageously, for it will fill the corners
in a ship wher e coal could not be placed.
"A very big advantage, however, is in the reduced number of men required to handle the boilers. One man with
oil can take the place oi four men shoveling coal. Usually
the oil is sprayed into the furnace, but there are several
methods of applying the oil."
This officer said that the United States will have some
very valuable oiling stations in Alaska. Arrangements
are already making to establish oiling stations in place of
coaling stations in various other parts of the world.

HAT PIN SAVED HER.
Helen Goodall and Suzette Greenwood, of Oakland, Cal.,
arrived in ~ cw York the other day from a West Indian
cruise on the Hamburg-Amer ican liner Victoria Luise, the
heroinei, of as thrilling an adventure in bathing suits as
ever fell to the lot of two girls. Miss Goodall related the
story as follows:
"The tropical sun forced us to wear large Panama hats
while we were taking our dip off the beach at Nassau.
Suzette tied her hat on, but mine was pinned on with the
longest hatpin I had, which enabled me to save Suzette's
life.
"It happened this way. Suzette was first in the water
and was wading about ten feet ahead of me when she gaYe
a terrible scream. At the same moment I saw a hideous
monster, fully five feet long, with a head that resembled
an alligator's. It was ·green and at first I thought it was
a huge eel.
"Suzette turned and tried to get back to the beach, but
the moray-and it was as vicious a moray as anyone ever
saw-went after her. They came toward me, and while I
was just as frightened as Suzette, I somehow or other
pulled the hatpin from my hat, closed my eyes and struck
wildly at the monster. The pin went in its left eye, and
at the same time a native boy reached us and dubbed the
moray to death."

BLACK H.\.NDERS rrEilRIFY A DRT;GG fS'l'.
John Spinetti~ a Venezuelan of Italian parentage and
a member of the drug finn of Spinetti & Co., of No. GD6
GREAT IRON ORE RANGE REPORTED rN
WISCONSIN
Liberty avcnne, B:·ooklyn! r._Y., was recently made richer
.
.
.·
. , by the sale of an iron mme m Venezuela, left to him and
What ~s. said to presag~ the o~en~ng o~ one of the world., his brothers, Aitilic anc1 1\Iischencko, by their father. He
greatest non ore ranges 1n a d1stnct lutherto supposed to wDs terrified rccentlv over the receipt of a letter s·(Y . d
be valuJless f~om a min~ral standpoint, became known "'rlrn • cw Society ~f the Black Hand," and dema~d:;g
February 3, with the closmg ver?ally of lca~es and con- that $40,000 of the proceeds of the snle be given the ext racts to purchase tracts aggregatmg about 200,000 acres, tortioncrs. The letter read:
scattered over a tract sixty miles long and forty miles wide
in Grant, Crawford and Vernon counties, in the extreme . ''.Unless :r~u meet our demnnd promptly, death _,rill be
southwest part of Wisconsin.
v1s1tec1 upon you .ancl your brothers; the whole family will
The deal agreed upon to-day will be confirmed by the be put out of existence. We want at least a part of the
signatures of the lease to-morrow, the representative ~f the .Sum we n~rne at once."
.
.
.
purchasers being M. M. Riley, of this city, formerly attor?'he wntc1: wc11t on to ~1rect that S~mctt1 make an npney on the Michigan iron ranges for th(:/ Corrigan-McKin- ~)011:trnent w1tl: th~ extortioners, the time and place to be
ney Company of Cleveland, though he denies that he is mdwatec1 by lum m the personal column of a New York
r epresenting them at present.
morning newspaper.
The discoveries were made by old prospectors from upper
Spinetti telephoned to the Liberty aYenue police station
Michigan and some of the men were sent out by Mr. anc1 begged the desk lieutenant to send detectives to sec
Riley himself in behalf of the mining operators he rcpre- him and his brothers.
sents.
"I fear to go to your police station. I fear I am. being
The value of the ore discovered is shown by the fact that watched at the present minute. I notice strange looking
one tract of forty acres drilled thoroughly shows forty men hanging around," said he.
feet of ore, only eighty feet from the surface, worth, if as
Detectives Fasullo anc1 nicKeen went to see Spinetti,
extensive as estimated, about $8,000,000. The purchasing and told him and his brothers to arm themselves. They
operators have procured 400 acres adjoining this tract, also said they would do their best to protect the frightened
supposed to be rich in iron.
men.
T
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FIGHTING WITH GOMEZ
- OR -

TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

•

"I shall do so; but remember that it is optional with
CHAPTER V (continued)
you. I would not order it. It is dangerous."
"But war does exist."
"You have but to tell us what it is, your excellency."
"Ah! Glad to hear you admit it. Sorry you did not do
"The capture of Weyler."
so f\Ooner," and the wily old general smiled, and turned to
Jed caught his breath and looked hard at the old genone of his staff to whom he gave explicit direclions for the
era!, who rel urned his gaze without the moyement of a
safe keeping of the prisoner, adding:
"If he e~capes every officer and private in charge of him muscle.
"It is dangerous," he :i;emarked after the lapse of a
will be shot .for treason to the Cuban l~epublic."
A murm11r of astonisbmcnt was heard from many of- minute or so. "We don't mind the danger at all. I simficers. They were fast learning that ,rar had its mysteries ply doubt the opportunity."
''l will make the opportunity for you," the general said.
as well as romance.
'"l'hcn you can depend on us to make the dash for him,"
The prisoner was conducted to a small hut, into which
he was thrust, and two soldiers were placed inside with sai<l J eel.
'"l'hen go back to your men and wait till I send for you
him. A cordon of guards were tl1en placed around the hut
with most rigid instructions as to tl1e safe keeping of the again."
J cd arose, saluted and passccl out into the night again.
prisoner.
Jccl Crane was sent for again by the old general, and In a few minutes he was sm;rounded by a party of officers,
as on a former occasion, over an hour was spent in a closed all cager to hear about the capture of Navarro. He told it
r oo m with him. At the general's request lie gave a de- again in as few words as possible, an<l then repaired to his
tailed account of the capture of Navarro at the hotel in own quarters.
"'\Vhen morning came the guide was at the picket line trythe heart of the town. the fight that ensued in the street
and the terrible blunder of some one 11p in the little fort. ing to get inside. He told the officer of the guard all about
The clld general rubbed his hands with· delight as the story the destruction of the party of .i\.mcricans whom he had
conduclcd across the island. The officer was a captain who
was being told, frequently exclaiming:
"Good! Splendid! Well clone! Oh, for a thousand had not hearcl of the return o.f the Texans, so he sent him
untler guard to headquarters. There he told his story to
'l'exans in C'uLa !"
H e ,ms indignant at the contl net of the guide he had the chie-f of staff, who ordered an old sergeant to take him
to the quarters of the Texans.
furni shed.
When he rnw every man of them there, eating their -rasaid;
he
"He has been a faithful fello\,. up to this time,"
" bnt it seemed snc h a foolhardy step he may be pardoned tions and laughing at him, he nearly fell down in his
amazement. IIis eyes bulged and his knees trembled, for
for backing out."
"But he dcrn1tcd us-fled lhrough the "·ootls," explaineu he instantly realiz::!cl his position.
"Cowards don't lire any longer than othe:- people, do
Jed.
"Ye , but still life is dear to us all, my clear captain. they?" Jack Taylor asked him.
"But I thought you were going to storm the fort," be
He will be punished enough when he returns and learns
replied.
man."
single
a
losing
without
that you succeeded
"So we did," said Jack, "and killed half the men in it,
''But will lie return?"
"Oh, yes! He will be surn to rct urn," and the general captured the colonel ancl brought him away with us. Go
and ask 'cm to tell you about it. 1Ve don't want you around
smiled .
"li'cll , if he does we'll give him a wreath in token of our I here any more."
The rnrgcant led him awa~·, tol<l him the story of Naappreciation of his gall."
'J'hc general chuckled, and after a little while asked the yarro's capture, and then left him to his reflections. His
young .Amcricall if he and his men wished other work to reflections were anYtliing but pleasant, as his career a., a
guide was ended. He disappeared from camp that day and
do.
"We don't care to lie around in camp, your excellency. the young Texans saw him no more.
A day or two later, General Gomez sent for Jed again.
If you can give us some spcci!ll service we would be glai.l
He repaired to headquarters at once.
to perform it "
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"We are going to move, captain, " the general said t o
hhn, " for active servie in the field. Weyler.has put himself at the head of a column af 1,000 Spanish soldiers. I
sh all go out at the h ead of but half as many to amuse him,
while you watch for a chance to make a dash at him. H is
capture would create a panic in Spain, and the moral eff ect on the cause of Cuba will be incalculable. Whatever I
say to you repeat to no one, for it must not be known that
his capture was an objective movement."
" Your excellency's wishes shall be observed in strictest
confidence," Jed r ep~ied, as he saluted and retired.
H alf an hour later the camp was in commotion. Every
r egiment was on the move, and the old general placed
himself at their head. A strong body of scouts was sent
on ah ead, on the main road. It did not take them long to
learn that the Spanish army was in motion to fo;'ce ~the
insui-gents into an engagement. P eople were flying East
to escape Weyler's columns, and a general panic seemed to
have taken possession of them,
Gomez m·oved cautiously, but kept up a strict watch on
the enemy by means of his scouts. He ha d n6 intention of
giving battle in the open :field, for Weyler outnumbered
him two to one. But he was ever r eady to pounce upon any
detachment and destroy it. Inside of ' a week the two
armies were within five miles of each other. Weyler was
eager to give battle, knowing his superiority in nun1bers
and equipments. But the wily Gomez was playing a game
in which he had no equal. H e was keeping the Spanish
army in the field at an enormous expense, letting the captain-general indulge the hope of ending the war by a single blow.
Suddenly Weyler undertook to force a battle by sending
a column to the rear of Gomez and attacking him in front.
That was what the wily old general was waiting fo r. He
threw his whole force on the detachment and cut it to
pieces within an hour, whilst Weyler lay in his front but
five miles away. Then he shifted his position and waited
for another chance.
Weyler was dumfound ed. H e telegraphed to Havana
:for r einforcements, and settled down to wa,it fo r them,
knowing Gomez would not attack him in t hat position.
In th e meantime, with a strong field-glass, J ed Crane
was watching every movement of the captain-general. He
soon became familiar wit h the person and staff of i.he
Spanish commander-at long range.
"If he would only take a ride out along the road," he
said to himself, " the matter would soon be over and t he
captain-general would be ours. H e seems to be afraid to
go outside his headquarters' grounds. But for that regiment close by, I'd call on him even there and give him a
Ii ttl e surprise."
;.!.e was t hus engaged when he saw a Cuban soldier going
forward with a white flag rai&ed.
"What in thunder does that mean, I wonder ?" he exdaimed in amazement. "Who is sendi11g a flag of truce to
Weyler? Docs General Gomez know of this ? Jack, ride
fast and ask the general about it. It may mean
treachery.'·

CHAPTER VI.
"HE WAS BOUGHT BY SPANISH GOLD!"

It was at least a mile away to the headquarters of the
general of the Cuban forces from where Jed Crane and his
Texans kept watch over the quarters of the Spanish leader.
But J ack was there inside of three minutes. H e sprang
to his feet and ran fo rward to the gener al's tent.
" Your excellency !" he exclaimed, "a man has gone from
us t o the enemy under a flag of truce! "
"What !" exclaimed the general, rising to his feet from
a little table on which he had been writing.
J ack repeated the story.
" Who was he?"
" I know not. He was a Cuban."
T he general immediately mounted his horse and dashed
away at full speed in the direction of the spot where J ed
Crane was concealed in t he woods.
J ed met him and showed him where he saw the man
pass.
"Come with me," said he, putting spurs t o his horse
and dashing away. J ed and the others followed, · and in
a few minutes he was in the midst of a party of Cuban
scouts, who had been placed there by one of the generals
to keep watch on the enemy.
" Who is your captain here ?" the general asls:ed.
" I am-Captain Pedro Mendoza," replied a swarthy
Cuban, saluting.
"What r egiment do you belong to?"
"Colonel Hernandez's regiment, your .excellency."
" Did you send a flag of truce to the enemy?"
"No, your excellency. One of my men deserted and
raised a white flag whc·n he got out of range of our rifles."
"Ah! Are you· sure of that ?"
" Si, your excelle1icy."
" Move your command back to your regiment at once
and report to your colonel. Captain, I shall have to ask
you to take charge here till you arc relieved."
"Yes, general," replied J ecl .
'11 he old general i.hen lecl the company of scouts back
to the regiment himself, and had the officers and men
disarmecl . The captain seemed to be in a state oi terror.
J ust before the sun went clown th e man with t he flag
of truce returned, and was seizecl by tlie Texans. A fe w
minutes later a regiment was ,;ent to guard the line, and
J ed escorted the man t o the hen.u.quarters of the general.
He made a confession that canscd himself, t he captain,
and all the men with him at the i.ime, to be shot baH an
hour after. In another hour the whole army moved back
five mil es, and slept on their arms.
"Captain Crane, you saved the army last night," the
old general remarked to J cd, the next morning.
" I nm glall to hear it, your excellency," al).d J etl bowed
as well as saluted.
" ~1cncloza ,ms to nd mi.t the enemy into our lines unchall enged."
J cd was astoni::;hed ;1nrl J1is face bet rayed it.
_(To be Continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
The exceptionally cold spell prevailing throughout Italy
r crchcq. its climax recently in a snowstorm after the temperature lrnd fallen several degrees below z-ero. In :Messina the winter has been the sererest in twenty years.
:Mount Etna is entirely white with snow, which presents a
magnificent spectacle at night. There is much snow and
ice in Sicily and Calabria.
The -ngacity of a collie dog was shown at Norristown,
P enn., Febmary 16, when tl1c animal which had been injured made its way to the X orris town HoRpital for treatment. Miss Atkinson, a nurse; was attracted by scratching
at the door, and discovere'd the dog patient. 'l'he collie's
foot, which it held up, was bleeding from a deep cut.
After the foot had been banda ged the clog Riooc1 on its hind
legs, and after a bark and wag of Lhe tail left the buihling.
Just now there are two points in England to which the
eye5 of oil Pcienii~ts are tnrn<'d wit,h more thnn ordinary
intercf'ts. One o-[ them i~ K clharn . near Xc1rnrk, and the
other is 1Yi l!c:;clen, in the norlhwcst of LmHlon. At Kelh am oil unrlo11hterlly exists in moc1cratc riunntitics. 'fhe
oil was disco vered while boring for cofll flhout two miles on
the NoUingliam Ride of Xewark. At \\iil]esclen the oil
t raecs were obtained while clr;lling a ,rel! for water at the
approximate clcpth of l,(i00 focL ~incc then the boring
has l)een carried several hundred feet farther.
The Canarl ian Pacir..i is consirlercd one of the first railr oacls of the world, but it i~ not so generally known that
the company is the largc,:t landowner in the worlrl. Despite the rnlc of millions of acres from the original grant
o.f approximately 2G,700,000 acres, the railroad still possee;!'ed at the opening of the year more than li,ooo,ooo
acres worth on th e basis of s:110s in rn12, at lcflst $175,000,000. '.l'he great influx of farmers into Cnnar1a in
r ecent years has carnrnc1 lmH1 ml ues to increase rapidly.
Ko longer ago than 1903 the Cam:uian Pacific receirecl
only $3.G7 an acre for holclings apportioned out which
amounted to OYCr 2,500.000 acres. Last year the price was
close to $16 an acrP, and the demand is increasing rapirlly.
'I'hcre is bei ng printed in this country a Ya2t sum of
paper money for the .Cbine;:.c r epubl ic. This is the firnt
m oney authorized by the new goycrnmcnt of China. In
the de ign of this money Chiua has paid a compliment
to the United States in that iL has made the American
' dollar the standard of valnc for this issnc. The Chinese
money is being printe<l in Chinese on one side and in
English on the other, thus making the exchange of Chi~ nese and American moneys easy, a thing that hns been
qui te a problem in the paft. The new notes will be in
denominations of $1, $5, llll0, $50, and $100 ancl will bear
the portrait of the philosopher 1fonciuB, who stnnrls in the
c,:timation and esteem of the Chinese second only to Confucius.

A dog that can speak several words of the Rnglish language is attracting attention in Rangeley, Me. His name
is Noble and he is a handsome, pure bred Scotch collie,
eighteen months old. He was raised by John N. Ingall;;,
of East Machias. The animal's_ present owner, Charles 1Y.
Berry, of Pickford's Camps, Rangeley, has had the dog
since it was six months old, but has been teaching it to
speak for about a month only. Noble's rncabulary consi ts of five words, "Oh," "no," "how," "papa" and "out,"
and his words can be distinguished plainly. One of his
tricks is to answer the telephone. vVben he hears his name
called he will jump upon a couch near the instrument and
answer "Bow!" through the transmitter. If his master
asks, "Do you love me?" the dog jumps up and kisses him
affectionately. The animal is fond of children.
The Canadian Alpine Club has decided to hold their
annual camp this year at Mount Robson Pass, in the new
territory known as the Yellow Ilead Pass Country, which
is being opened up by the Grand Trunk Pacific's new
transcontinental line. A replica of this territory will be
shown in one of the booths at the Travel and Vacation
Exhibition at t he Grand Central Palace, March 20 to 29.
'l'he camp will be open on July 28. The Alpine Club has
a membership of about 1,000, and includes on its list
sportsmen from all over the world. There will be several
of the principal mountain climbers from England, including Longstaff, the well-known Alpine climber; Dr. Collie
and NI. l\Iumm of France, who are also ardent climbers. ·
l\Io1.mt Robson is 13,700 feet altitude, and up tc the present time has been a3cended by only one white man, the
Rev. George B. Kinney.
Pomona, California, fruit growers were up all 11ight recently to keep the smudge pots going to _protect their or~
chards. The mercury was unusual in that it remained
between twenty-six and twenty-eight degrees during the
entire ni_ght and constant vigil was necessary to keep the
fires going. A temporary cessation of the smudging would
have meant a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars because of the heavy frost. Officers of the Pomona Valley
Frost Protective Association say that a heavy loss was
averted throu1i-h the modern faci lities of smudging and
carrying warnings to growers. As a rule the lowest temperature is registered in the early morning hours, but the
cold kept up the whole night, and had it not been for the
careful watch kept many growers would have been caught
unawares. Government warnings issued several days ago
that citrus grower s should keep guard on their orchards
for at least a fortnight, because of the danger from heavy
frosts, carried much weight h ere and proved valuable when
it was observed that one of the critical stages was at hand.
Officers o.f the protective association soon realized that
gro'1-crs had an all night's vigil on hand and set to work.
The telephones were u sed calling flttention to the fact that
all hands must be put to work. :Motorcyclists were sent to
homes which could not be reached bY. wire.
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Goon CUUREN'l1 NEWS

I. hill

The "Rock of Ageg," a balanci~g pile which has graced
a
overhanging the Northern Pacific tru.cks at Bearmouth, a small station east of :Missoula, Mont., by the
libcra l use of dynamite, has been removed and is no longer
a curiosity and food for the picture card man it has been
for deca,dcs. The Northern Pacific Railway recently discovered that the rock, which balanced on anbther stone,
swayed a;nd tottered with each gust of ,v'ind and vus a
me11acc to the safety of the road's traius. The famous
oln. bowlclcr had come to be regaJ:cled as one of the historic
marks of the state. It weighed in the neighborhood of
100 tons, was twenty feet high and, while 'e ighteen feet
through at the thickest portion, rested on a base not more
than six inches through.

GRINS A~D CIIUCJ{LES

"Are you sure you love that girl?" "\Voll, I can't work
in the morning until I get a letter from her, and after I
A. French inventor has just taken out a patent :for the get it I can,t work ."
catching of fish by means of the telephone. It is declared
that fish when swimming emit certain sounds which can
Stranger-Do all your employees drop their tools the
be detected by the telephone. The inventor's apparatus instant that the -whistle blows? Employer-Oh, no-not
consists of a telephone receiver and a detonator, which all of them! The more ord erly ones have their tools put
are sunk in the water and connected by wires to a post away before that time.
o: observation on the river bank. When fish in any number pass the receiver a sound is heard by the watcl1er, who
"Eliza, why clo you write so ma11y letters in such hot
l~as only to press a button to explode the detonator.
weather?" "Well, David, if I clon't keep all our relatives

.A.U'l11CLES

To be crematea in bghly decorated coffins is the latest
form ' of amusement for the South Germans. The brilliant colors of the ancient Egyptian tombs are eclipsed by
some of · the pictures n-sw being pajnted on the coffinF of
dead Bavarian citizens. The ca.use 9£ this is the ~ule that
no metal may be used in coffin construction, even nails
being supplanted by pegs. So the Teuton who desires a
- funeral of the very first order has taken refoge in decorative painting. The coffins are painted pale blue or. green,
and on this ba.ckgrounc1 appear vivid oil paintings.·
To advertise the Boston Edison Company, a large electric sign bas been set up in that city measnring over all
54. feet in width by 60 1-2 in height. 'rhe sign contains
a clock with the dial 34 feet in diameter, at each side of
which ar~ columns studded with electric lamps. The
min,ute hand of the clock is 18 1-2 feet long and weighs
488 pounds, while the bom hand is 14 feet 4 inch es long,
weighing 386 pounds. 'l'he total weight of the structure
is 15 tons. Altogether there are 6,322 lamps used in
the sign.
All the seats in the great stand fronting the White
House were sold for the inaugural parade 'of March 4.
The stand had a seating capacity of 6,000. None but those
holding tickets for designated places were permitted to
occupy seats. Word was received from the, University of
Virginia facultr that unless 200 or more students signified their intention of marching in the parade the univei:sity would yield its place of honor at the head of the
collegiate division. President-elect Wilson was graduated
from the law department of the U11iversity.

posted on the awful heat here they will be landing on us
to visit."
Diddler-Do you think your tailor would trust me with
a suit of clothes, old man? Robinson (dubiously)-Does
he know you? Diddler-No. Hobinson-Oh, then be
might. Try him.
Friend-I wonder, Ethel, that" yon a1lowec1 that Frenchman to kiss you in the co11scrvatory. Ethel-I couldn't
help it. ]friend-Why couldn't you? Ethel-Because I
can't speak French.
"Yessir," said tlie returned Kloncliker, "one of my dogs
-just a common rnongrel-saYed my life." "And you
were not heartless enough to sell him, were you?" they
asked. "Naw. I at'3 him."
LanguiLl Leary-Gee! Do you meau to say de old maid
give you a half a dollar, Pete? Perambulating PeteSure! Yon see, I told her dat prematurely gray hair ,1·:1s
worry becomin' to a young face .
!faude-How do you like my latest photo? Clara.Oh, it's just too awfully lovely for anything. MaudeDo you think it does me justice? Clara-Justice is no
name for it, dear, it is positively merciful to you.
Young :i.vian (haughtily to old man)-N'o, sir; I have .
no references. I belong to the famo·,1s Key family of
:Massachusetts, eir ! "'~~d that is enough. . Old Jl,Ian
(bluntly)-Any relation to the Mon-key and the Whis-key
and the Don-key families?
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' A STRANGE REQUEST.
Ir

By Horace Appleton.

AIJ01.1t two years ago there came to me a tall, handsome
fellow who gave the name of ¥r, George Griffiths. He
harl a _fearless eye, a cheerful, even genial expression, an
exceptionally well-molded aquiline nose, and a splendid
mustache, trimmed and tended, evidently with scrupulous
care. There was no obvious reason, certainly, why he
should require my services . . There was no possibility cif
making him better looking.
I hear that you are a specialist in dermatology," he
began, after I had greeted him with the usual formality.
I admitted the soft impeachment.
Well," ,he wen_t on, "I want you to perform a smgical
feat on me. I want my nose altered ."
I cxprn3sed my surprise, and assmcd him that in my
humble opinion his nose was best let alone. But he disputed this proposition, and insisted that he had reasons for
being weary of the aquiline, and for craving a proboscis as
unlike as possible to that with which nature had endowed
him . Seeing my curiosity and possibly not wishing to be
deemed a madman, he proceeded to explain the'm to me.
"After several years roughing it in Texas," he said, "I
have come back rich, and there is nothing to prevent my
enjoying myself but the pestering attentions of relatives
whom I had hoped to have done with forever when I went
abroad. But I cannot escape them or their importunities,
and so, however eccentric y~u may think me, I must enlist
l*------='fillrr sen1 ices. I presume there is no clanger in the operation?"
"No danger," I replied, accepting his explanation as
that of an eccentric man whose affairs, after all, were no
business of mine, "and very little pain-practically none,
in fact. When ancl where shall I call upon you?"
"Could you not operate here, and now?" he asked.
. "Impossible. Your journey woulcl not be without great
nsk."
"But cou1cl I not stay here? Could you not accommodate me for the i;;hort time necessary? Doctor, I could and
would pay you liberally for the service. Consider, if I
go home, my identity would be again rcYealecl to those
from whom I desire to conceRl it."
This speech, one would have thought, would have
roused my suspicion, but it did not. The :inan's frank and
open expression disarmed · me entirely,, and I could but
look upon him as I hacl clo11c previously, simply as an
eccentric individual. It so happened I had a spare room.
I could not regard the question of remuneration with 'in• difference, and so, to cut a long story short, I consented.
For the purpose of mor~ conveniently operating, I suggested, somewhat timidly, the sacrifice of his beautiful
mustache. 'l'o my surprise, he assented eagerly, and was
for the application of scissors and razor forthwith. You
would scarcely credit the difference the removal of this
artistic hirsute appendage-"the crop of many years," as
he jokingly described it--made to my patient. It displayed what had been concealed before, his mouth, ·and
t he sinister expression of this was such as to effectually

2'i'

nullify the honest geniality of his upper face. In fact,
the removal of his mustache constituted, as I promptly told
him, a sufficient disguise on the nasal operation nevertheless. His motto was evidently "thorough."
Well, I performed it, aJ1d when six clays later, Mr.
G-eorge Griffiths left my house, with nothing but a rapidly
healing and almost invisible scar to blemish the straiv:ht
nose which now adorned his face, I would have wag~ed
my case of instruments or a twopenny penknife that the
most observant of his previous acquaintances would never
have recognized him.
About a week after my eccentric patient's departure, the
particulars, so far as they were known, of a remarkably
brutal murder were made public. 'l'he body of a lady
named Bates, evidently clone to death, had been discoYerecl in a house in a London suburb, where she had
resided with her. hnsband, who had now disappeared, and
whose portrait and description were now 'freely circulated
by the police. A bi;:ief amount of attention to these published details was sufficient to convince me that my patient,
)fr. George G-rifnths, was the criminal.
I lost no time in communicating what I knew to the
authorities, by whom, it must be said, my story was received with some incredulity. You see, my special branch
of surgery is but little known to the public, and it was the
opinion of the police that the murderer had left the country
some time before Mr. Griffiths had quitted my house.
But, a few months ago, happening to be on a visit to
Dresden, whither I had gone for a brief summer holidayand having, by the way, largely succeeded in dismissing
from my mind the events above related-I was startled
to see, seated at a table in the Gewerbehau~ in that city,
enjoying the strains of the talented orchestra, my no longer
mysterious but now dreadful acquaintance, Mr·. George
Griffiths !
·
l.'[y duty, I decided after a moment's reflection, was
plam-to denounce and deliver him to the authorities.
Quickly, therefore, lest he shoul~ leave before I could
have him arrested, I explained myself as well as I was
able to the nearest ofncial. He looked and was unbelieving. So, too, were the others whom he summoned to hear
my story. That part of it which referred to the operation
was received with a smile, and the upshot of it was so far
from effecting my ex-patient's capture I was myself lightly
ridiculed as a mad Englishman.
· But I could not allow myself to be baffled in what I considered my clear duty-viz., to deliver a foul murderer up
to justice. I determined, therefore, to renew my acquaintance with him there and then, to give him no inkling of
my knowledge of the truth, and to communicate once more
with the English police while continuing to keep him
under my own surveillance in the Saxon capital.
When, with a polite bow, I approached and spoke to
him, he recognized me at once; I could see that, though at
first he pretended not to know me. We had a glass of beer
together, spoke of many matters of general interest, I
flattering myself that nothing in my conversation or bear.
ing gaYe him the slightest ground to suspect me.
'I'he same night I wrote a long letter to the London police, again stating my certain knowledge that this man,
changed though he was, was the murderl;lr of Mrs. Bates,
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and suggesting that they should forthwith se:c.<l--~ve;~ i~-:ason-a sm~1 that seems hig and is big to the bushDrcsclcn nn official arrncll with information as to other dis-' men.
tinguishecl marks on l\ir. Bates· person besides his aquiline! Approximately $50,000 worth of fur is gathered yearly
nos e and heavy rnustach.e.
wi~hin the immediate . cn_virons ?f .Saranac L~~e. 11:any
During the next few clays I became \ery intimate with ammals arc traµped w1thm the lnmt? of the viLag~. Not
my ex-patient, and, in· pursuance of a scheme I had formed, a fev,r. persons. there in search of healtb or recreation c_ninYited him more than once to bathe with me from one of gage m trnppmg as a paPtunc. Snow;;hoes are used ny
the iloatin6 baths. Thi s he cheerfully did, being an ad- m~ny trappers in _making 1.hcir daily ro~mcl; _to remove ~he
rnirable swinimer. On the fifth day from my writing to anunal_s and reba1t th? traps. On a crisp wrntcr ltl0Tm_;1g
Landon an answer arriYed in the person of a stalwart de- the tnp along the ilozcn streams is plc~sant aml rntrctive from Scotland Yant, who informed me that the real , vigoring.
:1fr. Bates had, as I expected, the distinguishing marks ; Mu krats are more plentiful than a11y other fur braring
which could be verified; among them an anchor tattooed animal in th0 Saranac H'gion . F. IL Russ, of 8amnac
on t!ie left forearm, which I had rnpelf, of course, noticed Lake, one of 1.hc largest i11l! i1iclu::ll for :lLl:rer::; in the Adiwhile ,i•c were bathing together. To satisfy him self, be- : rondat:lrn, says that from 1,500 to 2,000 rn u~krals are taken
fore acting on the warrant he had brought with him, the : every winier from the Saranac Hil'cr. Rat skins this year
ddeclil'c, M r. Hanway, it was agreed, should join our net the trapper 65 cents ('nch, abont the same as last year.
bathing party on the rnorrow-a simple and not disagree- Last wintc,· one trapp('r caught "/50 rats in his traps and
able preliminary 1.o the contemplated arrest.
another took 500.
But alas ! for the schemes of mice and men ! We called,
Oticr, which provides the most valuable skins obtained
t ogether at 1\Ir. Griffiths'-alias Bates' room-in the morn- ; in the Adirondacks, are plentiful thi s season. They bring
in g, and found him busy with some conespornlencc. "If : from $20 to $-10 apiece raw, anJ one trapper who recently
you will wait for me half an hour or so on the 'l'errace," ,hc '. caugl1t ihrce in a week considered himself lucky. 'l'he
said, "which your friend will find very pleasant, I 'll join largest otter caught this season was 1.akcn at Loon Lake.
you for our swim in about half an hour." Suspcctin~ noth- : It was 5 feet long, the fur was in prime cond ition, and it
ing, we took our 'leave-and waited for him, as he had brought the 1.rappcr $-10.
directed.
.
.
.
Many fisher or black cab; have been caught and rnld to
But we waited m vam. Whether the features of my Saranac Lake dealers. They arc nearly as valuable as
frieiic~, Mr_. Hanway, were known to l~im, _or whether there' otter, ·and in exceptional cases may be more so, as the
h ac~, m ~p1te of_ 3?-Y care, been anythmg m my_ manner to , prices range from $20 to $50. But the top price is not
excit: his suspic10ns, I cannot say. Suffice it, that we paid very often.
I
rcma11:-ec1 a full hour on the Terrace, and then returned to
Mink are so plentiful that the. indications are that more
1
of them will be caught in the mountains this season t ~
find h'.m-gone ·
. Wh~ther, we could never trac~, and I have never se~n , in any single winter in twenty years. Although the fur ia
l11m smce. From that day to this be has baffled the skill i not .quite as 0o:ood as u sual, the best skin s brino:
about · $8
0
of the police of two countries, and it is my belief. that if I each·.
h ~ be still alive, he h~s again persuaded some guileles~ sur- 1 Raccoons and skunks are being taken in large quantities.
geon to operate on him, and once more alter the outlme of , The number of raccoons in the Adirondacks seems to be
his features beyond recognition.
j increasing year by year.

I
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Foxes also are more numerous than in any '}'inter that
recall. Red fox skin s, which have a few white
ADIRONDACK FURS.
hairs in them and arc distinctly aki!1 to the silver fox,
bring anywhere from $10 to $30. '!'he ambition and hope
of every fox trapper is to catch one of the beautiful pure
The trapping season for fur bearing animals is now at silver foxes. But they are so scarce that their capture
its height in the Adirondacks. The skiru; are in prime : is rare.
co~c1ition, being fullest of fur and li?htest ~eather .. The / :Oiarten or sable are scar ce again thi s winter, only threEL-.,
pnces, now at the top notch, are the highest m the history I pelts having been taken since the season opened on oof the North Woods.
J vember 1.
Because the Adirondack sable is paler than ·
~rom _now on the skins will gradually deteriorate, and I those taken. in the f~r North the skin docs not c?mmand
prices will fall off from 50 to GO per cent. by May. The the proportionate pnces paid for some other Ach rondack
animals wear off their hair in crawling among the bushes, furs.
~
&omc of the skins are mutilated in the battles for 1ife in
Wildcats furnish a small amount of fur. Lar_o·c pelts in
the forest and the ~un fades the _dark skins to a lighter i good condition do not bring more than $5 . (food black
hue, so that by the time the snow disappears the furs would ! bear skins, obtained occasionally, bring $20.
be almost.valueless even if it were legal to take them.
/ Some of the men who make a li vini in winter by trapWoodsj'.en and hunters all over the mountains are busy ' ping arc adding a pro<luctivc side line to their work.
with their traps. As 75 per cent. of the $1,000,000 annual ! Roots of the ginseng plant arc found in some places in the
fur catch in the Empire State comes from the Adiron dacks' Adirondacks. A traTJ1,cr who,.;c trap line extend~ in a
hundreds of men find profitable winter employment in ' wide circle succeeded in gathering at odd moments a
hunting and trapping. Trappers ma.~e from $150 to $300 pJund of the roots. It netted him $8.

! hunters

l
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I\IEWS OF THE DAY
J'

n_fiscrcants cut the Western Union Telegraph cables
"lnch pass under the Delaware and Raritan Uanal at New
Brunswick, r ecently. Direct tcleg1 aphic communication
with New York was cut off and it became necessary to
relay all messages to P hila delphia. The pcrsou:; who cut
the cables, carried off about one lrnndrcd feet of copper
wire.

in the sewer. They would not allow the family to camp
there, but the workmen bought milk for the little Hatins
and gave Ilatin money enough to allow him to get a room.
Hatin said he had tried in vain to obtain aid from the
authorities and was at his wits' end when he espied the
open sewer.

Fairly ablaze with $50,000 worth of diamonds and other
precious stones, William Craig, a. globe trotter, registered
at a hotel in .Baltimore. His .fingers were literally filled
wilh diamond rings, his tie was fastened with a 16-candlepower pin am1 his cuff buttons were 2-carat stones, whi le
a monogram two inches tall a11d containing 125 diamo11ds
was pinned over his heart. Mr. Craig also wears a pigeon
blood ruby valued at $12,000. The hotel guests blinked
and \Tent on their way wondering. When it- comes to
diamonds and other precious stones, Mr. Craig is a close
rival
"Diamond Jim" Brady. "I bought them all,"
said }Ir.' Craig, "a few years ago in South Africa. I love
diamonds and am always glad to buy a good, pure stone.
1
have made a study of gems and I love to wear them. "
If a bill which "i\Irs. Ellen Spencer t.IuBscy is advocating at Washington, D. 0., is passed by Congress, each
woman who becomes the mother of a child will receive a
President Gomez has accepted the model for the monu•
pension of $25. Mr~. _:\,fus:;ey's bill contains a number of ment to be erected at Havana to the victims of the ex·
unique prbvision s, all putting a premium on motherhood . plosion o:f the battleship Maine in the harbor of Havana,
She would provide t he mother not only with $25 for every February, 1898. The monument is to be twenty-seven feet
child born, but would lia•;e the government allow mothers high, with an cque~trian marble figure representing t he
$2.50 a week for three months before and three months Cuban republic. This will rest on top o:f the turret and
"'~ h e birth of each c:hild. In addition to this, a woman gun,; of the Maine, presented to Cuba by the United States
45 ycal's old with six children would also get a pcn~ion, the Congress. A bronze tablet, attached to the turret, will
amount not yet being named. _:\frs . .:IInsscy is a lawyer, bear the text of the Congress joint resolution in regard to
one of the rnod promi1:ent women in pro.fcssional life in Cuban independence. Other bronze tablets will show the
the United States £or iificen years.
1Iaine' arrival in the harbor of Havana, her sinking, the
way the wreck looked in the harbor and various phases of
The former Spanish gnnboa t Urclaneta, captured at the rescuing work, and the final burial scene when the
Manila in 1898, and which ha s liccn used as a yard tug wreck wa sunk at sea. The monument will be bu rrounded
at Olongapo, P. I., is to be offered for sale. 'l'he Urdaneta with anchor chains from the )Iaine. President Gomez
is sixty-nine feet three inches in length, twcl vc feet seven has asked the Cuban Congress for an appropriation of
inches in breadth and is murlc of iron. After her capture $20,000 for the monument.
she was sent up a small rirer 1,·ith an expeditionary force
under command of Xaval Cadet \\'oocl. She ran aground
Pitbburgh was one of the first cities in America to
and as the tide wen t out t,dnrntagc was taken of the operaadopt the system of savings for school children. There are
tion to clean her bottom. ·w hile the crew were at work
more than 35,000 school children in the city who possess
-;n • her Filipinos ru~hctl them from the bru sh and kill ed
bank books. These children deposit systematically at their
them, including Caclct Wocc1, and sank the Unlaneta.
own schools. '11 here is cr edited to them $150,000 upon
Later another expcclition went up the river, cleaned up 1.hc
which they receive 4 per cent interest. 1 The Pittsburgh
Filipino insmrcctos and raise<l the little gunboat.
Bank for Savings is one of the depositories. The plan
was first hie.cl out in Ghent in 1873. Children were mged
Paul Ilatin, his wife, si::;icr and fiYe little children were to sa1·e. When a -child's savings amounted to one franc,
evictc<l from their home for non-payment of rent, and or 20 cents of our money, the child was giYcn a bank boo:,
early the other <lay they morn<l their belongings into one and allowed to receive three per cent. interest from the
of the main sewers in the he-art of Paris. City ,rorkmen Bank of Belgium. The plan was i:eceivcd with favor, and
' h,Hl left the traps ope11 while away at breakfast and Ha tin the chilclren saved earnestly. 1\Iany who hacl before squanwith ropes lowered a bed, bedding, cook stove and other de1;ed their money for sweets ate healthful food at regulllr
hou seh old belongings ini.o the sewel'. "\'Vhcn the workmen hours, and thus hclpecl their physical as well as financial
returned they found :Mme. U atin preparing breakfast health.

Honolulu natives have no fear of sharks, says the St.
Paul Pioneer Prcsr, and actually lnmL them in the waler .
'l'hey are unsurpassed swin111w rs and divers, and with a
knife can dispatch almost any shark, if the irater is deep
enough to dil'c bc11eath lli c fish. lt is even reported that
the natives haYe been known to lasso sharks with a strong
cord . They c,,n v do1rn tbc 1100~0 and slip it over the
shark's tail. The upper end of the cord is held in a boat
--- above, and at the filsl jerk, the shark is hauled up, tail
forem ost, antl the11 dispatched wilh kniYes fastened on
poles.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
$1,500 FOR DEATH OF DOG.
A jury hel<l at Philadelphia, February 4, that the Adams

Express Company was liable for the death of a show dog
which was being shipped from Braintree, Mass., to its
owner in this city, and awarded $1,500 damages.
'l'he Jog, a blue ribbon bull, known as Prince Regent,
was shown in Braintree. Its owner alleged that the animal
was sufl'ocated by the piling of trunks and other baggage
about the crate in which it was traveling.
The express company claimed that the dog's death was
due to other causes and that in any ~vent its liability was
limited to $75. Experts testified that the dog was worth
$2,000.
FAVOR TWO BAT'l'LESHIPS.
On behalf of his state's delegation in Congress, Representative Stephen B. Ayres, of New York, canvassed the
Democratic members of the Hoi..se to ascertain their attitude regarding appropriation for the construction or two
battleships this year.
His canvass, :Mr. Ayres declared lately, showed that
more than half the Democratic members favored the authorization of two battleships a! this session. The results
of the canvass were reported to Representative Padgett,
chairman of the House Naval Affairs' Committee, who is
in favor of a one-battleship-a-year programme.
The belief is now expr,essed that the Naval Appropriation bill will include provision for two warships.
THEFT OF STATE' S STAMPS.
John H. Berard, of Highland Falls, former janitor of
the Capitol in Albany, N. Y., was arraigned before County
Judge Atkinson, January 30, on a charge of stealing $60
worth of stamps from the State Controller's office. He
was held for the action of the Grand Jury and gave bail
in the sum of $3,000.
George S. Van Wie, of Albany, was arraigned on a
charge of having knowingly received stolen state property.
He also was admitted to bail in the sum of $3,000. He
voluntarily appeared in court.
The proceedings were the result of testimony given before Governor Sulzer's Commission of Inquiry by Federal
Post Office Inspectors to the effect that Berard had confessed to stealing $1,200 worth of stamps from the state.
It is charged that Van Wie aided Berard in disposing of
the stamps to a New York City stamp broker.
PIGEON FLIES 765 MILES OVER SEA IN
27 HOURS.
When Fred Eisler, an assistant manager of the Waldorf
Hotel, ascended to the roof the other afternoon he was
surprised to see a pigeon strutting about on the wainscoting. 'l'he bird had a bit of paper tied about one of its
legs, and when Eisler caught the bird and unrolled the
paper he read this message:

"H. L. Stewart, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
"Friend Stewart: If my pet pigeon should reach you
with this message, b~ good enough to hiwe the sables which
I left in my room forwarded to 8eattle.
"Sincerely yours,
A. SonunACll.
"Aboard the Prinz Friedrich Wilhelm, 9 a. m., Saturday.
Eisler took bird and message to ~Ir. Stewart, assistant ·
manager of the hotel, and the mystery was then explained.
'l'he bird is believed to have flown over the ocean for a
distance of about 765 miles in twenty-seven hours.
:Mr. Stewart said recently that !lbout fifteen months
ago Mr. Schubach, who is president of the Western Alaska
Steamship Company, was at the Waldorf, and left a pair
of carrier pigeons with hin\, as he was on the point of sailing for Europe. He returned three weeks ago, with his .
wife, and sailed again last week, taking the pigeons with
him.
STRANGE FREAKS OF BULLETS.
At the battle of Peach Orchard, Va., when l\IcClellan
was making his chunge of base, a Michigan infantryman
foll to the ground as if shot dead, and was left lying in a
heap as the regiment changed position. The bullet that
had hit him first struck the barrel of his gun, then glanced
and struck off a button of his coat, tore the watch out of
his vest pocket, and struck the man just over the heart,
where it was stopped by a song-book in his shirt pocket.
He was unconscious for three-quarters of an hour, and it
was a full month before the black-and-blue spot -isappeared.
At Pittsburg Landing a member of the 12th :i\Iichigan
Infanhy stopped to give a wounded man a drink from his
canteen. While in this act, a bullet aimed at his breast
struck the canteen and buried itself in the leg of a horse.
'l'he canteen was split open and dropped to the ground in
halves. At the second battle of Bull Run a N cw York
infantryman was passing tobacco to a comrade when a
bullet struck the plug, glanced off and buried itself in a
knapsack. The tobacco was rolled up like a ball of shavings and carried a hundred feet a.way. Directly in the line
of the bullet was the head of a lieutenant, and, had not
the bullet been deflected, he would certainly have been
wounded or ~illed thereby. As it wM, he had both eyes
filled with tobacco dust and had to be led to the rear.
At Brandon Station one of Custer's troopers had his
left stirrup-strap cut away by a grape-shot, which passed
between his leg and the horse, blistering the .skin as if a
red-hot iron had been used. He dismounted to ascertain
the extent of his injuries, and, as he bent over, a bullet
knocked his hat off and killed his horse. In the same fi.,ht
was a trooper who had suffered several days with a to~thache. In a hand-to-hand conflict he received a pistol-ball
in the right cheek. It knocked out his aching tooth and
passed out through the left corner of hi;; mouth, taking
along a part of an upper tooth. 'l'he joy of getting rid of
the toothache was so great that the trooper co_u ld not be
made to go to the rear to have his wound dressed.
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GI.ANT SA"?:'

ri:;zZLl!:.
This puzzle conta.tna
twenty-one plecen ot
fa.o:8d t~~<;.:;_lYa.p!~~•h;~J
p u t
them together
s am e aa lllustrat<,d.

fo''~~~bft~Yatft\~ ~~~;
!aaclnating.
Prtce, b y
mall, postpaid,
25c.
H, F. LAJSG, 1815 Ccut:ech!St., B'klyn, N. Y,

DELUSION TRICli.
A mnglc lltt;e box In th.et!>
po.rte that Is very mystifying t o those not in the trick.
A coin placed on a piece or
paper disappears by dropping
a ntcl<:el ring arouncl It Cron1
the magic bo:r.:. )1adc or hard
wood two Inches In diameter.
Price, 12c.
M. V. GALLIGAN, UO W. ~6th St., N. Y.
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Sure Fire
Accuracy
Penetration

I
I

The World's
Record Holders
Remington- UMC .22 cal.
cartridges have broken
The lemiu,lon·UMC cub, ma~• 1 lind
two records in two years.
The present world's 100-shot gallery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubslek was made with these hard hittin;j .22's.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.
Remington- UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullets.
This increases their shocking and killing power.

POWDER.
Gee wb!z! \\l\nt tuD

you

can

ha,·e

wlth

this 1tutr. Mo isten the

of your fln;er, tap
1t on the contents ol
ttp

the

bC1x.,

~It

will

and

stick.

a

lltt:o

Then

shalt,e hands with y,>u r

trien<l,

1pr.cJc

Jn

a

or
drop
a
down nls hack.

Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting combination

minute he wllJ
Ice! u l! ho he.d t11e

...
aeveu years' itch.
lt
wtn u1ake him acratch, roar, nquh'm and
make facea. But lt 1a perfectly ha.rn1le11, as .
1
0
~0~1hJ!d~<'~ ~op :'~n•e:d ~e~r
~~~e~.r ·~::
be checked tmm edta:.ely by rubblnr; the apot
wlth n wet cloth,
Whll~ It la worktni;, you
tr.dll be &pt to Jaugh your aua,pender butten1
ell'., Tb• beat joke ot all. Price 10 cerua "
.,ox. by malt, po1tpald.
WOLlf.F NOVELTY CO,. :o W. 26th St., N. Y.

1

~:~!1

BEHlNGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,

I

--=-

Worl<· ' 0
POWERFUL
lngparhof\heboe\gudea - - ,,,,.__ v,
AIR 111!1fflEt.nJlh821nchor.
Tho dock le finely pol!Jhed walnut. Shoo\8 unall g11mo. Powar.

ot 1Mcl.

tu l, &ccura.h, durable. You can lian ihla air rifle tor dldrlbuilnr only 8 of our tut

i~lll~O~t'istury•o°'U25Ncbnf'HolnNcr t!p:~~1 :.ff::~ ta~~cr:~:~h:!~1 ;::·c::~,41.epoac, of.
Send no money, Ju,1 your name and Mldre,.,

M. O. SEiTZ.

DDl

CHICACOa

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME

COl\JICAL RUBBER STAMPS.
A complet e oet of live
grotesque
llttle
people
made
of
tnd eotructible
ru bber m ounted on black
wn.lnut block,. The figures consist o! Policeman,
Chtnamnn,
and
othe r
laughab le
fl g-ure•
a,
shown tn pictures.
AB
each figure 115 mounted
on a s eparate block, any
boy can set up o. regular
parade or circus by printIng th e figure• tn dltrer·
ent positions.
With each s e t of flgures w&
u•nd a bottlA or colored Ink, an ink pad and
full tnstructions.
Childr en can stamp these
pictures on their toyo, picture books, writing
paper and envelopes, and th ey are withou t
doubt the most amusing and entertaining
novelty gott,"''1 up tn yea.rs. Price ot the complete set ot ··!ubber Stamps, wtth Ink and
lnk pad, onJy !Oc .• !1 sets for 25c., one dozen
90c,. by mall poatpnl<l.
L. Senarcns, 347 l\'lnthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

.i

Ventriloquist Double 1'hroo.t

Fits roof of mou1h; always Invisible; a:re.:uest

~!r:?~~e-;:h°;~:
:i:i::ti~~~it;~~!~~~j~
like a cannry, nnd imiut1e. birds nntl beasts o f
1
;

1he field and forest. Loads of fun. Wonder-

ful mvention. Thousam.ls sold. Price: only
10 cents; 4: for 25 cents. or 11 for !50 cents.

Double Thro;t Co.Dpt. KFrenchlown,N.J,

.JAPANESE WATER FLOWERS
Without exception, the
moflt beu.uttrul and In ..
terestlng things on the
market.
They ronstat
ot a dozen dried-up
sprigs, neatly encal:led
tn handsomely decorat
ed envelope1. just a1
tbey are imported from
Japan. Pla.ce one sprig
in a bowl ot wat er,
and 1t begins to e:xurte
T'&rtoua brtcht tlnta. Then 1t •lowly opena nnt
into va1 toua aha.pea ot exquisite flower,. Thoy
a.re ot all colora of the, rainbow. lt 111 Yery
amnalug to \\"atch them tal<e form.
Small atae, price 6 cents : large etze, l.O
cenu a package, by mall, poatpatd.
M, V. GA.LUGA.~, -110 W. 50th St., N. Y.
4

JUMPING TEI I:SCOPE.
'l'bls la an oblong
tub e in exact imitation o f a telescope. By looking
through Jt, ro vea.ls
one highly mngr..tfled picture ot o.
dancer or other
subject.
It contains on the slcle a
button, whtch the
victim ls told to
ress for a chan i,e of picture.
Instead ot
a
er picture appearing, tho entire inside
pa.rt shoots out, as shown in lllu stratton. It
Ja entirely barmlc.es, but gtvoa the victim a
G"Annine s care.
Prlce, 15c. each; 2 for 25c. by mall, postpaid.
Wul,l•'l •' 11.0VEL'l''.i CO., 20 " '· 26th St., N. Y.

209 Broadwa,, New York CilJ

ART PICTURES OF AMERICAN BEAUTIES

Every admirer of femi n ine lJeauty •bould bave these
pictures.
W!lt send two dttrerent designs for
l0dtfferent Beautles for2oc. lle~nretogetthero
CASEY ART CO., 26 BroadW"Y, Mountain View, Okla.

IOo

ISTHMA
.

SURPRISE KINElllATOGRAPH.

Tho greatest htt ot the
1eason !
It consists
a
small 1nAtaJ, nickeled of
tube,
with a. lens
eye view,
'
which shows a pretty ballet gtrt In tigh ts.
Hand
tt to a friend, who will be
(leltghted with the first picture; tell him to turn tho
scr~w in center of fnstrument to change the views, when a stream of
water aquJrts into his face, much to hts dla, gust. Anyone who ha• not seen this kln ematogr,iph tn operation ts sure to be caught
every time. The fnetrum on t can be r efilled
,vtth water in an instant. ready for the next
THE FLUTOP:-JONl!:.
custo mer.
Price 25c. by malt, postpaid.
A new musical In- 1 WOLFF NOVELTY CO .. 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
strument, producing the
•weetest dulcet ton es of I
CAOROO 011 SNEEZDIG POWDER.
the fl u t e.
The upp e r
The greo.teot fun-maker et
1.hem all. A sma.lt ameunt
th e lips covering the
of thtH powder, who11 blown
ope nings in the centre.
in q.. roem,
will
cause
Then by blowing i;ently
everyone to sneeze wttheut
upon 1t you can pla~t
anyone knowing where it
e.ny tune destrc d as eoo!ly as w histling. But
come• trom. lt 11 vory ltght, w!ll float In tho
Uttle pre ctice Is r eq u ired to become a finished. air fer 1ome Umo, nnd ponetrate every neok
player. It Is made entirety of meta.I, end wi ll a.nd cerner •t a. room. It ta per!ccttly Ao.rm ..
last o. Jtfotime.
Wo send full tnstru ctJona leas. Cal hfto te ~nt up 1.n. bottll!li, and one
'?.•Jth ea.ch inetrurnent. Price, lGc., or 2 tor b•tt le conto.ine enou.ch to b-, used from 18 te
215c., by mall, poetpatd.
. JS ttme,. Prtce, by mu!, lCc. ench: 3 tor !60.
A. A. W.'11U'ORD, 16 Uart St., Drovklyn, N, Y. ) WOL•'l" !\OV.liL1'Y C:O., ZIii W. 26th it., JS. ~ I
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REBl!DYrenl to7ou on;J'IIGIITRU.L.
It lt cures, acnd 11.00: It not, do11'l.
Gin expre11offlce. Write todaJ. \V.JC.

Bterlha... 837 Ollie &n .. 8ldae7,0Jde.,

._OLD OOINS WA.NTED-S

$7 .75 P._ld for ll.Alllil date ll!S3 Quarter•

and S½: wiLhout u.rrows. OABH premiums pal\! on hundreds of old coln1.
Keep all money dated before 189\i 11.nd
, sen d r11 E ~ cent.a a.t once for N 61'

~~~·~:~~dJg~~,v:~~~- "'t'e~Uuklll
Dealers, Box 21, Le Hoy, N.

I
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r:~;la~~/~~ ::::t~~~~~ !
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tebt. c~~
0
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I LOTS or FU!i ron
DIBll
TZNTRILOQOIST TllROAT, fmllAWt

Blrd1 Hd A11.lml!J1. Fabe llwt.Hhe ~d ~
Dlatt10nd Rine, o.1.13 11ntC.r tOouU.

Boato•NHeltyDept.73 MtlHM,.....

READ THIS

~~i"nTfo~::f.~ '\!~?~~-:r~.;1)

Girls, you don 't bu.ve t.o wa.lt, until you a.re Mei
a.nd \Vcmen ~o mn.ke a. !l'onune.
Send us you,
stnmped-ad,1ros•ed em·elopo, and we will tell yot

how to ,1 ke n. FortnPe with 10 cents. Write Man~f,?e'et:";~,fl~~~~Jbf! ;!_NTION CO., 2718 N. Oriana

FREE

BLlJE ENA.HELLED
.FLAG PIN,

Any letter ho.nd engro.ved, &nd a

cata.lo~ of Bi:u1ge Pins, Jewelry,
Tricks, J okee and Puzzles. Send
".rWo cents t.o p&y for postage a.od
handling

BEVERLY NOVELTY OO.,

:ie@8,J Bevel'l;r no ..d, Breokl:,n, N. T.

GOOD Ll70K BANES,

THE lllAGlf' OIGAB CASE.

Ornamental o.o welt , aa u1efut.
Made et lllghl7 nickeled b•aos.
It hold·: juat ·one Dollar. When
filled ,t opens ltaelt.
Remain•
locked until r efilled. Can be used
a• & watohcbarm. Money refunded If not satlofled.
Prlco, lOe.
by mall.

A beautiful and pet'tect cigar case, 1nade
or Imitation alligator
and sealskin leo.ther;
worth a quarter as a
cigar ca.se alone. It
can be shown full of
cigars and Instantly
handed to a p e rson.
who, upon opening It, finds only a.n empty
case. The box has a. secret spring and a
double case, and can be operated only by one
In the secret. Full printed Instructions sent
with each case. Every smoker should have
one. Price. 20c.; 2 for 31Sc. by ma.11, postpaid;
1
Nt"w York Cit:,-.

an

L. leaarens,

Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pwo

NAIL PUZZLE.
lln~:,ge t':,rge~h~~tal
folks guessing; easy to
take them apart when you
know how..
Directions

~!~:

with every one.

-•
Price, 6c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St~ N. Y.

VANISHING CIGAR.
This cigar Is m11;de In
exact Imitation ot a goocl
one. It Is held by a. rubber cord which. with the
attached safety pin. lo
fastened on the Inside or

the sleeve. When offered
to n friend, n11 It ls about to be take~ It will
Instantly disappear.
Price, 10c. each by ma.JI., poatpald.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It consists ot t'hree honeshoes
fastened
togethe1·.
Only a very clever perGOll
can talte off •he closed
horseshoe from the two
!Inked horseshoes.
But it
can be done ln a moment when the secret is
known. Prlc~. by mall, l0c. each.
ll. F. LANG, 1815 CentTe St., B'luyn, N. Y.

~~eB~if:8R, b{5J"xw~sbt /f;

NORWEGIAN MOUSE.
A very large gray mouse.
measuring 8 lnche• from Up
of nose to end of tall. The
body ot mouse Is hollow.
Place your first finger In bis
body. and then by moving your
finger up and down, the mouse
appears to be running up your
sleeYe.
Enter a. room where
there are ladles, with the
mouse runn · "1g up your sleeve,
and you will see a rapid scattering of the !air sex. Many
practical jokes can be perpetrated with this small rodent.
Price, 10c.; 3 for 25c. malled, postpaid.
H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyu, N. Y.

. LT.NX THE LINK PUZZLl!I.
The sensa.tlon of the d!l•,
Pronoun ced by all. the moot
baffling ancl scientific novelty
out. Thouea..ncls have worked
at it for hours wtihout n1asterlng It, still It can be done ln two seconds
by giving the links the proper twist, but unless you know how, the harder you twist tl1em
the tighter they grow. Price. Ge.; 3 !or loc.:
one dozen, 50c., by mall, po!:1!-paid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y,
WINDOW SMASHERS.
The 11reatest sensation, j1 Gt
trom Paris. A most wond~r!ul etrect ot a smashin".,
·
\, 1~ breaking, falling pane or
~ '. · glass. It will electrify ever.•.
.
body. When yo u come homd,
.
slam the door shut ancl at
the same time throw the
discs to the floor. Every pane ot glass In the
house
will at once seem tq have been s!11\t tered. Price, by mall, postpaid, S5c., a. sea
nr six plates.
H. F. LAN~, 1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N. Y.

~

THE FIGllTL'>G R-OOSTERS.
A full blooded pair of
fighting
g a.me
cocks.
'l.'hose llllputlan fighters
have real feathers, y~Jl c, w
legs and flery red c.ont ;l!-l',
their movements whon
fighting a.re perrectly ,,atura! and lifelike. and tho
secre t of their movenH•nr<•
is known only to th e operator, who can c~ti.31,,7
them to battle with each other as often
and as long as desired. Independent of their
fighting procllv!ttes they make \'ery pretty
mantel ornaments. Price tor the pair in a
strong box, 10c,; 3 pairs for 25c. by mail,

A NEW SQUIRT BADGE.
Grea.t fun for the million!
Wear It In your
buttonhole a.nd then press
the bulb a.nd wa.tch the
)lostpaid.
other fellow run.
WOLF1'' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.
Price, Uc.
C.
BEHR,
150
W
.
62d
St.
THE PEG JUl\lPER.
BOUGH 'RIDEB DISC PISTOLS.
New York City.
.
..,
A very effective
Made of nicely colpocket trick, easily
,red wuod 5½ Inches
to be performed by·
HEAD PUZZLE.
nrn
long.
The power ....
any one. A miniature
.Just out, a.nd one of the
furnished by rubber
paddle is shown. Ci!n most tascinatlng puzzles o,n
bands.
Ten dl•cs ot
trQal_ holes are drilled through it. A WOCller..
cardboard wlth each
p
eg
Is
Inside
of
tho
upper
bolo. Showing now
pistol. Prlce, 6c. each.
joi n them. It looks easy. but both stdes ot the paddle, the performer causes,
postpal.d.
by •Imply breathing upon It, the peg to Iea,•o
try
It
and
you
wlll
admit
that
WOLFF 'NOVEL'TJ:' CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
It Is without exception the best the upper hole, and appear In the middle ono.
puzzle you have ever
You ca.n't leave Then It jumps to the lower bolo, back to the
Illll7A.'TIO'.N GIANT DIAMONDS.
middle one, a.nd lastl y to the upper hole.
It alone. Made ot s1Jvered metal.
Diamond rings or stu ds of Price, 12e.; 3 for 30c., sent by mall, postpa.!d. Both sides ot the paddle are r epeatedly shown.
Price by mail, 15c.
bal!-lnch and one Inch in
H. F. LANG, 1815 Oentre St .• B'klyu, N. Y.
C. HEHR, lil0 W. 62<1 St., Now York City.
diam eter are h eard of in
storie s on1y~
We have them
MARBLE VASE.
1
1mttnte d by prodi gious sparkA clever and puzzling ettect,
DEAD SHOT SQUIBT PISTOL.
ling stones wh.Jcb wlll deceive
easy to do; the apparatus can
If you shoot a. man
the s'lance ot any spectator.
be minutely examined. Effect:
with this '"gun'l-..lle will
•lze, '215c. ea-<!h;; ~~~ci:",, ':Jz~i:.:. P;:~;:_ald,. small
.A marble can be made to pas,
be too mad to · ~
from the hand into the cJoaed
the ancient excuse---"!
B. F. LANG. 1815 Cea.tre St~ B'klyn. N. Y.
vase, which a. n1oment before
didn't know it was
MAGIC PUZZLE
beautiful ena,n;;'!J'
~'::~~Y·vas~h. la Is a ·
. with
loaded." It loa(ls e&slly
a full charge of
KEYS.
Price. :toe, w ~tor, tt.nd tn.ldng ntm. press tho rubber bulb
M. V. GALLIOAY, 410 W. 116th St., N. Y.
nt th" butt of th e Pistol, when a small stream
or water lo squirted Into bis face. 'l.'he beet
THE MAGNETIC TOP.
thing to do then ls to pocket yo·, ir gun n.r::l
seems Impossible to
.A,. handsome
metal
run. 'l'hore are "loads ot fun .. in this wicked
•epaTate
them.
but
highly magnetized toy: Uttlo j olter, which looks like a real revol'.·ar,
wh~n JeaTI1ed It Je
A
horseshoe
and
a
splrn.1
!
trt
irS"er, cock, cha.n~bers, barrel a::1<1 a.IL Prtc~
eaally done,
wire
furnished
with I only 7c, i 4 fot· 2vc.; ono dozen 60c. by mail
Price, Oc., voeti:,e.ia,
each · top. When, spun i J>"~tr>att".
WOLEF NOTii:LTY CO., 20 W. 20th St., N. Y.
next to tho wires, they
H. F. J,A.J.'VO, 1813 Centi•e St., ll' lclyn, N. i:.
;m ake the most eurpdaTHE JlJ!tU~J.NG l•ROG,
in& moveinents,
You
can make wires o( dlt•
'l'Hl!l HIDEOU~ SPIDER.
'!'his Httle tt&VeltJ)' e,-eates
ferent shapes and c-et
19. wo,·ld o! laugh t¢f,
ltij
Fun tor evory•
the most peculiar er.
i;hl&f att,-a.et!ve-ness IQ that
)>ody with one ot
fecta, Price, Go., postIt tEkes a te-vv ,secof)dQ be,
pa.Id.
!ore leaping high in th<t e.l~,
tfufe~.e t~~dtoo~:
JJO that when set, very tnno- L. SenarOll.9, IH'l' WlnthroJ> St., Brooklyn, N. Y,
iFI 3 Jnohes long,
e&ntly a.l&f'fl' elde or an unsuspeetln!!' person,
bea.utlfully
enamelbe Is .suddenly eta,.tled by the wonderful
/' /~
cd green. with
'l'H1B CROWN STYLO,
activity o( this frog, Price, lllc. each by man
white
ridges,
po1tpa.!d,
Made of aluminum, Jew opeek!es, bulgln{f eyes, and a big yel·
red
H, F, LANG, 1811! Centre St., B'k!yn, N, Y,
satin finish, guaran• m outh, He ts nr1ncd wltb six legs and two
teed not to leak. This uprlgh t feelers. made 6f l1exlble tpiral springs.
etylographio ink pen,, A dark. lttvlslble thread attac hed to h is ~;,_.....
ilUllfINU.M DRlXIUNG CUPS,
These handsome Jlttle ~ups are pfl js made 6f\ a. new plan, It cannot cor ... iets you shake him In tho air before your
very handy In size, do not leak, and rode aud will outlast and outclass any simi-,. friends' cyeR, wh en th e Jens wiggle in a most
a.re Sat!,;,. finish ed,
Wneri com, la• pen c11 Oft the market. It Is a. splendid nature.I, l!follke mann er. Guaranteed to mtike
pressed, f~'l ba carried In the vest writer, and ls easily kept in order. Each one any lady howl and to scare the bravest hero
pgcket1 rney h old a _geed f!uantlty packed with a, .fi!le1•, aRd a. clip to hold it en earth out ot his boots,
ln youv vest poel<:et,
pt J1qu.d, aRd a.r·o very strong light
Price by mall. l0c. each.
Price, 250, eaeh, 'J'0Btpald.
_ ___,, ye-\ duFable, Price, 14."l, eaet/., pest;
WOLFF NOVEVrY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. "K,
JI, J!. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. 'Ii'.,
_.,..
paid,
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WOLFF NOVELTY
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!!Otli St .• N, Y,

SURPRISE PERFUMl!l
B6TTLE,
Those In tho joke fRB.t' tree!¥
pmell the p e rfume If! tli<t bottle,
b,it the µrilnlllat e d, flfi removing
th e cork will receive
pontente
jn his hani!s,
This la a. slm:11le

u,e

Qnd c 1e:vet' joke:

parcr:ci,

(~~dh!c~cil
H,

.

by

.mall, f>8St-

F. J',AN&,

iu5 ;Jeutre St., ll'k.l;ya, N, Y,

